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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

In our earlier research report on the logic of teaching it

was pointed out that teaching is essentially a system of social action

involving an end, an agent, and a situation. It was farther noted that

the situation consists of two sets of factors. One set was-comprised of

such elements as class size and characteristics of pupils; the other set

being made up of elements such as assignments ani the asking of questions.

The last of these sets of factors was referred to as the means of instruc-

tion. It consists in subject matter and instructional paraphernalia and

the ways of manipulating and maneuvering these.

This earlier study of the logic of teadhing consisted in an

analysis of classroom discourse to ascertain same of the logical opera-

tions involved in teaching. In the present study we are concerned with

the larger maneuvers having to do with the control of the subject matter

of instruction. These maneuvers we refer to as strategies. It was pointed

out in the report on the logic of teaching that strategies are concerned

with attaining certain outcomes and are, hence, directly related to objec-

tives. It is the purpose of the present report to present the results of

our efforts to analyze classroom discourse into strategies.

../.......11MIRNMI.M.IIIINNIMINI11.=1.N100

Smith, B. Othanel; Meux, Milton; et al. A Stuy of the Logic of
Teaching. Bureau of Educational Research, Universityf rIllEifs,
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The source of data used in this investigation is the sane as

that which was used in the study of the logic of instruction. It con-

sists of recorded classroom discourse at the high school level including

grades nine, ten, eleven, and twelve. The subjects and grade levels.
covered by the recordings are given in Table 1. Five consecutive class

sessions were recorded for Tach teacher of each subject at eadh grade
;

level.

Table 1. Summary of Subjects:and
Grade Levels Recorded

Englidh

Hathematics

_Science

114story-7 ***
Social Studies

Total Number
of Teachers.

9th
grade

10th
grade

llth
grade

12th,

grade Totals

1

2

**
1

5

1

1

1

"

1

5

17

*
-The tapes for these classes could not be used becaUse
the amount of paper and.pencil work rendered .11em useless.

**
The tapes for this class were inaudible.

***
Including a class in sociology and one in a core program.

Ihe recorded classroom discourse-waS transcribed and dittoe4.
_ _ :r:

and the dittoed materials were used in making the analyses both Of-the,

logical Operations and of the strategies of instruction.
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111.4,4 present report sets forth the breakdown of classroom dis-

course into units of instruction called ventures and tells how these

ventures were classified into categories according to objectives. The

report then goes on to show how the categories were analyzed into verbal

moves that turn out to be elements of strategies. These moves, when

combined into patterns, constitute what we refer to as strategies of

instruction.

Like our earlier study of the logic of teadhing, the purpose of

the present investigation is to give a descriptive account of teaching

behavior. This study is in no way an experimental inquiry. Father it is

a natural history study of the behavior of teachers as it occurs under

classroom conditions. giventhe present state of our knowledge about the

teaching process, there would seem to be little need for justifying a study

that attempts to describe in as objective a fadhion as possible the behav-

ior of teachers as they deal with students and the content of instruction.

It is hoped that such studies will afford a broader and more adequate

empirical base upon which to rest experimental studies of teaching.

Teaching behavior is many-sided. For this reason, we have been

forced to select some aspect of it for study rather than attempt to analyze

the behavior in its entirety. We have, therefore, concentrated upon the

cognitive aspects of teaching behavior and have ignored those behaviors

that have to do with the affective domain and with such elements as

reinforcement and discipline.

This report is the work of the project staff. Each chapter was

first written by one or more members of the staff and then revised by other

members. In this sense each chapter is a group product. Nevertheless, we



shall indicate, chapter by chapter, the person or persons primarily

responsible for preparing the first draft of each of the chapters

included'. Chapters I, V and X were developed by Smith; Chapters

VIIi'and XIII by.Coombs; Chapter VI by Nuthall; Chapters XI and XII

by Precians; Chapter XIV by Meux; Chapter II by Coombs and Meux;

Chapter IV by CoOmbs, Meux and Nuthall; Chapter VII by Coombs and

Nuthall; and Chapter IX by Meux and Nuthall.

Thie account would be incomplete without giving credit to

Mts. Margaret Brengle for the role she played in'preparing the manu-

script; cutting the stencils, and-producing the finished prOdUct;

She helped in -Clarifying the discourse at certain points and also

prepared'ihe.figkires and diagrams ih iteilcil'faiiirfrom copy that'in

some cases was exceedinarrough. For all her patience and help the

authoricare deeply grateftil.'

'



Chapter II

THE VENTURE: A UNIT OF DISCOURSE

The first step in identifying strategies is that of dividing

classroom discourse into units in which strategies are to be sought. Not

all of the units into which discourse is analyzable are of such a nature

that it would be reasonable to lodk for strategies within them. It is

unlikely, for example, that strategies would be found in time-sample

units. As Barker has pointed out, a continuous stream of activity may

be analyzed into units which reflect the inherent organization of the

activity, or it may be analyzed into predetermined time periods, or

number-of-occurrence segments, having no correspondence to the structure

of the activity.
1

A strategy is a pattern which occurs in the verbal

behavior of the classroom, and units in which strategies are found will

occur as part of the organization of the discourse. To divide the dis-

course into time periods, or number-of-occurrence segments, is to risk

fragmenting whatever strategies may occur in it.

Requirements of a Unit
*

The first condition that a unit of discourse must satisfy is

that it deal with a single topic. As one reads transcriptions of a class

period, he notes that it seems to break into a few sections -- typically,

five or six -- each one consisting in a treatment of a particular topic.

The term "topic" cannot be defined to the point that either ambiguity or

1
Barker, Roger G. "The Stream of Behavior as an Empirical Problem."

The Stream of Behavior, Roger G. Barker (Ed.), New York: Appleton -

Century-Crofts, 1963, pp. 1-3.

Adapted from Teaching Strategies and the Teaching of Concepts, by

Jerrold R. Coombs. Unpublished dOctor's dissertation, University

of Illinois, 1964.

..5.
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vagueness is completely avoided. In fact, a topic is more easily "sensed"

as one reads the discourse if he does not try to keep a definition of the

term in mind. The presence of a topic is indicated by the coincidence of

the judgment of independent analysts as to the beginning of a new topic.

A second condition of a unit is that its discourse be relevant

to sate objective such as a cause-effect relationship, or a concept. The

unit should include all the Contiguous discourse relevant to the objective.

That is to say, there should be no case in which part of the discourse

relevant to a given objective occurs in one unit and part in a preceding

or succeeding unit. Strategies will thus not be fragmented as classroom

discourse is divided into units, assuming that a given strategy is geared,

to a single objective.

The unit of discourse which best meets these conditions is called

a ventUre. A venture is a segment of discourse consisting of a sst of

utterances dealing with a single topic and having a single overarChing

content objective.

Exemplification of Unit Requirements
*

The discourse of a class period is organized info a series of

discussions of different topics. When reading a transcript of a class

session one notes immediately this topical organization. In some cases,

the dhange from one topic to another is heralded by the teacher's announce-

ment that the clasS is going to discuss a particular topic. Thisegment

of discourse cited in the example below illustrates such a case. This

excerpt is taken from a discussion of prisons in a sociology class.

Ibid.



Example 1

T: And what about the plant (physical plant of the
prison)? Does it have these divisions like they

.had back here? Some. lived in dungeons. Are they
things we find in modern-day prisons? Or do we
find prisons having adequate light, sanitation,
vehtilation, or things that make for the well-
being of the prisonar's health? Which one?

Oh, yeah, theythey are--

T: All right. Adequate reason for [inaudible].
Well, you can understand by, having a prison plant
to do that.

* * *

Now, then, a while ago Joannie mentioned sale-thing
else that is being done. She mentioned probation,
and we said we would devote a little tine in dis-
cussing that, and in connection with it we'll
discuss parole. First, what does probation do?

As already suggested, in the discourse )rior to this segment the class

has been discussing the characteristics of modetu prisons. Discussion

of:this topic ends at the point indicated by the three asterisks. Here,

the teacher annodnces that the class will discuss probation and parole.

Then, she proceeds to initiate discussion of this new topic by asking

What probation does.

Not every change in the topic of discussion is signaled by an

announcement that a particular topic is going to be discussed. The shift

from one topic to another may be occasioned by a question which starts

the discussion in a new direction. Example 2 contains an utterance in

which a question produces a change in the topic. In the discourse

immediately preceding this utterance the topic was the causes of the

Spentih-American War.
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Example 2

T: When they 'adoPted.their resolution concerning war,
,there were four specific points that Congress made.
The first one-had to do with Cuba. What did they
say about Cuba?

The teacherts first two sentences set the stage for her question about

the provisions of Congress's resolution concerning the war. The question

itself initiates discussion of the war resolution. Discussion of the

causei of the war is thus ended and discussion of the new topic is begun.

All samples of classroom discourse used in this study exhibit

this topical organization, although discussions of topics are not all of

the sane,duration. Some topic discussions cover only a portion of one

page of transcript, while others 'maY be four or ftve pages long. This

is to be, expected, since some, topics are not worth discussing for the

same amount of tine as others.

The second requirement i.e., that be a unit containing a

body.og discourse relevant to e single objective, is also fulfilled.by

the venture. .Any discussion of a topic contains-a number of elements

of content such as facts, rules, definitions, generalizations, etp.

However, close examination of what seem to be paradigm cases of ventures

suggests.that it is possible to identify ono element of content which is

the central fOcus of discUssion. That is to say,.it is possible to..

identifyilazule, concept, etc., which is explicated, establilshed, or,

set forth by :the discussion of the topic as a whole. This element is

called the objective of the unit or more descriptively, the overarching

content Objective.
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The elements of content set forth in the various statements

occurring in the unit are subordinate to the overarching content Objec-

tive and serve to delineate or establish it by giving evidence that

supports it or examples which illustrate it2 etc. Suppose a discussion

were initiated by the question, "Does parental negligence cause juvenile

delinquency?" Utterances in the discussion may state that parental

negligencs does cause such delinquency. They may cite several examples

in which children with negligent parents were delinquent. They might

define 'delinquency' or 'negligence.' They may note that insecure dhildren

are likely to be delinquent and cite facts to show that neglected children

are often insecure. Note that the individual utterances in this discussion

contain a number of content elements--facts, generalizations, and defini-

tions. All of theses however, serve to set forth, explicate, and establish

the generalization that parental negligence causes juvenile delinquency.

Thus, this generalization would be the overarching content objective of the

discussion.

Every venture contains a body of discourse relevant to a single

content objective. FUrthermore, analyzing classroom discourse into ventures

makes it unlikely that situations will arise in which part of the discourse

relevant to the content objective is found in a preceding or succeeding

unit. There is apt to be no change from one venture to another unless

there is a change from discussion relevant to one content objective to

discussion relevant to a different content objective. Thus, each venture

typically contains all the discourse relevant to the objective of that

venture.
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A number of ventures will be presented and discussed in the

next chapter. However, it may be well to consider here at least one

example to lend concreteness to the concept of a venture. The venture

to be considered is one whidh occurred in a sociology class studying

the problem of crime.

S: If all of us had..parents had to pay for all the
damage that a child did to somebody's property,
what would that prove? Kids would keep on doing
it even though the parents pay for it.

B: Would they?

T: What do you think about that?

B: Well, ifif the parents had to pay for it, I think
they're--they'd keep the kids home, or--or at least
knew where they were going. And, if the kids lied
about where they were going, they wouldn't go oat
again for quite a while. They'd keep a little
closer tdbs on the kid.

G: Yeah, and the kids would think their parents were
getting too strict and they'd start sneaking out
and doing things behind their backs. You don't
get anywhere.

B: Well, that would bring on more punishment.

G: Well, if theyyou know-- [inaudible] a little and
just [inaudible] or something. They had to pay for
it, well, maybe they'd just put their foot down and
make them work it out of their allowance and they
wouldn't be so free to do anything.

B: I think:that's probably what a lot--a lota--how--
how it would work out in a lot of places. In a lot
of homes, parents wouldn't pay it; kids would. I
think that would be a better law than--well, you
can't hardly, I guessI guess you couldn't do that,
though, because you couldn't make a minor pay for
something he did.

T: Might make the parents a little more interested in
the cases where the parents were at fault.

B: Uh -hum.
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The topic discussed in this venture, is how juvenile delinquency might

be decreased. The content element disclosed by the discussion as a

whole is that making parents responsible for the damage done 'by their

children, getting children to have respect for their own integrity, and

having people refuse to put up with delinquency are the means of re-

ducing the amount of juvenile delinquency. Note that all of the dis-p

custion in this venture is concerned with indicating what the means of

reducing delinquency are, or else, with supporting or refuting a claim

that something is a means of reducing delinquency.

A.student initiates the disdussion by denying the proposition

that to make parentt pay for damage dove by their children is to reduce

juvenile delinquency. Several arguments either.supliOrting or refuting

this claim are presented. The teadher ends debate on this point by

citing Hoover't statement that making parents legally and financially

responsible for the actions of their children would decrease juvenile

delinquency. Another student then states that getting children to have

more respect for their integrity would be the best means of solving the

delinquency,problem. Discussion of this claim brings out the final

point -- if people refuse to put up with juvenile delinquency it can

be stoppe41
A.

Identification of Ventures

Ventures are identified by a set of criteria, Because of

the complexity and variety of classroom discourse, such criteria are

necessary to assure that judgments as to the identity of ventures

will be as uniform as possible. The criteria developed in the

present study are:
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J. The beginning of a venture is identified by one or bike

of the following:

1.1 An utterance or part of an utterance containing

an oxplini* indipatinn (annonmenent or proposal);

usually by the teacher, that a particular topic is

to be considered. Such an announcement is usually

followed by a question which initiates discussion

of the proposed topic or by an invitation to

speak on the topic.

1.2 An utterance not explicitly indicating that a

particular topic is to be taken up, but contain-

ing a question or statement that mikes a marked

change in the course of the discussion.

1.3 An utterance containing a question or statement

that initiates a discussion Characterized by a

new overarching objective.

2. Qualifications.

2.1 When a venture includes one or more utterances

containing a story, poem, student report, etc.,

or parts of such works or reports, new ventures

may be identified in the subsequent discussion

by criteria 1.1, 1.2, or 1.3, although the

discussion continues to be about the particular

story, poem, etc.

2.2 When a set of utterances concerns a number of

mathematical problems, grammatical exercises,



or other sorts of examples and instances

illustrating a single general principle (a rule

of usage, a formula, a type of proof), these

utterances together with any Aiscussion of the

general principle or the instances shall count

as a single venture.

2.3 When an utterance or set of utterances announces

two or more topics to be taken up, the discussion

of eaCh topic Counts as a venture, provided that

each one is discussed independently rather than

Concurrently and provided further that discussions

of the tOpies tàkéñ together do not form a unit

having a singie OVeiaidhirie objectiVe. Dis-

CusSiohs of the 'iproi and "con," the "old" and

iiriewi4 and other such bifurcations of the topic

dhall not count as separate ventures.

3: Exceptions.

3.1 If an utterance contains an explicit indication

(announceient or nropOsal) that a partiddlar

topic.is to be deinsidered but another topic is

discussed inbteid of the one announced, the

utterance in Which tt;e topic is announced does

not count as the beginning of a new venture.

Such utterances are to be labeled 'misfires'

and are not to codnt as part of any venture.

A

4,
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3.2 An utterance or set of utterances occurring

within the discussion of a topic but wholly

unrelated to the topic is not to be counted

as the beginning of a new venture. Rather

it is to be marked off from the venture and

ldbeled 'disruption.'

3.3 An utterance or set of utterances containing

a statement of the general subject with Which

class discussion is to be concerned far an

entire period or longer, or statements of

assignments, school announcements, etc.,

counts as an orienting statement and is not

to be considered as part of any venture.

3.4 An utterance or set of utterances occurring

within the discussion of a topic but only

loosely related to the topic is to be counted

neither as the beginning of a new venture nor

as a disruption. It is to be counted rather

as part of the venture within which it occurs.

4. The end of a venture is marked by no special cues. The

termination of a venture is signaled only by the beenning

of a new venture or by the occurrence of an orienting

statement.

5. The duration of a venture is limited by the following

considerations:

5.1 A venture always contains fewer utterances than

the total discourse.



5.2 A venture generally contains more than one

episode. A venture is only coextensive with

an episode if it is not possible to legiti-

mately consider the episode as part of the

discussion of a more inclusive topic having

a single overarching content objective.

Reliability of Procedures for Identifying Ventures

If the venture is to be useful as a unit of analysis, it must

be possible for independent observers to Identify the same or nearly

the same ventures when analyzing the sane tape transcripts.

There axe two distinct aspects to assessing the reliability of

the procedures for identifying ventures. One is the problem of getting

a descriptive measure of the degree of agreement or consistency obtained

among judges using the procedures. The second is the problem of deciding

whether and how acceptable a given degree of agreement is for certain

purposes. This second problem is really the more important one in oar

research, since it concerns whether we go ahead with these criteria or

revise them.

For deciding whether the present procedures are adequate for

our own research, we chose a simple descriptive measure of agreement

among judges, one essentially the same as was used in the Smith, Meux,

An approaCh to reliability in terms of variance ratios (true to
observed) would ntt really help our purposes much -- i.e., whether or
not to revise the criteria for our research -- since it is no easier to
make such a decision on the basis of variance ratios than on the co-
efficient of agreement. Of course, if we had a design allocating
disagreement in judgments to the various sources of disagreement, then
the variance approach might be more appropriate.



et al., study. We call this a coefficient of agreement.

This coefficient of agreement is obtained by dividing the

number of markings agreed upon by the two judges by the total number

of markings of the team having the larger number of markings. (A

marking is a mark in the transcript signifying the end of a venture

or the beginning of a new venture.) Typically, a mark signifies both

the end of one venture and the start of another. In sone cases, how-

ever, there are misfires or orienting statements intervening between

the end of one venture and the beginning of another.

In interpreting this coefficient of agreement, with respect

to whether the criteria should be revised for our own research purposes,

we feel that 50% (or below) agreement is so low as to require revision,

that 60% agreement is not significantly different than 50%, and 70%

(or higher) agreement is satisfactory for our research purposes (and

peihaps for other researchers).

The procedure used was as follows: In the first phase -- the

training period -- four judges having no previous experience with

identifying ventures were selected and trained in the use of tb,2 criteria.

During their training period the judges used the criteria to identify

ventures in three tape transcripts, meeting to discuss the markings of

each transcript before maiking the next one. As an aid to understanding

the nature of an overarching content objective the judges were referred

to the taxonomy of educational Objectives in the cognitive domain

Sudth, B. Othanel, Meux, Milton, et al., A Study of the Lo ic of
Teaching, BureaU of Educational Research, University of I inois, 962.
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constructed by Bloom, et al.
2

They were told to use the objectives

listed in the taxonomy as exemplars of types of content elements which

could serve as overarching objectives. The judges were not instructed

to limit the types of overarching objectives to objectives found in the

taxonomy, however. Thus, the specific types of content elements which

could be overarching objectives were left somewhat open.

At the end.of the training period each judge was given nine

tape transcripts in which he was to identify ventures. These nine tapes

represented a variety of different subject matters and grade levels.

When the judges had marked their tape transcripts individually, they

were dimided into two teams having two members each. Each team then

arrived at a team judgment of the ventures occurring in each tape tran-

script. The team judgments were used as the basis for calculating the

coefficient of interjudge agreement for each tape.

Table 2 presents the coefficients of agreement obtained for

each of the nine transcripts.

Table. 2.

Subject

Coefficients of Agreement

Grade

Between Judges.
Coefficient
of Agreement

World History 10 .86
World History 10 .89
United States History 11 .58
Sociology 11-12 .87

English 11 .70
English 9 .60
Physiology 10-11 .56
Physics 11 .67
Geometry 10 .75

2Benjamin S. Bloom (Ed.), TaxonoTy_of Educational Objectives Handbook I:
Cognitive Domain, New York: Daild McKay Company, Inc.,1956, pp. 62-87.
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These coefficients Compare favorably with similar coefficients

of agreement which Smith, Meux, et al., Obtained for the identification

of episodes. In both cases the median coefficient for the set of tapes

was .70. However, the coefficient of interjudge agreement in identifying

ventures ranged from .56 to .89 while the range of coefficients for

episodes was from .62 to .73. As indicated dbove, the level of agreement

for most tapes is satisfactory for our purposes.

Ideally, a reliability design would yield conclusions about

sources of error variance. Although we do not have such a design, it

seems relatively clear from our experience with the judges and an

analysis of the disagreements among judges that a major cause of dis-

agreement in those tapes with low coefficients lies in the fact that a

discussion of one topic is sometimes a part of the discussion of a more

inclusive topic. Thus, it is sometimes equally plausible and legitimate

to divide a segment of discourse into three ventures, each having a

single overardhing content objective, or to judge it to be one venture,

this venture, too, having a single overarching content objective. When

confronted with such a situation one of the judges habitually marked

the largest number of ventures, one preferred the smallest number, and

the others showed no consistent pattern. (This seemed to happen espe-

cially in the Physiology tape -- the one with the lowest agreement --

in the discussion of parts of the brain.) A criterion to the effect

that judges, when confronted with a situation such as that described

Ibid.



above, should mark the largest number of venturLs possible within

the criteria could be added to the set of criteria far identifying

ventures. Such a criterion should somewhat increase the coefficient

of interjudge agreement in identifying ventures withaat impairing the

validity of the venture as a unit within which it is reasonable to

look for strategies.



Chapter III

CLASSIFICATION OF VENTURES

The purpose of dividing classroom discourse into ventures

is to identify units within which strategies of teaching may be isolated

and described. It is neither feasible nor theoretically desirable to

attempt to search for strategies before the ventures are grouped into sets.

The important question is one of deciding the basis on which ventures are

to be classified. The answer to this question is to be found in the fact

that a strategy is a way of attaining an objective. If ventures can be

grouped into sets according to their objectives, each set can be analyzed

to find out whether or not strategies are to be found within it.

Objectives as Cognitive Import

It Should be clear at the outset that the Objective of a venture

is not be be equated with the teacher's intention. It is impossible from

the verbal discourse alone to tell the teacher's intention as the verbal

exchanges occur between the teacher and the students. Suppose a teacher

asks, as a venture is introduced, 'What does probation. mean?" It is

not clear from this verbal expression what the teacher hopes to attain.

He may ask the question in order to impress the student with the fact

that he has not understood the meaning of the term 'probation.' The

teacher may have in mind to find out whether or not the student has

read the materials that have been assigned him. He may be asking the

question to induce discussion, or he may simply wish to call attention

to the term in order that he himself might explicate it with more care

than is done in the reference material. But whether or not the teacher's

-21-
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intention is one or the other of these cannot be determined from the

verbal discourse. For this reason, we abandoned the use of the term

'objective' as a teacher's goal. By the sane token, the objective of

a venture is not to be considered the same thing as learning outcome.

It is not possible to tell from the verbal discourse what, if anything,

is learned by the student from the verbal exchanges taking place. Of

course, the discourse contains a number of facts, concepts, principles,

etc., but to conclude from this fact that the student is learning thus-

and-so from the exchange is to engage in conjecture.

What is meant by saying that a venture has'an dbjective? As

one reads the discourse in a venture it becomes clear that the venture

has a central poimt. There is a sort of conclusion to whidh the verbal

exdhanges lead, a sort of theme that seens to pervade the exchanges.

This .constitutes tbe import of the venture, and it is its import that

'we have in mind when we-speak of the venture's Objective. In the

'preceding-chapter, itlias-indicated that one of the conditions-of a

venture-is that it have an objective, and we spoke of it as being a

content Objective. The expression'tcontent dbjective' was chosen

deliberately to indicate that we had in mind the cognitive import of

the discourse rather than the intentions of tbe teacher or the student's

achievement. When we speak, then, of an dbjective in reference to a

venture, we have in mind what a reader would grasp as the central

meaning of a segtemt of discussion.

Using the term 'objective' in this sense, we classified the

ventures in accordance with their cognitive imports. A sample of

ventures was analyzed by a team of three members of the project staff,
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each member reading the same set and arriving at his own interpretation

of the import of each venture. Then the members met and discussed their

individual interpretations. Following these preliminary explorations,

one member of the team was given the task of formulating a set of

categories into which ventures could be classified. Then the categorie,

and their criteria were refined by further testing them out with other

ventures until they were ready to be used.

Types of Ventures

Eight types of ventures were identified according to their

objectives as follows: causal, conceptual, evaluative, particular,

interpretative, procedural, reason, and rule.

Causal venture. The overardhing content objective of this Vipie

of venture is a cause-effect relationship between particular events or

between classes of events. Discussion in such a venture may center on

distinguishing one or more causes of an event, or it may center on dis-

closing one or more effects of an event. Not only do ventures of this

type contain statements that one event is a cause of another, but they

9ften contain arguments supporting these statements. A cause of an

event, in the sense in whidh 'cause' is used here, need be neither

necessary nor sufficient to bring about the event. It may be ol.ly one

factor contributing to or facilitating the event's occurrence.

The example below is a causal venture that occurred in a

Fhemistry class.
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Example 1

T: I want to skip ever one and go down to number
eleven. I'd like to see what some of you gat for
an answer. !Talcimm hydroxide with nitric acid."
Usually when we neutralize that, and that's what
we tend to indicate:here, we should get--salt and
water.

S: That's right.

T: Salt and water. Be has on the board, Ca(OH)0 2HW03
produces calciumnitrate--Ca(NO3)2 water. Mould
that reaction go to Completion? If so, why? In
other words, is this action continued here until
you use up all of this material in order to get
this? What causes the action to go completely to
the tight rather than reverse?

S.: The water.

T; Because of the water. Why water? I mean, why would
a formation of water prevent the reversal in this
equation?

Sr Well--

T; Richard.

R: Well, we take the hydrogen ions and we put it into a
compound and it would be able to be released again to
go back.

T: What's--what did we find out about the ionization of
water?

S: It's sort of made up by electrolysis.

T: Very--?

S: It's stable. It--

T: Very little ionazation, so we have--water formed in
this chemical reaction, as a result; it will go to
completion and go in this direction, completely.
Because once the water is formed, it is said that--
what was it, one pert in a million or something is
ionized? Something like that. I don't exaCtly
remember the figmres on that. Anyway, very slight.



The focus of discussion is the question of identifying the

event that causes a chemical reaction between calcium hydroxide and

nitric acid to go to completion. The event cited as the cause is the

fnrmatinn nf watcsr; Thnai the f.nni-ont nhjortivo nf +hie vantilms 40 the

cause-effect relationship between the formation of water and the

reaction's going to completion.

Consider the argument given to support the contention that

the formation of water is the cause of the reaction's going to

completion. A student states, in effect, that if hydrogen becomes

part of a compodnd which releases hydrogen ions, the ions can go

badc, i.e., the reaction can reierse. The teaCher then gets him to

bring out the fact that water is very stable -- it ionizes very little.

Finally, the conclusion is drawn that the reaction's going to

completion is a result of the formation of water.

Concetuares. The overarching objective of this type

of venture is a set of conditions either governing, or implied by, the

use of a term. These conditions constitute criteria for determining

whether something is or is not a member of the class of things referred

to by the term. A concept involves a class of things and the criteria

by whiCh members of the class are identified. TypicOly, a conceptual

venture contains a concept's name and other aspects such as criteria

and instances.

The following example occurred in a biology class.

Example 2

T: What is the mid-brain? What is the mid-brain?
Sharon?
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S: The smallest portion of the human brain.

T: All right. It's the smallest part,5 but where's
it located?

S: Just above the pons and the cerebellum?

T: Yes. As we move up, we would find under here a
pons--these crossed nerve fibers, and then on up
above that, we will find a mid-brain, which is
made of what kind of material?

Nerve fibers?

-T:, Nerve fibets. .And what would be its function?

S:. It, I imagine, wonld carry mess4ges from the-
cerebral hemisphere and from the pons and stuff?
The-pons.

T: All right, it will-also be-a pathwey r a:conductor
for impulses. We would also find tha it will be a
sort.of connecting link or a-bindinuiissue:for-the:
cerebrum with the cerebellum--or just below the

. cerebellum.

The objective of this venture is the conditions governing the

use of-the term 'mid-brain.' The discussion as a,-whole discloses these

conditions through statements describing-the class of things referred to

by the term 'mid-brain.' These conditions are as follows: (1) It is

the smallest portion of the human brain; (2) it is just above the pons;

(3).1t consists of nerve fibers; (4) it is-a pathwgy ar conductor for

impiases; and (5) it links the cerebrum with the cerebellum.

Evaluative ventures. The dbjective of this type of venture is

a rating of an action, object, event, policy, ar prectie; or a rating

of a class of such things with respect to its-worth, correctness, and

the like. Discussion in ventures of this type usually attempts to deter-

mine whether or not some action, etc., is to be placed in a particular

value category.
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The evaluative venture represented by the disCourse below

occurred in an llth grade Englidh class.

Example 3

(1) T: Is is fair for an author to uce emotional
appeal in which to promote his argument?

(2) S: I think it definitely is, because if things
[garbled] appeal, and if you can't get people
interested in emotion then you can't promote
a cause. Once you get people interested, then
you can appeal to their reason also.

(3) 11: You have to get their attention first by
appealing to their emotions?

(4) S: I think you do.

(5) I% And then your appeal to reason? Haw about
that? You don't seem to agree, Mary, shaking
your head very disapprovingly.

(C) S: I don't agree. I think that--when something--
it depends upon what type of a person you're
talking to. I mean, like, if you were talking
to a man such as [names school principal] he
wouldn't like it because in more of an emotional
way--if you were trying to promote something.
He would--he would--he would want the concrete
facts, and then that's the way you would
persuade him.

(7) T: Well, now, Nary, suppose you were seated on the
bench down there by the clock in the badk lobby
and you were crying your little heart out and
[names school principal] would coue along, and -

he would lo6k at you. What do you suppose
would happen to him when he saw a pretty girl
crying her heart out?

(R) S: Well, he'd come over and--

()) T: And he'd ask you what's the trouble, and suppose
it was because [names herself] had given you a
two on a test when you thought you ought to have
a one. What kind of an appeal would you be
miking to [names principal again)?

(10) S: It wouldn't be a very good appeal.
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(11) T: It might be a most successful one. A very
good. onefor our emotional appeal. Is it
possible that I might be hearing from [names
school principal]?

(12) S: You could.

(13)T: Well, fortunately, I have not had this ex-
perience as far as you axe concerned. But
I have heard from [names school principal]

on occasion when some student felt that I
have been unfair, or that I have misunder-
stood something and--the appeal has been an
emotional one. And very often, when the three
of us get together and work out the reason for
the two instead of the one, and we all become
very intellectual in oar analysis of the problem,
sometimes it wasn't so bad after all.

The objective of this venture is the evaluative judgment that

using emotional affmal to promote an argument is fair if the ultimate

appeal is intellectual. All of the statements in the venture are rele-

vant to supporting or refuting this judgaent. In the second utterance

a student supparts this evaluation. He sayss, in effect, that emotional

appeal is fair because it is the only effective way of getting people

suffleiently interested in a cause to be able to make an appeal to their

ream. Another student, in utterance six, undermines this argument by

denying that an emotional appeal is effective in all cases. The rest

of the venture is devoted to determining whether or not an emotional

appeal is generally effective. The conclusion seems to be that it is

effective and thus the argument for its being fair stands.

Particular. ventures. The particular venture has as its ob.

jective a body of information which clarifies or amplifies a specified

topic or group of related topics. The centril concern of the discussion

in this type of venture is the answering of questions such as "What

happened?" "When did it happen?" "What did it do?" "Who or what did

it?" or "What is it like?"
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The particular venture represented by the following discourse

occurred in a history class.

Example 4

T: When they adopted their resolution concerning war,
there were four specific points that Congress made.
The first one hae to do with Cuba. What did they
say about Cuba?

S: I don't remember that.

T: Now what were they concerned about, do you remember?
The important things for Cuba-4he United States was
going to do?

S: Well, they were going to give her independence.

T: That's right. They would recognize her independence--
that she was free from Spain. Now, in order for her
to be free, the second thing had to be carried out.
What was that?

S: Well, we said that we had no ideas of annexing her.

T: That's part of it. That was the fourth thing, not
the second. That's the Teller Resolution. Before
we would agree that we wouldn't annex her, and
before she could be free, something else had to
happen.

S: The Spanish had to withdraw from the island.

T: That's right. Spain would have to leave the island.
Then the third thing?

5: Was that--that they would have to form a constitu-
tional type of government?

T: Not yet. How were we going to be sure that Spain
would get out of the island? That's the third.
We're going to keep Spain out of the island. Now,
how are we going to do it? This is what brought
war. Well., how could you force Spain to leave the
island?

S: Wouldn't you send an army?

T: Why, of courses Here's the military and naval
forces 4 the United States to enforce the
resolution, whiCh actually, of course, was the
declaration for war.



The objective of this venture is a body of information con-

cerning the provisions of a particular resolution passed by the Congress

of the United States shortly before the Spanish-American war. The dis-

cussion as a whole is devoted to disclosing the contents of this resolu-

tion. The teacher initiates discussion by noting that the resolution

had four provisions. The remainder of the discussion is concerned with

describing these points.

Interpretative ventures. The dbjective of this type of venture

is the cleaning or significance of a set of words or symbols.

The following example of an interpretative venture occurred in

an English class studying a novel by Alan Paton.

Example 5

T: All right, let's see what the next vignette brings
out. Would you like to read this one for me, please?

I believe so. pleading) "I say we shall always have
native crimes to fear until the native people of this
country have worthy purposes to inspire them and
worthy goals to work for. For it's only because they
see neither purpose nor goal that they turn to drink
and crime and prostitution. Which do we prefer? A
law-abiding, industrious, and purposefhl native
people, or a lawless, idle, and purposeless people?
The truth is that we do not know, for we fear them
both. And so long as we vacillate, so long will we
pay dearly for the dubious pleasure of not having to
make up our minds. And the answer does not lie,
except temporarily, in more police and more protection."

T: All right. Now, here we have someone answering the
earlier speaker. But what do you think is his plan?
'Which do we prefer? A law-abiding, industrious, and
purposeful native people or a lawless, idle, and
purposeless people.'

S: Well, I think that he's giving them a choice-kmore or
less giving them something to think about, and his
idea isn't all--Iinaudible]. He thinks the bladk
people should have something that they can work for--
so that the ones who work in the mines or the ones
who don't, find work.
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S: Well, it seems to me that- -that they see good in

both, but this man recognized that the black people
who are educated do realize that they will take a
place in the government and so forth, and the white
people [inaudible] and also . . . but they fear . .

like you said.

P. All v-igh*.

S: Well --he's giving them a choice of just two things
and there's more of a choice here than just these

two things. There's a choice of peaceful coexistence
that he's not talking about here. That they work
together intelligently and cooperatively. He's just

saying that if they have one choice where they're
not going to do anything, we'll have lawlessness or
else we'll have another choice of where they're very
progressive and the only one thing .that they'll over -
ran us.

The discussion as a whole attempts to bring out the meaning of

a paragraph in Alan Paton's novel. The paragraph is read and the teacher

asks the class to tell the plan of the person speaking in the paragraph.

Each student attempts to restate what the speaker is saying or to tel].

what is implied by what the speaker is saying. The utterances of the

first two students are somewhat garbled in the transcription, but apparently

both students are attempting to state the meaning of the passage. The

clearest statement of its significance is given by the last student.

According to him, the speaker is saying that the people can choose to do

nothing, and lawlessness will continue, or they can choose a path which

would result in a progressive native people who will overrun them.

Procedural ventures. A venture of this type discloscs a sequence

of actions by which ar end may be achieved. The sequence of actions

may be related to solving a problem, making a product, or bringing about

a certain type of event. Thus, a venture may set forth procedures for
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calculating the coefficient of friction in certain types of situations,

for bdking a cake, for constructing an argument, or for applying for a job.

The procedural venture given below was taken from a physics class:

Example 6

T: While Alan's putting that on I would like to work
out at leaat one sample problem on friction. As
we said maw times that, generally speaking, there
is more than one method by which you can solve the
problem. Well, not--let's see. Here's the problem.
Why don't you use it for an illustration? Have a
horizontal surfacethe blockof ten pounds, making
an angle of thirty degrees with the horizontal. Now,
this block could either be at rest or it could be
moving with constant velocity. In either case, it
would be in equilibrium. Now, let's seewhat else
do you know about this? We know that the coefficient
of friction between the two surfaces here--Mu [0--
is equal to five-tenths--0.5 [àrites on board]
Findthe weight of the block. Now, I believe this
is all we have given on this. I hope you can solve
it. We are to find the weight of the blodk; given
the coefficient of friction, the pull of ten pounds
at this angle of thirty degrees on the horizontal,
and that the blodk is also in equilibrium. Nowyou
rememberwe pointed out a couple of times over here--
the general technique which you use in solving a
problem of-this nature. Whenever we have a point that
can be considered as being in equilibrium, the first
thing we do is to p;ck out that point which is the
equilibrium. And the logical one to take here would
be--well, what is that point?

S: Center of gravity.

T: Center of gravity! The center of gravity is one. Then
the next thing we'd use is towhat?

S: How the forces are acting upon it.

T: Show all the forces acting upon that: point. All right,
Now, we had shown the given force acting on the point.
What are the other forces acting on this point?
[Center of gravity.] Well, we had the weight of the
block--which is the unknown we want to find, we had
the normal force of the surface on the block. If the
blodk is peshing down on the surface, the surface must
be pushing upward on the block. If that weren't true,



why, they'd sink right down through the-=ell these
blocks over here would push right down through the
table top! This block has weight. We put it on
the surface of the table; there is a downward forte
on the table due to the weight of this block. The
table pushes back with an equal force. We have
horizontal surfaces Imre; so we would show the
normal force, say--in this fashion--but the normal
force and the weight will not be equal, since we
had a vertical component of this ten-pound force
EDD lb. pullnow we'll take care of those com-
ponents--the ten-pound force--in just a minute.

Let's show the other force acting on this block.
think the force is what?

S: Friction.

11: Friction! The force is friction. So we can show
the force of friction as being a--what kind of a
force? Retarding, [force] acting in this direction.
[ 150° angle, on the horizontal from the pull].
We'll call that F. [Writes on board.] Now we have
this.the downward force, W, --the upward--the upward
normal force N, the retarding force of friction, F,
and the given pull often pounds acting at that angle
[300 from the horizontal]. Now, we can resolve this
inclined force [in pounds at 300 angle] vith berizontai
and vertical components, and if we do that we'll have
an upward force here and a horizontal force like so
[on block]. The horizontal force wi].l have what value
in terms of the ten pounds at this angle? %at's the
value of this horizontal component force.

S: Ten pounds times the cosine of the angle.

T: Ten pounds times the cosine of--

S: Thirty!

T: Thirty degrees, O.K. What's the value of this vertical
component?

S: Ten pounds times the sine of thirty degrees!

T: Ten pounds times-i-uh--sine thirty degrees. Now, we can
draw v.= axis through that point [0] and everything
falls--all the forces fall on the axis lx, :y]. O.K.
[Writes on board.] If this drop is--uh--or this point
that--uh--the block:or the center of gravity is at
equilibrium--then the sum of the X components will
Aual zero, and the sum.of the Y components will also

equal zero.
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T: O.K. Now let's look--let's look at this F. What
does it equal?

5: Five tenths.

T1 What?

S: Five tenths N.

T: Oh! 0.K.--0.K1 I didn't hear you. Point five.
Five tenths. So, we can eliminate one of those now
[unknowns] and think in terms of something else.
So let's writere-write the first equation. Ten
pounds times cosine thirty degrees, minus five
tenths N equals zero.

O.K., let's solve for N. We're-.44e're done with
the physics now. This is all the physics there is.
We have described the physics of the situation in
terms of two mathematical equations. Now the rest
is justuharithmetic-- [student interrupts].

S: With algebra?

T: Let's dignify it by calling itdhalgebra instead
of arithmetic. But all the physics is workedwe're
through with all the physics now.

Now, II want to--uh--I want to emphasize this!--
Some of you are going to need extra credit problems--
anduhyou're doing it in sudh a terrifically hard
way. Of course, I know you're trying to build up
your pointsNut] that isn't my purpose in giving
the extra credit problems. I want you to get practice
in analyzing the--the situations ytu get into in
physics. And some of you are going through geometrical
gyrations which--uh--floor me! They must--you must take
hours doing some of this stuff. Now, if you had
mastered this general technique of choosing a point
that's an equilibriumshowing all of the forces that
are acting upon that pointthen take those forces
in terms of given data--set up equations like those
you have written over here, based on the fact the
point is in equilibriumthe sam of theUh--X compo-
nents and the sum of the Y components will be equal
to zero. And if you have ani.y moments involved--you

got anyhave any partswhy those must also be equal
to zero--the sum of the parts must be equal to zero
and you can just solve all kinds of problems with that
general tedhnique.
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The objective of this venture is a procedure for solving

certain types of problems regarding friction. The teacher leads the

class through a particular problem in which the coefficient of friction

between a block and a plane, the amount of pull on the block, the angle

of the pull, and the fact that the blodk is in equilibrium are given

and the weight of the block is to be found. As the class works through

the problem, the teacher roints out the steps in a procedure which may

be used in working other problems of this sort. The procedure, as

finally summarized by the teacher, includes choosing a point that is

in equilibrium, showing all the forces acting on that point, setting

up equations based on the fact that the point is in equilibrium and

then solving for the unknown.

Reason ventures. A venture falling into this category dis-

closes the reason or reasons for an action, decision, policy, or prac-

tice. As used here, the term /reason' refers to a consideration which

leads a person to perform an action or which justifies his performing

the action. Reasons include the purpose of the actor, the beliefs of

the actor concerning the sort of action that would achieve his purpose,

and rules governing actions of the sort undertaken by the actor.

Generally, the discussion ta this type of venture not only includes

statements of the reasons, but also statements supporting the contention

th3t these are the reasons for the action.

The example below is a reason venture which occurred in an

English class studying a novel by Graham Greene.
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Example 7

(1) T: Why was Grdham Greene interested in these
cockroadhes?

(2) S: It sounds like a bunch of "cruddy" English.
men to--

(3) T: Just a minute!

(4) S: He doesn't--[inaudible].

(5) T: Huh?

(6) S: He doesn't have anything to do with the
palm reading.

(7) T: Uh--that's right. [Several people are talking.)
He does as little playing-and pam reading as
possible. Barbara?

(8) S: I don't know. I thought that after all this--
heavy morality, this might be added for color.

(9) T: This is what Tom said.

(10) S: I don't: know, it' s--completely [unclear].

(11) S: --because they didn't have anything else to do.

(12) T: Don't you think he wanted to show how very
desperate those people were for something to do?

(13) S: Yes.

(14) T: They are driven to these cockroach fights; and
it's not just a casual cockroach fight, is it?

(15) S: Well, no. It's pretty serious.

(16) T: They'reit's really serious then--it becomes
serious only in a place like this, doesn't it?

(17) S: Yes.

(18) T: These people wouldn't--consider this something
that, in a ways it is--is a thing to do. Fox
example, here in our town, they wouldn't con-
sider killing flies to pass the time. When
they get angry, they wouldn't want to beat each
other, would they? Only in this dismal,
oppressive place.
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The objective of this venture is the reason Graham Greene

was interested in cockroaches, i.e., the reason he introduced episodes

concerning cockroaches into the novel. The discussion as a whole is

devoted to bringing out the purpose Greene had for doing this. In utter-

ance eight a student says that he did it to add color. The teacher, in

utterance twelve, suggests that his purpose was to show how desperate

the people were for something to do. In support of this suggestion,

the teacher goes on to point out that the people were driven to the

cockroach fights. It was not a casual affair, but a serious one. She

concludes the argument by saying that such a thing as a cockroach fight

becomes serious only in a dismal, oppressive place such as the one these

people lived in. These arguments indicate that it is reasonable to

ascribe to Greene the purpose of showing how desperate these people were

for something to do.

Rule ventures. The objective of this type of venture is a rule

or several related rules. The term 'rulet as it is used here refers to

conventional ways of doing things and to analytic relationships which may

be used to guide actions. Thus, rules include such things as rules of

grammar, rules for playing a game, laws of a state, mathematical equations

such as area = base x height, and theorems of geometry. A prescription

stating what action is to be taken to achieve a given end is not a rule.

It is a matter of empirical fact rather than a convention that the action

achieves the end. Thus, the statement, "Soak cloth in cold water to

remove bloodstains from it " is not a rule in the sense in which the

term 'rule' is being used here.

The rule venture which follows was taken from a class studying

English grammar.
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Example 8

T: We have a word that causes trouble- -just a little
bit of trouble, and it's a little word, too.
[Writes 'a' and 'and') How would you decide
which of those two words to use? Harry?

S: If it describes the subject it is plural?

T: It's plural. Which one do you use as plural?

S: 'At- -I mean tan'.

T: You mean you're going to use 'an' with a plural
subject and 'a' for a singular subject. Is that
what you're saying?

S: Yes.

T: Well, let's see. Uh--you're going to use tan'
for the plural subject. Is that what you meant?
Well, I'm going to say 'an apples are good for us,'
and 'a apple.' Is that what you mean? 'A' with

one apple and 'ant with more than one apple?

S: No. It's the opposite?

T: I don't know. That won't help a bit if I turn
them around, will it? All right, explain these
two words.

S: Use tat before a word that begins with a consonant,
like car, and 'ant with apple- -with vowels.

T: Yes. That is the point. Use 'an' before vowel
sounds. What are the vowels?

S: A, E, I, 0, U.

T: When a word begins with a vowel or a word has a
vowel sound. Fnr instance, we have words that begin..
some words that begin with H--as 'honest' has a vowel
sound even though it begins with a consonant, so you
talk about 'an honest man.' The words beginning with
vowel sounds dhould have 'an' rathet than 'a'. Now,

let's see if you can --uh- -show us that you know that
difference. On page 351 of the text put just tat or
tan' before these words. The first one?
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S: An easy job.

T: Miriam?

S: A hard job.

T: Marie?

S: An onion.

T: Sam?

S: A hotel.

T: Alan?

S: An hour.

T: Sharon?

S: A sentence.

The objective of this venture is the two related rules govern-

ing the use of 'a' and 'an.' Discussion is initiated by the teacher's

question, "How would you decide whidh of those two words l'at and

to use?" A student attempts to state rules for deciding which word to

use, but gives incorrect rules. The correct rules are stated by another

student who says, "Use 'a' before a word that begins with a consonant,

like 'car' and use 'an with 'apple'with vowels." The teacher amends

the rules somewhat, and then students use the rules to decide in a number

of particular cases whether to use 'a' or 'an.'



Chapter IV

THE RELIABILITY OF THE CRITERIA

The problem of assessing the reliability of the criteria for

classifying ventures is similar to the problem of assessing the reli.

ability of the procedures for identifying ventures. In both cases, the

reliability is assessed in terms of the degree of agreement in the use

of the criteria by independent judges.

Here, too, a simple descriptive measure of agreement was used.

The coefficient of agreement used to indicate the reliability of each

category involved comparing the number of agreed uses of a category with

the total number of times both -1 two teams used that category. The

formula used was:

A
1

+

C
x

where C
x
represents the proportion of agreement in_using category X;

A
1
represents the number of ventures which team I judged to be in cate-

gory. X when team 2,made the same judgment; A2 represents the number of

vemtures which team 2 judged to be in category N: when team I made the

same judgment; B3 represents the total nuMber of ventures which team,1

judged to be in category X; and B2 represents the total number of ventures

which team 2 judged to be in category X.

This coefficient of agreement is interpreted in essentially

the same way as that used to assess the reliability of procedures for

identifying ventures; briefly, that 70% (or higher) agreement is satis-

factory for our purposes (cf. Chapter II).
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The procedure used was as follows: Four graduate students

(two in mathematirs, one in social studies, one in education), not

associated with the development of the criteria, were trained to use

the criteria with two sample sets of ventures.

The training procedure consisted of two phases. In the first

phase the judges classified a sample set of four ventures in cooperation

with the three members of the project staff who developed the criteriae

The set of instructions for using the criteria was discussed with the

judges during this phase. In the second phase, the-judges classified a

farther sample set of eight ventures (one venture from each of the eight

categories), at first independently, and then as two teams of two judges

each. A final meeting with the project staff was held for comparison

of individual and team judgments and discussion of difficulties.

Finally, the judges classified a set of 28 ventures selected

to represent each of the eight categories. (The set was selected from

170 ventures which had beet tentatively classified by the project staff.)

The judges were instructed to work independently and then meet in pre-

arranged pairs to discuss their classifications and agree on team

judgments. Each team reported their individual judgments as well as

their team judgment.

Of the 28 ventures in the sample, 22 (79) were judged to be

in the same category by the two-teams. On the other six ventures the

team judgments were in disagreement.

The coefficients of agreement for each category are presented

in Table 34
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Table 3. Proportions of Agreement Between Teams
in the Use of Each Category

Type of Ventm Coefficients

151422LEEE of Agreement

1. Causal .00

2. Reason .67

3. Conceptual .75

4. Evaluative .75

5. Particular .75

6. Interpretative .67

7. Procedural .80

8. Rule .86

When the Causal and Reason categories--which are
not customarily distinguished in the language and
are thus easily confused by naive judges--are
combined, the proportion of agreement for the
combined categories is .80.

Except far the Causal category, the proportions of agreement range from .67

(Reason and Interpretative categories) to .86 (Rule category), with a median

of .75.

These results suggest--except for the Causal category--that there

are no marked differences in the relative reliibility of each major

category, and that, over all, three out of four ventures are classified in

the same category by both pair: of judges. Thus, this level of agreement

indicates that the categories are satisftctory for our purposes.

As a check on the use of the criteria by the project staff; the

agreement between the classification of the sample set of ventures by

the independent judges and the classification of the same ventures
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by the project staff was calculated. The number of agreed judgments

is represented as a proportion of the possible tatal nu-ber of agreed

judgments in Table 4.

Table 4. Proportions of Agreement Between
Independent Judges and Project Staff

Proportion of ventures Proportion of ventures
Type of venture as classified in the same classified in the same
classified by project category by individual category by pairs of
staff judges judges

* *
1. Causal .25 .17

2. Reason .75 1.00

3. Conceptual .75 .88

4. Evaluative .67 .83

S. Particular 1.00 1,00

6. Interpretative .75 .63

7. Procedural 1.00 1.00

8. Rule .94 .87

Combining the Causal and Reason categories, as in Table 3,
yields .83 and .75 for the left and right columns,
respectively.

These results eaggest considerable agreement between the project staffes

use of the criteria and the judgments made by independent judges, They

also dhow that team judgments were not consistently closer to the

project staff's classification than were individual judgments.

Experience obtained during the training procedure suggested

that the disagreement between the judges could be attributed to three

somewhat distinct sources.
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The first source of disagreement is in the nature of the

criteria for the categories. Every attempt was made to clarify the

distinctions between categories, but sone of these distinctions are

not customary in ordinary language and were difficult for the judges

to make. In particular, the distinction between the Causal and Reason

categories was of this kind.

The second source of disagreement arises from difficulties

in deciding what should be classified. Skill is required in identify-

ing the overardhing content objective of a venture. The theme which

unifies the discourse contained in a venture must be isolated from

introductory and subsidiary themes, and from the specific techniques

which are employed to maintain the central theme. The set of instruc-

tions and training procedures may not have been adequate to develop

this skill.

The third source of disagreement arises from the nature of

the discourse contained in some ventures, and not from the lack of

skill of the judges. In a fbw ventures the general topic may be clear,

but the teacher and students seen to be talking to no particular point.

Individual utterances may be so disjointed, and so ladking in any

apparent pattern, that judgments conterning the overarching content

objective are very difficult to make. .In such cases it is usually

possible, after careful reading and rereading, to arrive at a conclusion

as to the most probable content objective. Bat judges unused to reading

transcribed recordings of classroom discourse are likely to find this

a difficult procedure.
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The procedure used did not make it possible to isolate the

relative contributions of these sources of lisagreement, but the

results suggest that the criteria which have been developed, with the

instrnations for their use, can be used by independent judges with a

reasonable degree of uniformity.



Chapter V

STRATEGIES AND MOVES

In the preceding chapters it was seen that each type of

venture is characterized by a .v.erticular type of objective. For

example, conceptual ventures are characterized by the fact that they

embrace an analysis of a concept; interpretative ventures set forth

various meanings of an expression, object, etc.; a causal venture

presents the antecedent conditions that account for a, phenomenon.

Each venture contains certain verbal activities that are to

be understood as ways of obtaining the venture's objective. One of

the problems ye face in making an analysis of teaching behavior is

that of how to conceive of these activities.

The Concept of Strategy

One of the current conceptions used to describe the acti-

vities by which certain ends are attained is the notion of strategy.

This conception is to be found in game theory as well as in military

science and it is coming to be used in discussions of international

relations, collective bargaining, and other situations in which there

are conflicts of one sort or another.

The classroom involves a teacher and a number of students

in situations where objectives are to be attained thruugh the actions

of the teacher, often in the face of such resistances as conflicting

motivations and cognitive strains. It is only natural that the concept

of strategy should come to our attention and be considered as a way of

looking at the activities involved in classroom discourse.
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There are two sorts of situations where the activities of

an individual determine, in some measure, the outcomes. First are

those situations in which the outcome depends upon skill or chance,

as in the game of dice or dart-throwing. Second are those situations

where the outcomes depend not merely upon skill or knowledge but also

on the action which a participant expects those who oppose him to take,

and which he knows depends, in turn, on what expectations the opposi-

tion has of his own actions. Strategy is not involved in the first of

these situations, but it is in the second.

Situations of strategy appear to fall into at least two types.

There are, first of all, those situations that involve the application

of force in an effort to obtain an objective in the face of determined

opposition. In such a situation there is pure conflict, because the

interests of the opposing individuals or groups are divergent. This

sort of situation is illustrated in such social games as checkers or

chess, and in large social operations by military conquest. The goal

is complete paralysis and destruction of the enemy, or else, as in a

social game, to win the contest while leaving the enemy intact. For

erample, in the Second World War the goal of the German military lead-

ers was to paralyze and annihilate the enemy. Their strategy was to

break through enemy lines in an overwhelming 'power drive and then to

encircle the disintegrated elements of the enemy's forces and to anni-

hilate them one by one as rapidly as possible. This strategy also took

a second form; namely, to pin down the enemy by frontal assault and

then, by overwhelming attacks on bis flanks, to storm forward and

encircle theenemy by joining hands behind him.
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The second situation of strategy is one where force is not

actually applied but used to threaten and to intimidate the enemy in

suth a way as to influence his action. Situations of this type rely

upon an exploitation of potential force without the actual application

of it. Such situations are illustrated by collective bargaining and

in tle cold war between the East and the West. There may be gains and

losses for either side without complete victory. Where there is a

possible outcome conceived to be worse for both parties, as in the case

of atomic warfare, compromises may be made in the interest of avoiding

mutual disaster and gaining, instead, aatcomes advantageous to each

side. It is often the case that gain for one side means loss for the

other. But even so, there is sone sort of common interest in reaching

outcomes which are at least mutually advantageous bec-3e the worst

possible outcome is avoided.

To sum up, strategy sivuations seem to be of two kinds as

identified in terms of conflicts and goals. In one sort of situation,

interests of the contending parties are in conflict and the goals are

different. In other situations, the interests are in conflict but

there are mutual advantages in the realization of certain goals. Thus,

in a bargaining situation, the interests of labor and management are in

conflict but their goals are overlapping in the sense that it is to

their mutual advantage to keep the industry going or, at least, to

forestall any prolonged shut-down of its madhinery.

The question arises as to whether or not situations character-

ized by ventures resemble either of these two situations of strategy.
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Tbey are similar in that there are ends to be attained and means are to

be used in attaining them. They are alike, also, because the teacher

and the students do not always see things alike and hence the discourse

so--t4--s e-labits Ai*PevenP0,2 nf mntivation: information, and ovinion.

But the similarities end here and differences begin. The venture is

different from the foregoing situations of strategy in at least three

respects. For one thing, the outcomes are advantageous to the student

and they represent no loss for the teacher. Both parties in the situa-

tion stand to profit from its outcome without sustaining losses. For

another thing, unlike the other strategy situations, the parties are in

no sense peers. The authority relationship in the venture is one in

which one party--the teacher--is always in a position of greater influv

ence than the other--the student. For still another thing, both teacher

and student typically become engaged in a cooperative activity that

takes the student into the I. in of knowledge possessed by the teacher.

Although there are differences between teaching situations

and situations of strategy such as those described in the preceding

pages, they axe similar enough to justify using the concept of strategy

in analyzing verbal teaching behavior.

Pedagogically, strategy refers to a set of verbal actions

that serves to attain certain results and to guard against others.

From a general standpoint, strategies may serve to induce students to

engage in verbal exchange, to ensure that certain points in the dis-

course will be made clear, and to reduce the number of irrelevant or

wrong responses as the students participate in discussion, and so on.
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Of course, strategies also enhance the possibility that the cognitive

import of a venture will be attained, that is to say, that objectives

such as explication of concepts, elaboration of causal conditions, and

0.24 ImpoDni-ntion nf infnrmatinn Will he susceRsfully carried (Jute

There are two important dimensions of verbal activity that

tbe teacher manipulates in carrying out a strategy. One of these

dimensions concerns the type and sequence of operations that the teacher

and the students jointly enter into in setting forth and structuring

information in such a way as to disclose the content that is to be

learned. The other dimension has to do with the operations the teacher

uses to guide and control the participation of students in performing

these operations on the content, These two dimensions we call respec-

tively the treatment and the control dimensions of strategy.

The control dimension is illustrated by a series of questions

which tend to prevent exploration of the matters in hand and which,

step by step, narrows down the possibility of responses until the

student is finally driven to an answer which the teacher had predeter-

mined in his own mind. This sort of control frames a student, so to

speak, by leading him through a series of questions from which there

is no exit save one provided by the teacher. Or again, a teacher may

wish to engage his students in discussion that has as its purpose the

exchange of ideas in such a way that the students learn to participate

intelligently and to challenge each other at higher levels of rational

discourse rather than to attain a content objective. To accomplish

this end, the teacher may involve his students by raising questions
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that are contrary to fact. He may ask what might have been the future

of the United States had the English government under George III been

more astute and, in consequence, the American Revolution had not

occurred. There is no correct answer to this question because the

evidence needed to supply such an answer is not available and cannot

be made available. But students can make conjectures and defend these

on rational grounds, presenting such evidence as will make their

guesses plausible. In this case, the control consists in raising a

question for whidh there can be no correct answer and in checking the

reasoning of students at points where it may seem to go awry. This

dimension of strategy is designed to engage the students in an exchange

of ideas rather than to teach substantive learnings. The teacher is

more concerned to evoke the behavior of students than to deal with the

content of instruction.

The treatment dimension is primarily concerned with the

explication of concepts, the analysis of causal conditions, and the

like. Here the teacher is involved more with the content of instruction

than with the behavior of students. The treatment he employs will be

influenced more by the requirements of the content than by student

behavior. Tbe te,Acher will, therefore, raise questions that will tend

to focus attention on elements of knowledge deemed to be essential in

the exploration of the instructional materials to be discussed. His

verbal activities will be designed to bring out relationships among

concepts and principles and to explore concepts and principles in such

a way as to make their meaning explicit.
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While these two dimensions are interrelated they are not

interdependent. The same treatment can be used with a variety of

controls and vice versa. In order to simplify the task of analysis,

one A--4A^ ,r,411 4~1mo twiny' Untrine Anna +hieWu01. UGuxUC WuJi.uu us.wcuoa.vils. la= awmowv

he will be in a better position to study the interrelationships of

these two dimensions of strategy. The treatment dimension is given

priority in our analysis. In the first place, knowledge of the opera-

tions which teachers and students enter into in dealing with content

should make it easier to identify and describe the ways in which the

teacher guides and controls the activities of students in the perform-

ance of these operations. In the second place, our investigation of

the logical structure of teaching was prtmarily concerned with verbal

behavior as it is related to the manipulation and control of content.

It is to be expected that in a study of strategies this concern would

be continued because of the cumulative effect of a series of investi-

gations that pursue the same general ends. In the third place, an

investigation of the control dimension of strategies would engage us

in a study of the affective aspects of teaching behavior that we have

not considered in our analysis of teaching, although it is of great

importance and is a central feature of a number of studies by other

workers.
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Moves and the Treatment Dimension of Strategy

The problem of identifying and describing thc. treatment dimension

is, in part, a question of identifying the various kinds of verbal manipula-

tions of the content of instruction. We refer to these as moves. Moves are

verbal in character and they may be thought of as units of content as well as

manipulations, depending upon whether one considers them as static or

dynamic elements.

For each kind of venture it is possible to thirik of a basic schema

that indicates essential features of discourse dealing with the venture's

objective. Thus, if conceptual ventures are considered, the basic schema can

be thought of as something like the following: "a, b, c are conditions gov-

erning the use of the term d, and d is applicable to certain objects x, y, z."

The schema for analyzing information in causal ventures is "a causes b;" for

evaluative ventures it is "a has the rating b."

Criteria were formulated to identify different types of moves in

terms of their function in developing one or another aspect of the terms in

the basic schemata. Thus, criteria for moves in causal ventures have reference

to the cause, the effect, or the causal relationship. Analysis of the causal

complex into its elements leads to additional types of moves. Thus, 2or

example, the identification of a cause is often followed by an explication of

the cause, and new criteria are needed to identify the moves involved in the

relevant discourse. It is also necessary to formulate criteria for moves that

do not fit this schema, as in the case of analogy sometimes used in causal

ventures.
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Perhaps an illustration will help to clarify the use of the term

It move." One of the types of moves in concept ventures is the positive

instance move. The criterion of this move is as follows: an instance or

sub-class of the refemnt is noted or discussed. The following are examples

of the positive instance move:

The teacher has indicated that there are various bio13gical

misnomers, and has been mentiming some of these. The

following positive instance moves then occur:

Move 1

T: Can you name any other animals that we usually refer to
as fieh, but they don't belong with the fish at all?

S: The whale is a mammal. . .

Move 2 1

S: . The silverfish is an insect.

T: Oh, we studied one and made a drawing of him.

Move 3

S: Crayfish.

T: The crayfish. We talked about that a while ago . . .

In this example the teacher is eliciting the names of a number

of animals that have the word "fish" as part of their name or that are

usually re±erred to as fish. The general concept can be thought of as a

class of things callA biological misnomers, and these examples serve to

exemplify the concept. "Whale," "silverfish," and "crayfish" are instances
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5.1;

of the class. Thus,they:serve to bring-out the r4dning of the term

misnomee by 'providing ,idgtabdes of theclass Of:things to

which'Ithd.oterm it used-t6 "i

it'appdar'thatthe'identifi&Ation cf moves. is 'af simplkwftsk

of applkilig StandyrdlOgicald:ddtegorieS-to.sdgmentiofdiScourSe, We' sliáIl

give, for illusttation; a*thumbtail sketdh-Of the protedure

working'outythe criteYta.for causal venitures.; Thdrsegments of .diStOurse

claSsified as-catisalAvntards.were studied by -a. team of two.persoiti§:..-A

,.sampl&of.ventures vias-selected.for-initialianalySiS. The temiimembers,

working togetherif read arid diicussed the'riioves as-they4are-i&ntified.

v:Sometimes what waS:thought.tobela moVe turned-but taftre pliit-Ofa move;

at other times a cluster ofAoves;- or 'again, extrandous bits Of ilifórmation.

Butiby-successiVe'approximations the teamfinallrformulatd a :sdt of

criteria. Thesewere -then used'to.analyie analtherset of ventures: 61P-this

occasion the team members worked independently, marking off the moves in

each venture by a common set of symbols (usually lines to indicate the

beginning and the end of a move). After these independent analyses had been

made, the team met to review and discuss the markings of each venture. The

criteria were discussed and revised as the points of disagreement in markings

arose. By successive revisions of this order the criteria were defined to

the point that the team members were able to analyze the ventures into moves

with a fair degree of consistency.

The major problem in identifying moves in classroom discourse is

that of deciding what has actually been said. An analyst is frequently

confronted with discourse in which the teacher's questions are ambiguous,

and even when they are relatively clear, students' responses are often
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obliquely relevant to the question. The analyst's task is to decide what has

)ven said as distinct from what a teacher or student intended to say, or

started to say. This is often a difficult undertaking and one which may lead

to initial disagreement between analysts. Next, the analyst must decide upon

the relation of what has been said to the topic of the venture. Here he is

fiqed)with a decision as to where reasonable boundaries can be drawn between

differentItimds of information. Two somewhat different bits of information

may add up to something quite different when they are taken together instead

of separately. The analyst must decide, from the context of the discussion,
A

whether some parts are subsidiary to other parts, or independent units. Almost

all of the disagreement between analysts in identifying the beginning and end

of moves occurs when one judge sees a section of discourse as two separate

moves while another sees the sane section as a single move.

The final decision--the classification of a given section of dis-

course as a particular kind of move--is relatively simple. The major problems

that occur at this stage arise when a section of discourse is not clearly one

kind of Move or another. There are so many subtle variations and kinds of

information that it would be possible to construct a very large number of

moves. Since the purpose of this analysis was not to develop a system for

categorizing all aspects of classroom discourse, but rather to identify the

major kinds of cognitive information in such discourse, the number of different

kinds of moves has been kept as small as possible. One of the major diffi7

culties face4 by the project staff was how to avoid the tendency to continually

add new kinds of moves. It is easy to become impressed with the apparent

uniqueness of the information contained in any single bit of discourse. It

is difficult to see the underlying similarities, and any analyst making use
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of this system must, in a sense, be forced to look for the similarities

which exist.

The final point to be made here is the introduction of the

technical term "play." Briefly, a play is a consecutive sequence of one

or more moves of the same type. It may contain a small number of these

moves or a large number. Suppose that the three positive instance moves

given above are consecutive and are preceded and followed by moves of a

different type. Then these three positive instance moves would form a

single positive instance play.

The reason for introducing the notion of a play was that the

unmodified move data were too complex to yield patterns. By using plays

in the searc,h for patterns sone information is lost, but the compactness

of the data is increased. Further, it should be seen that a play contains

moves that serve the same function, and thus it is felt that.the analysis

in terms of plays more adequately reflects variations in the structure of

the venture than does an analysis in terms of single moves.
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ANALYSIS OF CONCEPTUAL VENTURES

As we have defined it, the topic of a concept venture is some

class or category of things (they might be objects, events, relationihips,

or sub-classes) and the name or phrase which is used to refer to that

class or category. For example, concept ventures in English classes are

about such things as "metaphors," "irony," and "romantic poetry;" in

chemistry classes they are about such things as "alkali" and "chemical

reaction;" in history classes, "imperialism" and "a tariff wall;" and

in biology classes, "digestive system"- and "a compound eye."

The discussion in concept ventures is concerned primarily with

the explication of information about the concept. Typically, near the

beginning of the '.-snture, some question is asked about the concept in

which it is referred to by name) and the ensuing discussion might be

about what characterizes the concept, how it is related to other con. -

cepts, how you can identify instances, and so on. Sometimes the venture

is relatively long, and there is discussion of a variety of different

kinds of information about the concept. In other cases the venture is

relatively short and the discussion is limited to explication of sone

particular aspect of the concept. Aile we have grouped all discussions

of concepts into a single category, it is probably true that the nature

of the discussion varies with the more general context of subject-matter

development within which the venture occurs. For instance, at one time

a teacher may be concerned with briefly reviewing the contents of a

previous discussion, or the contents of some text material. At another

-58-
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time the teacher may be introducing new information for the first time,

or helping students to deduce such information for themselves. Examine-

tion of the 210 concept ventures which were identified in the recorded

discourse suggested that the teachers were concerned with providing

students with additional informatioa about a concept which was already

known, with providing a new, or refined, meaning in place of erroneous

or inadequate meanings which the students held; or, on relatively few

occasions, with introducing the students to an entirely new concept.

A sharp distinction should be made between what we have

identified as examples of the teaching of concepts, and what is usually

referred to in the psychological literature as the "acquisition of

concepts." In typical studies of concept acquisition (cf. the classic

study by Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin, 1956), the investigator is

A

concerned with a particular kind of behavior, namely the sorting or

classifying of objects into appropriate categories.'

As a result of this, it has been typical for writers of texts

in educ:'-icnal psychology to discuss the teaching of concepts a3 though

it were the same as teaching a student to categorize objects. However,

it is possible to learn a rule for making appropriate categorizations

without ever learning much about the nature of the objects being classi-

fied, and it is evident from observation of what goes on in high school

teaching that teachers are rarely, if ever, concerned with categorizing

behavior per se. Nor are they more than occasionally concerned with

teadhing only those critical attributes which would allow students to

1
Bruner, Goodnow, and Austin (1956) refer to concept acquisition
as "learning to categorize" (p. 21).
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male appropriate categorizations. Instead, teachers appear to be more

concerned with the explication of the kind of information which results

in students being able to describe the concept, to identify differences

between the concept and some other concept, and to understand the concept

in reading or learning about more advanced subject matter.

Examination of discussions of concepts in the classroom

suggests that the psychological basis of the learning of concerts could

be best described as the "acquisition of meaningful information,"2

rather than "concept attainment," although undoubtedly; the psychological

processes underlying categorizing behavior may sometimes be involved.

Kinds of Infoiination About Concepts

The first step which was taken in our analysis of concept

ventures was to lidt the kinds of information which constituted the

content of the discourse. This list is given below. It shoed be

noted that we found it necessary to make a distinction between the

class or category referred to (the "referent"), and the term or phrase

which was used to refer to it. In some ventures tfiere was discussion

of the term itself which provided no information about the nature of

the class or category which the term referred to.

2
AusUbel (1966) provides an extended discuision of concept learning
from this point of view.
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Kinds of Information Disclosed in Discussion in Concept Ventures

1. A dharacteristic or quality
the referent has.

2. A part the referent has.

3. A function the referent has.

4. A use that the referent has.

5. A dharacteristic treatment
accorded to the referent.

6. A relationdhip between the
referent and something else.

7. The way in which the referent
compares with something else
with respect to a single
characteristic.

8. A condition which produces,
or causes the referent.

9. A characteristic of the way
in which the referent grows,
develops, or changes.

10. A class of things to which
the referent belongs.

This list is not inclusive of all the kinds of information about

a concept which it might be important to teadh, but it represents most

of the kinds of information identified in our recordings of high school

discourse.

U. An instance or sub-class that
the concept has.

12. The results of some operation
or procedure involving the
referent.

13. A relationship between two or
more characteristics of the
referent.

14. A dharacteristic of the
variables on which the .eferent
depends.

15. The emotive or persuasive force
which the term for the referent
has.

16. The alternative ways in which
the term for the referent may,
be used.

17. The difference between one use
or meaning of the term for the
referent, and some other use
or meaning it may have.

Types of Concept Venture Moves

The next step was to identify and isolate the major differences

which occurred in the way in which these kinds of information were pre-

sented or discussed. These appeared to be: (1) explication of information

about or through the discussion of instances, (2) explication of information

about or through the comparison of the primary concept with some other
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concept, and (3) the direct description of characteristics or qualities.

Within each of these major categories we identified what appeared to be

the basic strategic elements or "moves" which characterized the kinds

of discussion occurring within the concept ventures. These are listed

below.

The Moves Identified in Concept Ventures

I. Descriptive Moves

1. Characteristic move
2. Sufficient condition move
3. Classification move
4. Classificatory description move
5. Relationsamong characteristics move
6. Analysis m.ove

II. Comparative Moves

7. Analogy move
8. Differentiation move
9. Instance comparison move

III. Instantial Moves

10. Positive instance move
11. Instance enumeration move
12. Negative instance move
13. Instance production move
14. Instance substantiation move

IV. Usage Moves

15. Meta distines.ion move

The Nature of Concept Venture Moves

Int this section, the nature of each of the different kinds of

moves identified in concept ventures is described, and examples of each

kind are given.

01011111M/

Most of the content of this section has been taken from Coombs, J. R.,
Teaching Strategies and the Teaching of Concepts (unpublished Ph.D.
dissertation, University ofIllinois, 1964).
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1. Characteristic move. The content of this kind of move

consists of noting or discussing some single characteristic or quality

of the class of things which is being explicated. It dhould be noted

that this kind of move is not said to occur whenever some characteristic

or quality of the concept is refirred to, but only when the character-

istic is discussed directly, and not as part of some other operation

such as comparing the concept with another concept or verifying the

fact that an object is a positive instance.

The following is an example of a characteristic move which

occurred in a discussion of the "cerebrum."

Example 1

T: The cerebrum. AU. right, the cerebrum of course is
formed in what--what is its forn--the cerebrum?
What else goes with the cerebral--what?

S: Siiheres.

T: Hemispheres. Cerebral hemispheres. In other words it
is divided here--a rather deep impression which seems
to divide it into two parts and we call them hemispheres.

The characteristic of the cerebrum which is brought out in this exchange

is that it has a "rather deep impression" that divides it into two parts

called hemispheres. In the next example, a characteristic of "adverbs"

is described.

Example 2

T: What are adverbs supposed to do?

S: Modify verbs, adverbs, or adjectives.

T: Yesyou could say it that way. That'll take care
of most of them. They will rarely modify a preposition,
but usually they modify verbs, adjectives and other
advefbs.



It is stated in this move that adverbs rarely modify prepositions, and

usually modify verbs, adjectives and other adverbs. In this case the

dharacteristic is the function of adverbs.

2. Sufficient conditions move. In this kind of move a set of

conditions is represented as being sufficient to warrant the use of the

class term. Typically, the teadher might ask a question of the form:

"How would you identify X?," or "Hma would you know it was an X?" The

set of conditions which are described in this kind of move may or may

not be descriptive of the referent, since all that is required is a

rule for knowing when an instance of the referent is present, or has

occurred. For example, the following sufficient condition was described

in a discussion of "e4ual figures" in a geometry class.

Example 3

S: Well, the median of a triangle divides it into two
equal triangles.

T: All right, equal.

In this example, it is stated that when a triangle is divided by its

median you have two equal figures. In a discussion of "acids" in a

dhemistry class, the following sufficient condition was described.

Example 4

T: Now, if you were looking at the formula for it, and
if I asked you to identify an acid by looking at the
formula for it, could you?

S: It has ionizable hydrogen.

In this case what is described is a particular property 4hich is

sufficient to identify an acid in a specific context. Within one

traditional view of chemdstry, it is the one characteristic which is

required to distinguish acids from other kinds of compounds.
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3. Classification nove. In this kind of move a class of things

is named or described and it is stated that the referent falls within this

class. In a discussion of "nerve impulse" the following classificatory

move occurred.

Example 5

S: They're [nerve impulses] all a sort of electrical
charge, isn't it?

The nerve impulse is said to be a case of an electrical charge. In a

discussion of the concept of a "habit" the following exchange took place.

Example 6

T: Well, we spoke something about habits. What-4m
would you define a habit? Would it be one of these
types of reflexes?

S: Yes, it'd be an acquired reflex.

T: Acquired reflex. Yes.

In this case, a habit is classified as a kind of acquired reflex. The

physiology class from which this example was taken had just completed a

discussion of different kinds of reflexes and this move, occurring at

the beginning of a discussion of habits, served to relate the nature

of habits to the nature of a particular kind of reflex. Many of the

classification moves which were identified appeared to have had a

similar function. By relating the concept being discussed to some

larger class, they introduced something of what students already knew

into their knowledge of the concept.

4. Classificatory description move. This kind of move may

be seen as a combination of a classification move and a characteristic

move. The result is a description of the referent in which it is

uniquely identified as a specific sub-class of spme larger class. Thus,

it becomes a type of "genus differentia" definition.
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In a discussion of the "fish's mouth," the following

classificatory descripticn move occurred.

Example 7

T: What about the ffishtfl mouth? What can you tell
tic about

S: Well, it's the only organ through which both food
and water enter.

T: Food and water.

In this move the referent of "mouth of fish" is identified as belong-

ing to the class of things called "organs." It is further distinguished

as the only type of thing within this class through which both food and

water enter.

Like the sufficient conditions mcme, the classificatory

description move may provide little or no information about what the

referent is like. It provides a precise formulation of class boundaries,

but not necessarily any description of what is to be expected within

those boundaries. For instance, in the example given above there is no

indication of what the referent is like, or where it is to be found.

The effectiveness of these kinds of moves is probably greatest when the

subject area is highly formalized, and the identification of instances

of a referent is a necessary part in the development of a proof or

argument. Perhaps the best example of this kind of situation is given

in Example 3, above. There, a sufficient condit:on is given for the

identification of equal figures in a particular situation. This

sufficient condition would be important when it is necessary to

identify equal figures so that certain properties of those figures

can be used in deducing some desired conclusion, or completing a proof.
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In this kind of situation dharacteristics such as how equal figures

originate, what they often look like, where they are to be found, and

so on, are completely irrelevant.

5. Relat4onQ =thong fipl-nr.*Priqs-icR mnvP. Moves of this type

occur only when the term refers to a particular type of relationehip

between two variables which, when numerical values are given to the

variables, can be expressed mathematically. Stating the criteria for

such a relationship would include stating the variables involved in the

relationdhip and the hature of the relationship, i.e., whether it is

the product of the variables, the ratio between the variables, etc.

In some cases the criteria may also include stating the conditions

under Which the relationship is constant, when it changes, and what

might cause it to change.

One way of setting forth a relationship is merely to state

that the relationdhip exists. Another way is to establish the relation-

ship experimentally. A "relations among characteristics" move is a

situation in which the nature of a relationship, or of one or other

of the variables involved in the relationship is establishedlexperi-
.

mentally. The examples of this kind of move which were identified in

the recorded concept ventures were all of considerable length. Con-

sequently, the example given below is only the summary stateuent made

by a teacher at the end of such a move in a physics class. Prior to

this summary the teacher had performed several operations of pulling

a block of a,given weight over a horizontal surface, makingappropriate
ere

measurements during the operations, and discussing them with the class.

INIPINMINIMMINIIIMIWNISIOOMMOMMINI
..7*
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Example 8

T: Then we put the block--put the plane down in a
horizontal position, like this, put the block on

the plane, and using a spring balance to pull the

block above the surface of the plane, and when we
had a total downward force, block plus 1,000 grams,
it required 310 grams to overcome the force of

friction. Then I doubled the downward force on the
block and I asked you to predict what force would
be required to overcome friction, and most of you
said about 600 grams, I guess. We tried and found

that it required about 580 grams to overcome the
force of friction. And someone said then that this

might show that the force required to overcome
friction varies directly as the downward force on
the horizontal surface. Now, that is very limited

data from which to draw a conclusion like that,
but this is the way it turns out.

From this, it is concluded by the teacher that the "coefficient of

friction" (which is the concept being developed) remains constant as

the force required to overcome friction and downward (normal) force

are directly related to each other.

This kind of move is obviously possible only in 'those

situations in which it is possible to vary experimentally the variables

involved in the relationship. As will be indicated in a later section,

all cases of this kind of move were identified in physics classes.

6. Analysis move. In this kind of move a set of parts or

constituents of the referent are listed or discussed. In those cases

in which the parts function together in a system, the functional rela-

tionships between the parts may also be discussed. The following

example is an analysis move made by a teacher during a discussion of

the %rain stem." In this case, the parts are merely listed.
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Example 9

T: And what would make up the brain stem? We have

the medulla, the &id-brain, and the pons--make

up the brain stem.

In the next example, the "vospirntory sygtem of the fish" is being

diacussed. Since the concept-involved here is a system, the inter-

relationships of the parts is significant.

Example 10

S: I'll take the respiratory [system] and start with .

the mouth because water must be taken in--to dissolve--

oxygen--enters through the mouth. Then it passes

over a structure called the gills. On the gills you

have the gill rakers--which keep all the water

particles off the gill filaments and then these--uh--

gill filaments which the water passes over, and

capillaries in gill filaments take the dissolved

oxygen out of the water and--a--the water carries

away the carbon dioxide which the capillaries have

brought into the filament.

T: Now, you said that the capillaries take the oxygen

out of the water. You want to change that a lit

bit?

S: Yeah--the gas is exchanged by osmosis. The oxygen

passes in through the walls of the capillaries.

T: Where do we get the oxygen?

S: Dissolved in water. The air dissolved in water.

T: The air dissolved in water. Not from the water--H00.

All right, remember that. O.K. Anything else to fidd?

S: I don't believe so.

T: I think you've covered it pretty well--the mouth--
rakers--gill filaments and the

capillaries which are contained in these.

To constitute an analysis move, there must be sone reference to all

of the significant parts that make up the referent. A discussion

of some of the parts would be described as one or more characteristic
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moves. It should also be noted that this kind of move does not include

the listing of instances or sub-classes of the referent. As can be seen

from the two examples given above, the referent is analyzed into a set

of parts, all of which would be needed to make up a single instance.

7. Analogy move. In this kind of move, the referent is

likened to something else, and possibly, the ways in which it is like

something else are discussed. These moves may include precise analogies

in which an exact parallel of characteristics is established, or they

may include a relatively vague analogy by which general similarity is

suggested. The following example is taken from a discussion of

ft
cerebellum" in a physiology class.

Sxample 11

T: Now, what is the shape.--what is the shape of the
cerebellum? If you saw it from, say, the back,
what would it appear to be like?

S: Well, sort of like the wings on the side of a
noth-i-or a--

T: Yes, go ahead.

S: Tbatts all..

T: It would appear to be sort of like--nh--the wings
of a moth or butterfly.

Here the shape .of the*cerebellum is said to be like the shape of the

wings of a moth or butterfly. The analogy is specific, and limited

to a single characteristic. In the next example, the analogy is more

complex. The topic of the discussion is the "nervous system."
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Example 12

T: What would it (the nervous system) correspond to
in a building?

S: A telephone system of wiring--set up of electrical
wiring?

T: Yes, more of an electrical set-up. That is, it
would be, subject to carry, communicate or transport.
It would correspond to your--carrying something--
messages from place to place andsomething tells
you something and the answer being given, and then
there is the answer brought badk and being carried out.

While this analogy is somewhat vague, it is suggestive of a complex

set of similarities between the nervous system and an "electrical set-

up" in a building. Like other moves of this kind it relies heavily on

what the student knows about the thing which the concept is likened to,

and is likely to be interpreted in quite different ways by different

students. Some students may know little or nothing:about what is

referred to, in the example above, as the "electrical set-up" of a,

building, so that the analogy provides them with a.minimum ofinforma-

tion about the central nervous system.. Others may know ,more but not

know in what respect the analogy holds.

8. Differentiation moves. Three different kinds of differ-

entiation moves have teen distinguished. In the first kind (referred

to as an "opposition" move) something is mentioned or discussed as the

opposite of the referent. This kind of move occurs infrequently since

it is only occasionally possible to speak of the opposite of a concept.

A rather confused example of this kind of move is given below. It is

from a discussion of "rationalization."
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Example 13

T: Could a rational person be a straight thinker?

S: Well, in the movie it said it was the--uh--
opposite of a scientific thinker.

T: Yes. Rational thinking Isic] is believing just'
what you want to believe or thinking just what you
want to think regardless of what the Atuation
Rift be. As you said, it's the opposite of
scientific thiaing.

If, in this exChange, the teacher is credited with having accidentally

used the word "rational* when he intended to use the term "rationaliza-

tion," then the point is made that "rationalization" is the opposite

of scientific thinking.

In the second kind of differentiation move, it is stated that

the referent is not the same thing as something else, or that it is not

like something else, without any discussion of the nature of the

difference. This kind of move is an bbbreviated form of the third kind

of differentiation move. In the third kind of differentiation move

there is some discussion of the nature of the differences between the

referent and something else,, This third type of differentiation move

is Illustrated below in a section from a discussion of "parole."

bample 14

T: What's the difference between probation and parole"

S: Wellparole, you're free, you don't have to report
to your probation officer.

T: Are you sure?

S: No.

T: Elizabeth?
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S: Parole--you have to serve part of a prison sentence.
Probation--you don't, but you still have to report
practically every week.

T: Do you agree with that?

S: 7n this parn10-.Inn still havo tn got nnt nn gnnA

behavior or something. You have to get in there first,
then you get out.

T: Parole refers to your good behavior in prison and your
release to some probation officer--then IHR-iiay he is,
of course, free as long as he is doing what he is
supposed to. As long as he does not violate the terms
of his parole.

The effect of the differentiation move given above is to point out some

of the characteristics of "parole." This appears to be one of the

common functions of differentiation moves. Another function which they

may have is to indicate that some of the characteristics of the concept

should not be taken as criterial attributes since they are in fact

characteristics shared with some other concept.

As with analogy moves, differentiation moves appear to rely

on the knowledge which the student already possesses about the thing

which the concept is being related to. For instance, in the example

given above, to know that rationalization is the opposite of scientific

thinking is not very informative unless the student knows something

about scientific thinking. Differentiation mcmes may only be effective

when students are likely to confuse two relatively well-known concepts,

9. Instance comparison moves. This kind of move is the same

as the analogy and differentiation moves described above, except that

the comparison is made between instances or sub-classes of the referent

itself. The following example is taken from a discussion of "acids" in

a chemistry class. Properties of acids and the way in which they ionize

have been discussed with reference to the standard examples of4seidst
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Example 15

T: (Continuing) And the amount of }I+ that you have
determines the strength of the reaction. Which means
that some of these [acids] may not ionize as rapialT
as some of the rest of them. You may have the same
quantity of acid in there, but the acid doesn't break
up, or ionize, as rapidly as some other acid. Now for
example, some of thesc will ionize very rapidly, and
have a great number of [inaudible] in there.

In this example, the teacher is not specific about whieh instances of

acids he is referring to, but indicates only that instances will vary in

this particular way.

In general, the function of instance comparison moves appears

to be to develop or extend the information about some characteristic of

the referent. Occasionally, significant differences which provide means

of identifying different sub7classes are discussed. This occurs in the

following example taken from a discussion of "amphibia" in a biology class.

Example 16

T: Where else do we have a big difference in these animals?
How many others noticed a big differimmu. -

S: Wald it be that--uh--salamanders have gills?

T: The salamanderssee the picture of one there? [Refers
to picture in textbook.) 'The salamanders still have
their gills on. But the frogs lost their gilis from
the tadpole stage into the adult stage.

It would seem, on theoretical grounds, that this kind of moveI.

ought to occur prominently in situations in which the characteristics

of the referent are being inferred from observations of instances.

However, there were no clear cases of this kind of "discovery learning"

in the recorded discoarse obtained for this study.
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10. Positive Instance move. In this type of move a particular

instance or sub-class of the referent is pointed out, named, or described.

But there is no discussion of why the thing which is identified should be

considered as instance or sub-class. The following example is taken from

a discussion of "toads." The teacher mentions a type of toad, and asks

that it be described.

Example 17

T: What's interestirg about the spadefoot toad? Did you
ever hear of the spadefoot toad? What can you tell
us about him? What do theyhave?

S: Well, they have a spur on the badk of each--I think
it's all four feet, and they can dig backwards in,
the ground.

T: All right. They can dig backwards.

In the next example, a positive instance is merely mentioned during

the course of the lengthy description of the meaning of "satire"

given by the teacher.

Example 18

T: (Continuing) The nextbook that we're going to read,
Babbitt by Sinclair Lewis, is one of the finest
gaigis of a novel that is satire.

In some situations, the students may be actively involved in identi-

fying positive instances. The next example is taken from another English

class. The concept which is being discussed is "metaphor." This mcme

is one of a series of closely similar moves.

Example 19

T: Find another one? Still on page 119. Can't you find one?

S: No.
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T: Yes?

S: "She was the apple of his eye, the idol of his heart."

T: "She vas the apple of his eye" would be which figure
of speech?

S: Metaphor.

T: Yes.

Positive instance moves may serve any of a number of functions. In some

situations they appear to be part of an exercise in the use of the class
A

term. In other situations they may be used to illustrate, or exempligy,

characteristics of the referent, although specifically which character-

istics are relevant criteria is not discussed, Descriptions of positive

instances appear to be a necessary part of the discussion when it is

impossible, or difficult to expose the student to actual instances, or

to assume that the student has had some experience with instances. It

may be for this reason that positive instance moves are more common in

English and social studies classes than they are in classes in science

subjects.

InStance Ehumeration move,- In.this kind of move, the

referent is treated as a class, and the full set of instances or sub-

classes which make up that class is listed or described. Obviously,

this Rind of move is only possible when it is possible to subdivide the

class into a limited set of sub-classes. Thus, this kind of move is

found most often in subject areas where a formal taxonomy is established

such as biology and chemistry. The following example is an abbreviated

section of discussion from a chemistry class. The members of the

"alkali family" are listed and described.
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Example 20

T: Eleanor?

S: The- -alk- -alkali family?

T: That's right.

S: The first member of the alkali family is lithium.
It is the least dense of all metals and is not very
common. . . . The next is sodium. It is common
and is used in compounds Potassium is the
next netal of the alkali family. Potassium is used
for . . . Rubidium and Cesium are two--are two
other metals in the alkali fhmily. We know very
little about them. And Francium is a radioactive
element, and its metal is also.

Here the concept is a defined class of elements, and it is described by

listing and describing the full set of elements which it contains. The

next example is taken from a class in sociology. It was part of a

discussion of "crime."

Example 21

T: And they [crimes] are classified in what way?

S: Well, the first one would be treason. Treason,,and
there's felony--and misdemeanors.

T: What's the meaning of treason?

S: There are two subdivisions--like--uh--sabotage or
something like that.

T: That will be some attack against the nation. That
might also be betrayal of the nation by giving away
information. What's the.definition of felony?

S: It's an act that's generally punishable by death
sent to state prison for not less than, or at least
more than one year.

T: Ard a misdemeanor?

S: That's a less crithe--usually not for more than a year.
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Apparently this kind of move is most often used when the teacher is

working through a well...structured sequence of topics. For instance, a

biology teadher might begin a lesson with a discussion of a general

category such as "amphibia." The sub-classes of this category might be

listed, briefly described, and compared with each other (instance

enumeration and instance comparison moves). Then the teacher might

proceed to each of the sub-classes in turn and treat these as the major

topics in a sequence of further concept ventures. Int this situation,

the instance enumeration and instance comparison moves serve to introduce

later topics and indicate the structure within which they are related.

12. Negative instance move. In this kind of move something

is mentioned or described, and it is stated that it is not an instance

or sub-class of the referent. Usually, the thing which is identified is

similar to an instance or sub-class so that there is a likelihood of it

being incorrectly classified. In the I, wing example, "swallowing°

is suggested as an instance of:the class of "voluntary acts."

Example 22

T: A voluntary act. Now--uh--what is a voluntary act?

S: Like swalloWing.

T: It's what?

S: ?Swallowing or breathing?

T: Would swallowing be a voluntary act?

S: No,

T: No, I don't,believe it would.
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Example .23

.Who.,,clin: name me another animal--see whether you've heard
of this, -animal--which has .a warty skin, but he's not an

-.amphibian; -he's really a lizard. How many have ever
heard of'one called a toad and didn't knowyou thought

-.ha .Avesn belonged to +ho set.? Can you
think of one Zhere?

:

The horned toad.

T: The horned toad. Look on page 377 in your book. There
you see, "The horned toad is actually a true lizard."

'tIruthe case the function of the negative instance move appears to have

beearta-indicctte:to students that there is a lizard which is called a

toad and which mielt-be incorrectly classed as a toad. The teacher also

suggests, by referring to the ."warty skin,". why this lizard has been

called- a toad.

13. Instance production move. In this kind of move-there is

discussion-of the way in which an instance may develop, or may be pro-

duced. _It is the kind of move which is applicable when the concept le

an outcome,..,or -product of some known activity or procedure. The most

efficient way:of describing such a concept may be to.describe how an

instance, is .produced, or how -it comes about. The. following example is

taken from a discussion of "acquired reflex.."- The teacher describes,

with elaboration, the process of "acquiring" such .a reflex, in this

case--riding a bicycle.

Example 24

T: (Continuing] The first time ybu tried to ride a bicycle
you had to keep the .thing. upright;iyou had to guide it;
you had to keep it going; anifyou had,to watch where you
were going; and, as a result, it wai just too much to do
all at once. The harder you might try the first few
times, you probably got a lot of falls and until you got
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where you could make it run dawnhill and it would keep
going on its own momentum, then you could watch the
guiding and something else. So as you mastered a
step at a time each time you rode it, it was a little
easier the next time. Maybe after a thousand times
you became quite proficient on a bicycle. You can ride
the bicycle and then try something e3te. You don't have
to think about that and you can talk to somebody or be
watching something, and you don't have to try to watch
everything at ouce which would keep the bicycle moving.

What the teacher appears to be suggesting here is that the acquired

reflex:of riding a bicycle is the product of repeated practice with the

-different components of the skill.

The function of this kind of move may be to suggest a set of

sufficient conditions in the sense that, if the activity or operation

described is performed, an instance of the referent will be produced.

14. Instance substantiation move. In this kind of move some-

thing is named or described, and the reasons for concluding that it is

an instance, or that it is not an instatce, are discussed. Usually,

this involves relating the characteristics of the suggested instance to

the criterial attributes associated with the concept. An abbreviated

section of discourse from a discussion of "romantic poetry" it given

below. Contained in this section are three instance substantiation moves

which,have been marked off with b:oken lines. In each of these three

instance substantiation moves the suggested instance is a poem which

the class has read.

Example 25

T: Now, some of you said the poem was romantic, and if you
say so, why would you say so? Why TaarTiu say so? . . .

S: I said it was romantic because I think the--uh --poet
.[inaudible] the better man, and a romantic poem does that.
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T: All right. That's one of them--point in favor of--
of it being a romantic poem.

S: Well, the romantics realized how--that life was what it
was, and they didn't try to shield it, and this
definitely is the way it is.

T: All right. A characteristic of romantic poems is that
they show man not necessarily in harmony with society,
but in harmony with nature, and therefore) in conflict
with society. This then is the way that--romantics see
the individual, very often, and in this sense the poem
is romantic, wouldn't you say?

In what sense is it not romantic? . . . Well, did it
discuss nature?

S: Well, it used man as a natural thing.

T: How do you know?

S: Well, it talked about hunchbacks and crooked children.

T: Well, does it discuss nature, and man learning from
nature? This is romantic, isn't it?

S: That's right . . .

T: Well, there's nothing of that nature discussed in there,
is there? . . . So, in this sense it isn't romantic.

In the first instance substantiation move, the poem is said to be

romantic because of some reference to the "better man." In the second

instance substantiation move, the poem is said to be romantic because it

shows man in conflict with society. In the third move, it is asserted

that it is not a romantic poem because there is no discussion of "nature

and man learning from nature."

These examples of instance substantiation moves have been quoted

at length because they illustrate an unusual situation in whidh character-

istics of a concept ("romantic poetry") are being introduced through
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discussion of something which is both an instance, and not an instance

of the concept. This is possible because the concept is a highly abstract

one which night be better described as a set of qualities, rather than a

class of things., With this kind of concept, there may nPver hP a thing

which could be unequivocany classed as an instance, yet the nature of

the concept can be fruitfully developed through instance substantiation

moves such as those illustrated above. Other examples of this kind of

concept might be things like "just act," "democratic institution,"

TTequal opportunity," and so on.

15. Meta distinction move. Moves of this type are in the meta-

language rather than the object language. There were only two moves of

this type in our sample, indicating that teachers seldom resort to the

level of meta distinctions in classroom discourse, The following is

an lixample of this sort of move:

Example 26

11:. Now the broad meaning of "metaphor," to get back to that,
is any kind of figurative language. In one sense,
"metaphor" means a particular kind of a figure of speech
but in a broader sense it applies to any figure of speech
that compares something to something else that it is not
but with which it has certain similarities.

It is clear that this move consis,s of a dismission of an aspect of

language. It is this fact that distinguishes the meta move froil others

in concept ventures.

Patterns of Moves

Having identified the different kinds of moves which occurred

in concept ventures, the next problem was to find out how these moves

occurred in relation to each other. The important questions appeared
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to be: (1) In what contexts do the different kinds of moves occur?

(2) How is the occurrence of one kind of move related to the occurrence

of other kinds of moves? (3) Are there characteristic patterns or

sequences of moves which are related to different subject-areas, or

different teachers?

1. Types of ventures. As a first step, it was decided to

classify ventures according to the kinds of moves which they contained.

If it was true that different kinds of moves were associated with

different subject-areas, then the frequency of the different kinds of

ventures should vary with the subject-area.

Using the major categories of moves (i.e., descriptive,

comparative and instantial), seven major types of ventures could te

distinguished. These were:

Type I. Ventures containing only descriptive moves.

Type II.

Type III.

Type IV.

Type V.

Type VI.

Type VII.

Ventures containing only comparative moves.

Ventures containing only instantial moves.

Ventures containing descriptive and comparative moves.

Ventures containing descriptive and instantial moves.

Ventures containing comparative and instantial.moves.

Ventures conf-Aining at least one of each of the
three difi. . kinds of moves.

The fiequency with whidh these seven types of ventures occurred in

the recorded discourse is set out by subject-area. in Table 5.
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Table 5

Frequency of Ventures by Types and Subjects

15 co 15
k

1

kl ;§, I

Biology and
Physiology

Physics and
Chemistry

Geometry

History and
Sociolog9

English

2 10 1 31

2

1

6

3

Total

10 i 20

5 1 3

129 7

15 2

63

Type of Venture

II III IV V VI VII

3 24 17 5 13

6 3 26 2 6

4 2 1

1 3 3 6 3 2

8 5 1 3

4 17 34 56 11 25

Total

93

63

10

25

19

The first point to be noted in this table is that the frequeuey of

occurrence of concept ventures is quite different in the different

subject-areas. Concept ventures occur about seven times as frequently

in the lessons recorded in science classes as they do in the lessons

recorded in social studies and English. It is also apparent that the

distribution of the different types of ventures is related to the

subject-area. In general, ventures containing descriptive moves only

(Type I), and ventures containing descriptive and instantial moves

(Type V) are the most common. Ventures containing only comparative

210
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moves (Type II) occur very infrequently. Most of the ventures which do

contain comparative moves (especially Type II and Type IV) occurred in

the biology and physiology classes. Almost all of the ventures recorded

in the English classes contained instantial moves, which was not the case

with the other subject-areas.

It cannot be inferred that this distribution of types of ventures

would recur in some other sample of recorded lessons, but examination of

the content of the ventures identified in this sample suggests that the

type of venture is related to content differences. For instance, in the

biology and physiology classes the content was treated as highly struc-

tured. In the physiology class, the discussion was concerned mainly with

systems and the relationship between systems. In the biology class, the

discussion was concerned mainly with specific species and sub-groups of

animals. It is not surprising, therefore, that the frequency of concept

ventures in these classes was relatively high, and that a high proportion

Ayf these contained comparative moves. On the other hand, the discussion

in many of the English classes was concerned with literature and a number

of other relatively unstructured topics, in which there are few useful

and precise concepts. Hence, there were very few concept ventures, of

which almost none contained comparative moves, and a relatively high

proportion contained instantial moves.

2. The patterning of moves. The number of different kinds of

moves which were identified in the concept ventures is indicative of the

variety and complexity of the discussion in these ventures. The initial

impression of considerable variability suggests that teachers are not

following any set pattern or sequence in their instruction. However, it
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was considered possible that there might be some identifiabae regularity

to the sequencing of moves, if an appropriate procedure could be found

for identifying it.

Two procedures proved useful in the sear^h far pmtterns. nirm

involved tabulating the consecutive pairs of plays which occurred, and

the cther involved plotting the sequence of consecutive plays in a type

of flow diagram. It will be remnbered from the previous chapter that a

play consists of a move of a single kind, or a consecutive sequence (or

repetition) of the same single kind of move.

After identifying all of the plays width occurred in each of

the recorded concept ventures, the frequency of each of the 210 possible

consecutive pairs of plays was tabulated. The results of this tabulation

are set out in Table 6.
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Reading across the rows, this table indicates that plays con-

sisting of "characteristic" moves were followed by plays consisting of

9 sufficient condition" moves five-times, by plays consisting of "classi-

f4c=t4on" moves fmirteen timeQ, hy playc nnnsisfing of nclpg2sif4catory

description" moves eight times, and so on. The number in the column

headed "End of venture" indicates the number of times a particular kind

of play oc2urred at the end of a venture and consequently was not followed

by any other play. This table can also be read by columns which indicate

that, for instance, "characteristic move" plays were preceded by "suffi-

cient condition move" plays once, were preceded by "classification move"

plays fifteen times, and so on.

It is apparent from an examination of Table 6 that, of all the

possible pair combinations of moves, only 91, or 43%, of these occurred

at all. Also, of those pairs of plays which did occur, seven-eighths

(87.4%) included either a play consisting of "characteristic" moves, or

a play consisting of "positive instance" moves, or both. Thus, it would

seem that when the sequencing of moves by pairs is considered, there is

relatively little variability. The discussion appears to keep close to

either of two kinds of moves--the characteristic move, or the positive

instance move. Or, to state it another way, characteristic and positive

instance moves are evenly distributed throughout the sequence of moves

in each of the ventures.

In order to examine the patterning of plays in concept verrtures

in nore detail, composite flow diagrams representing these patterns were

constructed for different groups of ventures. Of particular interest

were the composite flow diagrams constructed to represent the sequencing
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Figurel. Plow Diagrams of Play Sequences for Three Science Teaohersw

(1) Teacher #41, Chemistrx

(54 ventures from five lessons)

(3) Physiology

(.39 ventures from five lessons)

(2) Teacher #22, Biology

(54 ventures from five lessons)

eginning

..
(4) Commt_sam Sequences for the

Three Teachers

11
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of plays occurring in the concept ventures'recorded for each teacher. The

flow diagrams representing the ventures from three classes in science

sajects are inclUded in Figure 1 . In order to simplify these diagrans,

only those sequehces of plays which recurred in the same position in it

least two different ventures have been included. The numbered circles

represent the occurrence of a play, with the number indicating the type

of move occurring in that play. Each of the lines connecting the numbered

circles represents the sequence in, which the plays occurred, with eadh line

indicating the occurrence of a sequence in two different ventures. To give

an example, the flow diagram for teacher #33 (physiology) should be inter-

preted to indicate that twenty of the ventures recorded in that class began

with a play lonsisting of #1 (characteristic) moves. Of those twenty

ventures, four proceeded to a play consisting of #10 (positive instance)

moves, four proceeded to a play consisting of #8 (differentiation) noves,

two proceeded to a play consisting of #6 (analysis) neves, and ten ended

after the occurrence of the #1 (characteristic move) play. Of the ventures

in which the second play consisted of #10 (positive instance) moves, four

proceeded to a play consisting of #1 (characteristic) move's, and two ended

at that point.

The three flow diagrams contained in Figure I indicate that it

is possible to identify sequences of plays which are common to different

classes, and sequences which are apparently unique to different classes.

The pattern of moves which is common to these three classes is shown in

the bottom right hand corner of Figure 1 The most common beginning to

a vemture is a play consisting of #1 (characteristic) moves. This con-

trasts with the patterns identified in classes in social studies and



English in which ventures beginning with #10 (positive instance move)

plays were as common as ventures beginning with 41 (characteristic move)

plays. With the science classes depicted in Figure .1 , the sequence of

41 - 410 - 41 - 410 occurs in each of the classes, and is the longest

common sequence. For the flow diagzams constructed from the social

studies and English classes, there was no similar longer sequence,

possibly due to the small number of concept ventures recorded in these

classes.

Unique patterns are also evident from these flow diagrams. For

instance, in the flow diagram for the class in biology, the play consist-

ing of 43 (classification) moves occurs in several places as a significant

part of the pattern. The same play occurs only once in the diagram for

the physiology class, and not at all in the diagram for the chemistry

class. Instance enumeration (#11) and instance production (#13) plays

figure prominently in the flow diagram for the class in chemistry, but

do not appear in the diagrams for the other two classes. The flow diagram

for the class in physiology contains two plays consisting of #6 (analysis)

moves, which do not appear in the diagrams for the other two classes. It

would seem, intuitively, that the occurrence of these unique patterns is

related to the nature of the subject matter being discussed. To what

extent it is also related to the individual teadhers' styles of dealing

with the subject matter cannot be ascertained from these data.

One general characteristic of all concept ventures became

apparent from an examination of the flow diagrams which were constructed

for each of the classes. This was the tendency for the discussion to

keep returning to a play consisting of 41 (characteristic) moves. This
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pattern is evident quite clearly in the flow diagrams for the classes in

chemistry and biology depicted in Figure 1. It is as though the dis-

cussion was conforming to the rule: when you start with a #1 (characteristic

move) play, you can proceed to another kind of play, but must then return

to a #1 (characteristic move) play again, or, when you start with sone other

kind of play, you must proceed to a #1 (characteristic move) play, before

proceeding on to another kind of move again.

Perhaps the most obvious conclusion which can be derived from the

analysis of patterns of moves in concept vertuxes is that not only is the

direct description of a characteristic the uost common kind of move, but

even when other kinds of moves occur, there is a constant returning of the

discussion back to this kind of move. It is interesting to note that this

pattern has some similarities with the alternation of exposure to examples

and discussions of "generalizations" advocated by a number of writers on

the basis of experimental investigations of "discovery learning" procedures.

For example, Krumboltz and Yabroff (1965) conducted an experimental investi-

gation of deductive and inductive sequences in programmed instruction in

which alternation of rules and examples was compared with longer non-

alternating seopences. They found no significant differences on a criterion

test, but concluded that: "On a priori grounds, it still seems reasonable

to believe that frequent shifts from rules to examples and badk again would

lead to a better understanding of the material."

However, what is observed in discussions in concept ventures is

more complex than a simple alternation of "rules" (so far as characteristics

can be called "rules") and examples. It is an alternation between "rules"

and a variety of other kinds of discussion of which description of instances

is only a part.
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The Effects of Different Patterns of Moves

The analysis of the discussion occurring in concept ventures

raised a number of questions about the relationship of different types

of moves and different patterns of moves to student learning. Does it

make any difference if the discussion includes some types of moves rather

than others, or if the pattern or sequence of moves is changed? 'And if

types of moves or patterns of moves do have an effect on student learning,

how can this be accounted for?

Examination of the results of reported investigaticms of methods

of teaching concepts provides little if any guidance. There have been a

number of studies in which deductive and inductive sequences have been

compared. The results of some support an inductive sequence (cf. Kersh,

1958; Ray, 1961), and the results of others support a deductive sequence

(cf. Craig, 1953, 1956). Still others found the two methods equally

effective (Forgus and Schwartz, 1957; trumboltz and Yabroff, 1965). As

Krumboltz and Yabroff indicate in the report of the study described above,

the difficulty in drawing conclusions from these studies stems from the

ftilure to define precisely what is meant by "inductive" and "deductive"

sequences, and consequently from the failure to control a number of other

variables, such as quantity and type of information contained in the

instruction, which may have affected the results. A farther difficulty

stems from the assumption, apparently based on the confhsion of psycho-

logical studies of categorizing:responses with concept learning in a

school setting, that the "deductive" and "inductive" sequences are the

only important methods of teaching concepts. Little if any account has

been taken of the variety of other procedures which this analysis of

discussions in concept venture indicates are frequently used by teachers.
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Thus, we are left with little relevant information about

what to expect when kinds of moves or patterns of moves are varied,

apart from the suggestion, based on the investigations of Johnson

and Stratton (1966) and Newton and Hickey (1965), that the significant

aspects of different methods ofteaching concepts have yet to be

discovered.
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Chapter VII

ANALYSIS OF CAUSAL VENTURES

A causal venture is one which has as its objective the exploration

of a cause-effect relationship. History classes discuss such things as the

factors that produced the industrial revolution. Social studies classes discuss

the means of eliminating poverty. Chemistry classes discuss the results of

putting sodium in water. When they do so, their discussions constitute causal

ventures.

Nature of Causal Ventures

A causal venture may be either of two basic types, which for the sake

of convenience are called type A and type B. It may be concerned with discover-

ing the cause or causes of some specified condition or class of conditions

(type A). Alternatively, a causal venture may attempt to disclose the effect

or effects of a given condition or class of conditions (type 3).

Causal ventures of type A are often initiated by a question such as

'What caused X?,' 'What are the conditions which produce X?,' or 'Why did X

occur?' The remainder of the venture attempts to arrive at an answer to the

question and to support the answer with evidence or argument. In some cases,

type A ventures are launched by a declaration of the form 'Condition A( or

Conditions A, B, C) causes condition X. The remainder of the venture gives

evidence or argumentation to support or refute the declaration. Note that

cause-effect relationships in type A often have more than one cause, but seldom

more than one effect.

'Condition' is used in a very broad sense to include event, action, state

of affairs or a characteristic of one of these.
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Type B ventures most often begin with a question of the form 'What

were the effects of condition A?,' or 'What resulted from condition A?'. The

succeeding discussion attempts to give and to substantiate an answer to these

questions. This type of venture may also begin with a declaration. xu usaAS

case the declaration is of the form 'Condition A produced condition X (or

conditions X:, Y, Z).' The ensuing discussion tries to substantiate or to

refute the declaration.

There need be no explicit use of either the term 'cause' or the

term 'effect' in a causal venture. A number of terms somewhat synonymous

with 'cause' may be used. These include: 'is responsible for,' 'favors

development of,"leads to,"produces,"results in,"contributes to '

'determines,' and 'fosters,' as well as many others. In many cases no

synonym for 'cause' or 'effect' is used. Instead, the discussion is

concerned with answering a "why" question.

There are no easy verbal cues for identifying causal ventures.

Consequently, it is important to be clear about the nature of a cause-effect

relationship. The most important thing to note is that a cause-effect rela-

tionship is, in one important sense, empirical. The statement of such a

relationship is not a report of sensory experience, but it is an inference

from such experience. The truth or falsity of a statement of a cause-effect

relationship is determined by empirical evidence, i.e., evidence based on

sense experience. For example, the statement that burning hydrogen in air

produces water is a cause-effect relationship. It is an inference based on

our observations of the results of cases in which hydrogen has been burned

in air. In contrast, the statement 'Using a double negative results in

making an ungrammatical statement' does not state a cause-effect relationship.



The truth or falsity of the statement is dependent not on empirical tests,

but on the rules of English grammar.

Cause-effect relationships may be of several different kinds. In

the strongest type of relationship, x is said to be a cause of y only if x

is both necessary and sufficient to produce y. It is usually this kind of

relationship we are seeking when we look for the cause of a disease. One

gets polio if and only if he is infected with the polio virus. When speaking

of this type of relationship we talk about the cause of the disease rather

than a cause of the disease.

A second type ofcausal relationship ii that In which x is said to

be.the cause of y when x is a condition necessary to- the.occurrence of :y.

This type of relationship is expressed in the statement 'Children wouldn't

be delinquent if we didn't coddle them.' In other words, coddling of

juveniles is a necessary condition for producing juvenile delinquency.

In the third type of causal relationship ix causet yo neans the

sale as 'the occurrence of x is sufficient to prbduce the occurrence of y.'

Thp,statement: Nhenever you.burn'hydrogen in air, water is produced,'

states suCh a relationship.. The cause (burning hydrOgen in air) is suffi-

cient to bring ibout the effect (water). While the causal condition in

this:case is sufficient to produce water, it is not a necessary condition.

Water may be produced in many other ways.

A fourth type of cause-effect relationship is that in which the

cause is a condition which contributes to the production of the effect or

makes its occurrence more likely. The-cause in this case is neither suffi-

cient by itself to produce the effect, nor is it nece'gsary. The cause in

conjunction with other conditions., usually unspecified and unsppiifiable,
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is sufficient to produce the effect. Thus its occurrence makes the occurrence

of the effect more likely. When we say 'Competition for colonies helped to

produce World War I,' we are stating a cause-effect relationship of this type.

The wax might have occurred without the competition, but it seems less likely

that it would have done so. The causc- in this case is a contributing condi-

tion, but neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition.

It is fairly easy to distinguish causal ventures from most of the

other kinds of ventures. However, cause-effect relationships bear a strong

resemblance to the objectives of rule, procedure, and reason ventures. Dis-

tinguishing cause-effect relationships from these other objectives should

help to avoid confusion.

Both rules and cause-effect relationships of the means-ends variety

are used to guide action. What distinguishes the two is the fact that rules

are analytic or conventional relationships, whereas cause-effect relationships

are as already noted, empirical. An analytic relationship is a relationship

between concepts not between things in the world. It holds by virtue of the

meanings of the concepts involved. No sensory experience can support it or

refute it. For example, no sensory experience is relevant to determining the

truth of the rule 'The area of a rectangle equals its base times its height.'

Conventional relationships are those which hold because people agree that

they shall hold. The agreement may be explicit, or it may be built into the

cultural, heritage. In neither case does the validity of the relationship

rest on empirical evidence. For example, rules of language such s 'Adjectives

modify nouns' cannot be ghown to be true or false by sense experience. In

contrast, all cause-effect relationships can be proven true or false by

empirical evidence. To determine whether or not establishing a curfew is
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a means of reducing juvenile delinquency we have to set up a curfew and

6bserve the results.

A procedure, too, is an empirical relationship which is used to

gnitie actinn: Tt is a sPrips nf steps one follows to attain a given end.

Cause-effect relationships of the means-ends variety, on the other hand,

never involve a sequence of steps to be performed in achieving the end.

The distinction between causal ventures and reason ventures will

be developed at sone length in the discussion of reason ventures, but a word

of comment is in order here. Reason ventures are concerned with the consider-

ations a person takes into acccent in deciding to undertake some action.

These considerations do not count as causes.

Moves in Causal Ventures

In any discussion of a cause-effect relationship, three basic tasks

may be performed: (1) some condition identified as a cause is mentioned and

clarified; (2) some condition identified as an effect is mentioned and clari-

fied; and (3) evidence is given to establish or refute the claim that a

causal relationship exists between the conditions cited as cause and effect.

Each move in a causal venture gives a specific item of information relevant

to the performance of one or another of these tasks.

To provide an overview of the kinds of moves found in causal

ventures, we will list all the kinds of moves before returning to a detailed

discussion of each type. When moves are grouped according to the three

functions given above, they fall into the following three classes:
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I. Cause Describing

1. Cause identifying

2. Cause explicating

3. Cause evidencing

4. Cause explaining

II. Effect Describing

5. Effect identifying

6. Effect explicating

7. Effect evidencing

Relational Moves

8. Causation instancing

9. Generalization

10. Chaining

11. Concomitant variation

12. Refuting alternatives

13. Causation agreement

14. Meta-cause

Moves are determined by the type of information they give relevant

to the objective of a venture. A statement could be one And of move in one

causal venture and a different kind of move in another causal venture. In

other words, it is the relationship between an item of information and the

objective which determines what kind of move the item of information is.

This being the case, the best way to understand the various kinds of moves

is to view them in context. Two ideal and simplified causal ventures have

been fabricated for illustrative purposes and are presented below. They are

divided unto moves and each move is labeled.



Venture I

(1) effect
identifying

(2) effect
explicating

(3) cause
identifying

(4) cause
explicating

(5) meta-cause

(6) cause
instancing

(7) concomitant
variation

(8) chaining

402-

S: Why are the lids of the milk bottles on my porch
pushed up some mornings?

T: Do you mean the milk bottles that are filled with
milk and the milk pushes them up?

S: Yes.

T: That's a good question. Can you answer it, John?

J: The cold does it.

T: The cold?

J: Yes, the temperature goes down below 320 .

T: Cause-effect relationships have to be based on
facts. Do you have-any facts to back up what you say?

s-

J: Well, I've seen our caps pushed up three times, and
every time it was real cold. And other people's
caps were pushed up those mornings too.

J: And I've seen milk llottles with their caps pushed
up when it wasn't real cold out.

T:

B:

(9) causation B:

argument
(citing authority)

Venture II

Bill, what do you think?
I think it must have been the cold. Real cold weather
makes the milk freeze. Miik expands when it freezes
and the expansion of the milk pushed up the caps.

Besides, I asked the milkman and he said it's the
freezing temperature that does it.

(1) effect T: What caused the ice:on the-sidewalk to melt today?

identifying

(2) cause S: The temperature got up above 320 today.

identifying
:;:f

(3) generalization T: What has that got to do with the ice melting?
-S:: Ice always melts when the temperature is above 32

o
,

(4).cause T: Are you sure it was that warm today?

evidencing S: Yes, I looked at the thermometer this morning and
'it-read 350.

ret

1 ;

*Lcimia brm
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(5) refuting S: Besides the only other thing that could have
alternatives melted the ice was if somebody put salt on it,

and I know there wasn't any salt put on it.

(6) cause
explaining

T: Why do you suppose it got so warm today?
S: A warm wind came in from the South.

Iet us turn now to a consideration of each move, illustrating each

one by reference to ventures taken from classroom discourse.

Cause identifying moves. Identifying a condition as a cause does

not always or even usually involve stating that the condition is a cause.

Most often the condition is identified as a cause by being mentioned or

described in a context which makes it clear that the condition is being

considered as a cause. Move 3 in Venture I identifies cold as a cause. The

context which makes it clear that cold is regarded as a cause is that 'The

cold does it' is given as an answer to the "why" question which initiates

the venture and sets its focus. The "why" question in move 1 is a request

to supply a cause. Move 3, in fulfilling this request, cites the cold and

theretT identifies the cold as a cause. The information given in move 2

Venture II constitutes a cause identifying move because it is an answer to

the request for a cause made in move 1.

Consider now two examples of cause identifying moves taken from

classroom ventures. Example 1 is fram a venture in a history class. The

utterances contained in it were offered in response to the question 'Why

did Andrew Jackson have personal enemies?'. This question sets the focus

for subsequent discussion.
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S 1: Well, when Jackson wants to do something, he
didn't care Whose toes he stepped on to get
what he wanted done.

S 2: Who did you say? Jackson?
e . 17...n111=0610

In this case the "why" question supplies an effect and requests that it be

accounted for. By indicating that Jackson's stepping on toes is an answer,

the utterances in the example identify Jackson's stepping on toes as a cause.

Example 2

This example is taken from a venture in a chemistry
class.

T: I'd like to see what sone of you got for an answer.
"Calcium hydroxide with nitric acid."

Tbis utterance seems somewhat vague. However, the context of the lesson

nakes clear that the teacher is asking what is produced when calcium hydroxide

reacts with nitric acid. This reaction, then, is a condition the effects of

which are explored in the remainder of the venture. This makes it clear that

the reaction is being considered as a cause.

Cause explicating moves. A number of different kinds of information

about a cause can be given in this move. Basically, it makes clear just what

the cause is and what it implies. Move 4 in venture I above gives precision

to the causal condition--cold--by specifying cold as temperature below 320 .

The importance of a cause explicating move lies in the fact that it poiats

out characteristics of the causal condition which are most significantly

related to the production of the effect. Quite often some complex phenomenon

is cited as a cause, but only one aspect or characteristic of the phenomenon

is correlated with the effect. A cause explicating move generally calls
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attention to this aspect or characteristic. Thus it prepares the way for the

giving of evidence in support of the causal relationship.

Ex.nle

This is taken fram a causal venture in which water,
taken into a fish's mouth and pushed oat through its
gills, is identified as a cause. Tbe effect is that
oxygen is taken from the air in the water into the
blood of the fish.

T: How does a fish do this?
S: The gills have filters.
T: All right, you're correct on that part. Now

what can you tell us about these gills? Let's
be a little more definite about it.

S: Well, in the gills are five gill arches which --

have gill filaments on them. These filaments
are supplied with many capillaries.

In this case the cause is a process (water passing through gills), and the

cause explicating move gives information about the process by describing the

structure involved 1a the process (the gills). Note that this information

about the process is very important in establishing the relationship between

the process and its effect. Oxygen gets from the water into the blood by

passing througA the walls of the capillaries.

Cause evidencing moves. A move in this category takes either of

two forms depending on the cause to which it is relevant. If the move yields

evidence for a cause consisting in a particular phenomenon, then it gives

evidence or cites authorities to indicate that the phenomenon actually did

occur. If, however, it is evidence for a class of things identified as a

cause, the move gives an instance of the class. In venture II above, move 3

gives evidence that the particular causal condition (temperature above 32°)

did in fact exist. The information given as evidence in this move is that

the thermometer registered 35°.



Example 4

This example comes from a venture in a sociology class.
Prior to this move the class has identified mistreatment
in prison as the cause of the failure of prisons to
rehabilitate criminals.

S: They said in the article that--it's in the Pest
magazine, October eighth. And it said that in
some prisons they still take them and string them
up by their thumbs and they put them in these little
cells with sides about five feet tall and they put
men in there that are six feet tall and six-two, and
make them stand in there. And the only ventilation
they get is the little pipes sticking up through the
roof. They make them stand in there for solitary
confinement.

This move cites instances of the cause (mistreatment) as evidence to support

the claim that the mistreatment exists. The instances of mistreatment

mentioned are hanging prisoners up by their thumbs and cramping them in cells.

The next example occurred in a history venture. In this venture the

cause is that Jackson did not care whose toes he stepped on. The effect is

Jackson had personal enemies.

Example 5

S: Well, I thought he (Jackson) was in favor of the
people, so he wouldn't want to step on their toes,
would he?

This move gives evidence indicating that the condition identified as a cause

did not actually exist. By notini that Jackson was in favor of the people,

this move gives evidence against the claim that. Jackson was not concerned about

whose toes he stepped on. A move to show that the suggested cause did not

occur is very important. Proving that the causal condition did exist does not

prove that the causal relationship holds. However, to prove that the causal

condition did not exist is to prove that the stated causal relationship does

not hold.
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Cauie explaining moves. Any attempt to account for the oecurrence

of a cause constitutes a cause explaining move. Move 6 in Venture II-above

qualifies is sudh a move because it tells why the weather was warm--above 320.

The next two examples are representative of the cause explaining moVes found

in our'sample. In the venture from which example 6 id taken, the effect is

the government's awareness of the possibility of annexing Hawaii. The cause

is the revolution in Hawaii in the early 1890's that was directed agairiit the

Queen.

Example 6

T: Why haWt they liked fhe Queen?
S: She had attempted to go contrary to the constitution.
T: Thei lid had a constitutional government-it the

islands since about 1800. OriA of the ancestors. of

Queen Liliuokalani had united the islands together

and had granted them a constitution. Whelk, she came

to the throne, she decided that they had too much
power for themselves and she didn't like the,white
people anyway, so she proceeded to overthrow this
particular constitution. Whereupon they proceeded

to overthrow her.

rhis move goes to some Ungth to account for the revolution which is idemtified

as the cause in this venture. Moves of this type are most often initiated by

teachers. They appear to use it when they want students to be aware of more

remote or more basic causes. It forces the students to consider an earlier

link in the causal chain.

Effect identifying moves. As with cause identifying moves, effect

identifying moves seldom describe a condition as an effect or state that it

is an effect. Rather, a condition is identified as an effect by being mentioned

in a context which makes clear that the condition is being regarded as an effect.

The first move in each of Ventures I and II is an effect identifying move.

Move 1 in Venture I mentions the fact of milk bottle lids being pushed up.
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It identifies this fact as an effect by asking why it occurs. The "why"

question has the force of requesting that causes be given to account for

the fact. The first move in Venture I identifies the fact of melted ice

as an effect by asking explicitly for the causes which produced it.

Consider now two effect identifying moves taken from class dis-

cussions. The first of these is taken from a chemistry class. It occurs

as a response to a request to give the results of a chemical reaction

between iron and sulfuric iacid.

Example 7

S: It gives you FeSO4 plus hydrogen.

The conditions mentianed in this move are identified as effects by the fact

that they are named in response to a request for effects.

The next case is an effect identifying move that initiates a venture

in an English class.

Example 8

T: After Scobie burned the letter, he speculates. He
realizes that he has committed his first crime
against the law. Why has he done it?

S: Why has he done what?
T: Why has he broken the law?

The act of breaking the laa is here identified as an effect by being mentioned

in a context which makes clear that the act is to be accounted for.

Effect explicating moves. Any information about an effect such as

its characteristics or how it may be classified constitutes an effect expli-

cating move. This sort of move usually mediates the aspect of the effect

most significantly related to the cause. In some cases, however, the move

merely clarifies sone effect which has been vaguely or ambiguously described.

Move 2 in Venture I counts as an effect explicating move because it glves
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information about the effect; namely, that the milk bottles are full of milk.

As the rest of the venture shows, this information is important in relating

the effict to the cause.

The next example is from a venture in a chemistry class. Prior to

this example the movement of copper ions to the cathode has been identified

as an effect of the electrolysis of copper chloride.

Example 9

T: All right. I want to ask you a few questions. You
say the copper ion goes to the cathode. How does
it become a metal when it gets to the cathode?

S: The ions get onto the plate, and they form a coat
on there.

The vegge condition 'copper ions go to the cathode,' is clarified by the

further information that the ions form a coat of copper on the cathode.

Effect evidencing moves. This move parallels the cause evidencing

move. It gives information which serves as evidence that the condition

identified as an effect actually does or does not occur. Sudh a move usually

contatns.no statement that the information is evidence for the effect.
.

Instead, the context in which the information is given makes clear that it

serves this function.

Consider the following example taken from a chemistry venture. The

fhct that house paint turns dark with age is the effect identified in the

venture.

Example 10

T: So we do have trouble with this lead turning dark
on us, that's for sure. You can see it in your own
home at times if you want to.

In this case the occurrence of the effect (paint darkening) is supported by.

mentianing instances (see paint darkening at your own homi).



No moves giving evidence against the existence of the effect were

found in our sample. Likely such moves would be found in a larger sample,

for they are logically possible and there are no empirical conditions to

prohibit their occurrence.

Causation instancing moves. This move relates the cause to the

effect. It serves as evidence that the relationship holds. Only ventures

in which the cause and effect are classes of things rather than particulars

can contain moves of this type. This sort of move includes information that

something identified'as an instance of the cause occurred in conjunction with

something identified as an instance of the effect. Move 6 in Venture I

mentions particular phenomena (caps pushed up on milk bottles) identifiable

as instances of the effect (caps pushed up on milk bottles in general). Those

phenomena are mentioned as occurring in conjunction with other particular

phenomena (cold mornings) identifiable as instances of the cause (cold).

The first example from classroom discourse gives an instance of

the eausal relation between parental neglect and juvenile delinquency.

Example ll

S: She shows this one instance about Bobby Thompson
in there. His mother goes out and gives the
neighbor kids five dollars a week to play with
him. One day he goes to the closet and pick* up
a twelve-gauge shotgun, double-barrel, shells in
both of them. He takes and ties the other kid up,
points the gun at his head and fires. This doctor,
she accused the parents on the home life. The
father and the boy never did get along together.
They didn't do anything together. The father
hardly had anything to do with him.

The mother's leaving the boy and the father's having nothing to do with him

are identifiable as an instance of the cause--parental neglect. The behavior

of the father and mother is described as occurring in conjunction with and



causing the boy to shoot his playmate. The behavior of the boy is identifiable

as an instance of the effect (juvenile delinquency). Note that the Wormation

given in this move serves as confirming evidence that a causal relatitontolds

between parental neglect and juvenile delinquency. Of course, a single

instance provides only weak support.

Negative instances of causal relationships may also be given. By

'negative instance' is meant a case in which an instance of the cause (effect)

occurred, but no instance of the effbct (cause) occurred in conjunctiop with it.

A mime containing a negative instance is presented in the following example.

The cause in this case is slum environment; the effect is delinquency.

Example 12

S: In other words, what about Nathan Leopold?. He was
brought up in a good environment and he goes out
and kills somebody.

T: Brought up a good point.

Leopold's tilling somebody is identifiable as an instance of the effect, But

by noting that Leopold was brought up in a good environment the studept

indicates that no instance of the causal condition (slum environment) occurred

in conjunction with the instance of the effect.

When a.causation instancing move contains a negative instance, it

constitutes evidence against the causal relationship. If, as in example 12,

there is an instance of the efftct but pp instance of the caul*, then the cause_

cannot be a necessary condition, although it may still be a sufficient one.

If there is a cause instance and no effect instance, the cause cannot be a

sufficient condition. Neither kind of negative instance refutes a causal

relationship in which the cause is claimed to be only a contributing condition.

However, a large number of negative instances in different contexts would

probably lead one to conclude that such a presumed causal relation does not hold.



Generalization moves. Information showing that a given causal rela.

tionship is an instance of a uore general one constitutes a generalization move.

Such moves may be used in discussing either particular or general cause-effect

relationships. Move 3 in Venture II is a generalization move. It contains the

generalization: ice melts when the temperature is above 320. The causal

relation--35° temperature today caused ice on sidewalks to melt--is a particular

case covered by the generalization. There is no statement in the move to the

'effect that the causal relation is an instance or case of the generalization.

However, it is clear from the context that the particular case of melted ice

falls under the generalization.

Consider an example taken from a venture in a history lesson. In this

venture the causal relationship is that the poor conditions in which laborers

lived caused the public to be averse to early union organizations.

Example 13

S: Prejudice is natural against a group who lives in the
worst part of town, who are poorly educated and so on.

The general principle is that people tend to be prejudiced against groups who

wear poor clothes, etc. Early workers, living in ignorance and poverty, con-

stitute an instance of groups who are poorly clothed, etc. The context in

which the generalization is stated indicates that resentment against the early

labor unions may be regarded as an instance of prejudice. Thus, the cause-effect

relationship is seen as an instance of the generalization.

Very few generalization moves were found in our sample. This is sig-

nificant since a generalization move, containing a well-founded generalization,

supplies the strongest kind of evidence in support of a particular cause-effect

relationship. This is so when the causal relation can be deduced from the
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generalization. We then have as good grounds for beliPving the stated causal

relationship as we have for believing the generalization itself.

Cl_LE.L.,_tainirioves. A move of this kind links a cause to an effect by

describing intermediate facts which lead to the effect. This may be easier

to understand in eymbolic form. Suppose the cause-effect relationship were

a causes.e. A chaining tiove umuld indicate that a causes b, b causes c, c

causes d,-d causes e. There may be any number of links in the chain, but

usually there are ne than two or three. Look now at move 8 in Venture I.

It links the effee lids) to the cause (cold weather) by noting that

cold causes milk to freezing causes milk to expand, and expansion of

milk-eauses'-raised lids.

The .chaining move presented in the following example links the

discovery of gold in Alaska to increased prosperity in the United States.

Example 14

S: The value of the gold means that the prices of corn
and wheat go up.

T: All right. The fall in the values there affected
prices so the farmers profit.

The fall'in the value of gold is noted as a consequence of the cause (gcld

discovery). This consequence, in turn, is noted as causing an increase in

priCes.of farm products.. This increase in price is part of what is meant by

pro§perity. In this move there is a complete chain, although poorly described.

Chaining moves usually provide evidence for, and clarification of,

causal relations by breaking them down into components which, hopefUlly, are

already understood and well established. It is possible, however, for a

chaining move to provide evidence against a suggested causal relationship.

Such a move"notes a consequrInce of the cause which in turn produces a condition

which'is.contrary to the condition propoSed as the effect.
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ham of the chaining moves found in our sample are incomplete. Links

are left out, probably on the assumption that they are obvious or already well

known. Theoretically, chaining moves could include evidence supporting the

validity of one or more links in the chain, but no moves of this sort occur in

our sample.

Concomitant variation moves. This type of move contains information

indicating that changes in the effect occur in conjunction with changes in the

cause. Move 7 in Venture I is a move of this type. It notes that when tbe

causal condition (cold) is absent, the effect (raised bottle lids) does not

occmr.

The example below is one of the few concomitant variation moves in

our sample. The causal relation is that contact of lead base house paint with

sulfur in the air results in darkening of the paint.

Example 15

T: Sometimes they put zinc in that paint, too. Instead
of darkening, it gets white.

The mtme notes that the causal condition may be changed from lead base paint to

zinc base paint. Given this change the effect (darkening of the paint) does

not occur.

Refuting alternatives. In some cases it is possible to support a

proposed causal relationship by giving information which rules out the possi-

bility that some other condition might have been the cause. Move 5 in

Venture II supports a causal relationship between warm weather and ice melting.

It does so by ruling out the possibility that the ice might have been melted

by salt.

Moves of this type are most likely to occur in a venture concerned

with a causal relationship of the means-ends variety. The example below comes
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contributes to their rehabilitation.

Example 16

S: They don't want to give samething that's--if it
doesn't mean anything to them and it's boring.
And one thing that was said that they're supposed
to be able to do rock formation and ditch digging.
Because a lot of people that go in there just
might have had real high office jobs or something
like that. It would really degrade them to have
them dig a ditch. They have to have interesting
jobs or else they're just going to try and create
trouble.

Briefly, this move indicates that boring jobs such as ditch digging cannot be

the means of rehabilitating prisoners. Rather such jobs degrade prisoners and

lead them to cause trouble. A move ofthis sort gives good support to a causal

relation when there axe only two conditions which are reasonable candidates as

causes. To rule out one candidate is to give a clear field to the other. If

there are a number of possible causes, ruling out one of them gives little

support to any one of those remaining.

Causation argument moves. All of the relational moves discussed thus

far provide evidence which is logically relevant to determining the truth or

falsity of a causal statement. Causation argument moves are distingui6hed by

the fact that they do not contain logically relevant evidence. Rather they

contain other information such as analogies and opinions. The example of

causation argument in Venture I, move 9, gives the opinion of a milkman to

persuade the group to accept the causal relationship under discussion.

The following example is a move which gives the opinion of an expert.

The cause-effect relationship being supported in this case is that mdking

parents pay for their children's misdeeds would eause a reduction in juvenile

delinquency.



Example 17

T: And, I believe that Mr. Hoover has on one occasion
said that a great deal of our juvenile delinquency
was parental delinquency and that possibly making
them legally responsible for actions of their
children and financially responsible wtuld cause
them to be more anxious to see children do what
they should.

Mr. Hoover's opinion is cited in this case to support the contention that the

causal relation under discussion is valid.

Another sort of causation argument move is given in the example

below. In this move an analogy is given to support the contention that the

air bladder of a fish causes the fish to float or stay at a given depth.

Example 18

S: It acts something like an inner tube.
T: Something like an inner tube. When you have a

little less air in the inner tube, is it more apt
that you can float on it, or can't you float easy
when you have more air in the inner tube?

S: More air.
T: All right. Wouldn't the fish's bladder be like that?

In this case, the causal relation is supported by drawing an analogy between

it and another causal relation (air causes an inner tube to float) known to

be valid.

Meta-cause moves. An important thing to remember about this kind

of mmve is that the infornation in it is relevant to the particular causal

relationship only indirectly. A move of this sort may contain information

about the nature of a causal relation, information about the kind of evidence

needed to support such a relationship, or information about the kind of

evidence needed to prove or disprove the particular causal relation under

discussion. Move 5 in Venture I is a meta-cause move. It notes a feature

of causal relationships in general, namely, that they are based on fact.



The example below contains a meta-cause mave from a venture in a

biology class. Discussion in this case concerns the contention that handling

toads causes warts.

Example 19

T: How can you provevit?
S: Well, the only way I know you can prove it is by

keeping a toad for a long tine and then if you get
a wart, well that would prove it. But then if you
didn't----it would be that you didn't get a wart.
I don't know.

T: You could handle them and if you didn't get one
[wart], then you could say that they [toads]
didn't give us any warts.

This move provides information about the kind of evidente needed-to prove the

particular causal relationdhip under discussion. Note, however, that it

doesn't give any evidence.

Structure in Causal Ventures

Preliminary Considerations. As is the case with moves in evaluation

ventures, the moves in causal ventures are both information units and elements

in the establidhment and validation of a particular relationship. In contrast

to the maves in evaluation ventures, the moves in causal ventures exhibit a

relatively clear logical relationship to each other. Because of this it is

possible to identify relatively distinct types of causal ventures, and types

of discussion within these ventures. This means that the procedures used with

other kinds of ventures (tabulation of frequencies of peirs of moves, tabula-

tion of frequencies of moves by position in venture) are less appropriate, and

probably less meaningful, than the careful categorization of types of ventures

and types of discussions among recorded causal ventures.
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The most important distinction among causal ventures is between

(a) vehares in which an effect is cited near the beginning of the venture

and the discussion centers on the cause (or causes) of that effect, and (b)

ventures in which a cause is cited near the beginning of the venture and the

discussion centers on the effect (or effects) of that cause. These have

already been referred to respectively as Type A ventures and Type B ventures.

Within these two major types of ventures there are variations in the

number of causes or effects which are discussed. This variation provides

three further sub-categories of types of ventures: (a) ventures in which one

effect (or cause) is given, and one cause (or effect) is discussed; (b) ven-

tures in which one effect (or cause) is given, and there axe several causes

(or effects) discussed; and (c) ventures in which the-7q is discussion of

several related cause-effect relationdhips so that several effects (or causes)

are given, and several causes (ur effects) are discussed.

In addition to this subdivision of types of ventures, it is possible

to categorize the type of discussion Which occurs with any particular cause

(or effect). Regardless of how many causes (or effects) axe identified in the

discussion in a venture, it is nearly always possible to break up the dis-

cussion into sub-units which contain all the discussion associated with a

particular cause (or effect). These sub-units consist of a cause (or effect)

identification move and the other kinds of moves which relate specifically to

the cause (or effect) which has been identified. As can be seen in the

analysis set forth below, these sub-units are usually relatively simple

(i.e., contain few moves).

Types of Ventures. Table 7 sets out the frequency with which the

different types of causal ventures occurred. Separate tabulations for each of
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the major subject-areas covered by the recordings, are reported. The total

number of lessons recorded in each of these subject-areas is also reported

to give an indication of the relative frequency of occurrence of causal

ventures.

It is evident that causal ventures occur relatively, more

frequently in lessons recorded in science subjects than in the other subject-

areas, with the major difference occurring in the frequency of Type B.1

ventures (one cause given, and one effect discussed). Not included in the

table is the fact that the major contribution to this sub-category comes

from five lessons recorded in a chemistry class. It is to be expected that

causal ventures would be concentrated in science and social studies, since

these fields consist in empirical forms of knowledge.

With the exception of the large number of Type B.1 ventures recorded

in lessons in science subj, *-s, it appears that ventures in which an effect

is given and causes discussed are relatively more frequent than ventures in

which the discussion centers on effects.
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Table 7. Types of Cautal Ventures

Type of Venture Type of Sub,lect-Area

Core +

History Science Sociology English Total

A. Effect given and cause discussed

A.1 One effect + one cause 7 8 3 1 19

A.2 One effect + multiple causes 6 8 5 19

A.3 Multiple effects + causes 5 1 6

B. Cause given and effects discussed

B.I One cause + one effect 1 21 1 23

B.2 One cause + multiple effects 3 2 3 8

13.3 Multiple causes + effects 2 1 3

C. Abortive ventures

C.1 Effect given but no cause 1 3 1 5

C.2 Cause given but no effect 1 2 1 4

Totals 23 46 15 3 87

Number of lessons recorded 19 20 8 15 67

...10401..11N

,
Includes lessons recorded in mathematics in whidh no cause ventures occurred.
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Kinds of Discussion. In Table 8 the frequency with which different

kinds of discussion of causes (or effects) occurred, is reported. The dis-

cussion units on which this table is based are the logical sub-units dnscribed

above. When only one cause (or effect) is identified in a venture, the dis-

cussion unit consists of the whole venture. When more than one cause (or

effect) is identified in a venture, the discussion units each consist of the

move in which a cause (or effect) is identified together with all the other

moves which relate directly to that cause (or effect).

It ihould be noted that there are a few cases in which the discussion

relevant to a perticular cause is interrupted by either the identification or

discussion of another cause or both. In these cases, the discussion relevant

to a particular cause is included in the same discussion unit with the identi-

fication of the cause, even though it is sequentially displaced in the venture.

In most cases, the discussion relevant to a particular cause is sequentially

adjacent to the identification of that cause. The same holds, of course, for

the identification and discussion of effects.

The most common pattern of discussion is one in which a cause (or

effect) is identified without elaboration of any kind. This pattern occurs

most commonly in ventures in which there is a lifting of alternative or

parallel causes or effects.

Explication, evidencing, and explaining of the cause (descriptive

moves) are the most common addition to identification of either a cause or

effect.

In approximately 30% of the discussions of a cause or of an effect,

relational moves are included.
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Table 8. Combinations of Moves in Causal Ventures

A. Discussion of Causes (Type A Ventures) Frequency

1. Cause identification only
Al
0.1.

2. Identification + cause description moves 25

3. Identification + effect description moves 2

4. Identification + relational moves 19

5. Identification + instantial moves 6

6. Identification + cause description + relational moves 10

7. Identification + effect description + relational moves 2

8. Other combinations of moves 4

Total

B. Discussion of Effects (Type B Ventures)

ammina

99

1. Effect identification only 12

2. Identification + cause description moves 11

3. Identification + effect description moves 2

4. Identification + relational moves 8

5. Identification + instantial moves 2

6. Identification + cause description + effect description 3

7. Identification + cause description + relational moves 4

8. Identification + effect description + relational moves 3

9. Other combinations of moves 4
~MED

Total 49
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The relatively high frequency of the "Effect identification

plus cause description" pattern in discussions of effects is the one

major exception to the approximately parallel patterns for discussions

of causes and discussions of effects.

The Sequencing of Plays. Figure 2 is a flow chart of the

sequences of plays which occurred in recorded causal ventures. All of

the recorded causal ventures are represented. Each line in the flow

charts represents a sequence which occurred twice. The form of the flow

chart is somewhat different from the form of the flow charts used with

other kinds of ventures. In the case of causal ventures, it was

necessary to represent a backward sequence of moves when more than one

cause-effect relationship is discussed in a single venture. The "feed-

back" arrows (e.g., the middle of Figure 2) represent the change from

the discussion of one cause-effect relationship to another.
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Chapter VIII

ANALYSIS OF REASON VENTURES

A reason venture is a discussion concerned with the reasons some-

one has for doing something or for deciding tn do mnmethinge The term

'reason' is being used here in a somewhat narrower sense than that in which

it is ordinarily used. By 'reason' is meant something a person takes into

consideration in deciding to perform an action. So, to give reasons for an

action is one way of explaining why the actioz was undertaken.
1

The Nature of Reison Ventures

Considerations which lead a person to take an action are of

several types. Notice the different sorts of reasons that can be given to

explain the German invasion of Russia in the Second World War.

(a) The German government wanted to secure its eastern frontier..

(b) The German government believed Russia's capacity to wage

war threatened the security of its eastern frontier.

(c) An invasion of Russia would result in a speedy defeat of Russia.

Reason (a) gives the purpose that-Hitler's government wanted to

achieve by invading Russia. Reason (b) gives the government's W.:Ifs

about the context in which it had to act to achieve its purpose. Reason (c)

gives a probable consequence of the invasion, a consideration relevant to

the government's decision.

Still another kind of consideration may be offered as a reason.

For example, one may give as a reason for using the expression 'walk slowly'

(as.opposed to 'walk slow') the rule that verbs are to be modified by ewverbs.

Thus a rule which authorizes the action may be given as a reason for 1.t. To

-125-
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summarize, reasons include the purpose of the action, facts or beliefs

about the situation in which action is to be taksn to fulfill the purpose,

facts or beliefs about the consequences of the action, and rules which

can be used to authorize or justify the action.

Several different kinds of. action may be accounted for in reason

ventures. As the term 'action' is used here, it refers to practices,

decisions and attitudes as well as to activities of individuals. The

actor may be a society, a group of persons, or a single person. The follow.

ing list is representative of the actions explained in our sample of reason

ventures.

(a) The-practice of sentencing convicted criminals to prison

terms much longer than they are likely to be alive.

(b) The Negroes' attempt to enter a Little Rock high school.

(c) The federal government's not passing labor laws in the early

days of labor unions.

/-

(d) An author's naming a book "One bay Alter Another."

(e) The United States' practicing imperialism.

(f) Puerto Rico's not being included in the Union as a state.

(g) Americans considering Russia imperialistic.

As example (c) indicates, not doing something may be considered as an action

to be accounted for.

Reason ventures and causal ventures can be easily mistaken for one

another. Reasons and causes can both be used as explanatory principles.

However, they are distinguished by two features. First, causes can be

given to explain other events as well as actions, whereas reasons can be

given to explain only actions. We can, for example, speak of the cause of
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a gas's expanding but not of its reasons for expanding. Gases do not have

reasons. That is, they do not have purposes or beliefs on which they act.

The second distinguishing factor is that reasons are considera-

tions which a person takes into account and which lead him to act in a

certain way. This is not true of calses. Causes of a person's action are

not what the actor ta17es into consideration in deciding upon his action.

This point can be made clearer by an example. Suppose we want to explain

why Johnny, upon leaving school, pushed aside the child in front of him.

Two sorts of explanations are possible.

(a) Johnny pushed the child in front of him because he

wanted to be the first person to get to the swings.

He thought he could be first if he got past the

child in front of him quickly.

(b) Johnny pushed the child in front of him because he

was frustrated in his attempts to learn what was

being taught in school that day. Frustration

produces aggression. Pushing the child in front

of him was a manifestation of Johnny's aggression.

Explanation (a) gives Johnny's reasons for pushing, i.e., it gives the

considerations Johnny took into account which led him to push. Explana-

tion (b) gives the cause of Johnny's action. This cause was not something

Johnny toak into consideration in deciding to push. He did not think,

"I'm frustrated so I'll push this bcy in front of me."

Giving reasons and giving causes are two different modes of expla-

nation: the behavior of a person can be accounted for by either causes or

reasons. To explain it by civing c=ses is to treat it as an event, no

different from other events. To explain it in terms of reasons is to

regard it in its distinctively human sense. This distinction between c#uses

and reasons is widely used in philosophical literature. However, it is not

fully in accord with the way in which the words 'cause' and 'reason' are
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commonly used, for in ordinarr discourse these words are often used inter-

changeably. The discrepancy between the ordinary use of 'reasons' and the

more strict use of it must be kept in mind if the reaaer is to avoid

confnsitln.

Since rules may be offered as reasons, the difference between

reason ventures and rule ventures will be pointed out. In most reason

ventures rules are not given as reasons, so the percentage of confusing

cases is small. Primarily, the difference between rule ventures and those

reason vemures which involve rules is one of emphasis. If a discussion

is primatrily concerned with why one particular action was taken and a rule

is given to account for the action, it is a reason venture. If a dis-

cussion is primarily concerned with formulating and understanding a rule,

it is a rule venture. This distinction holds, even though in rule ventures

students may be required to describe one or more actions in accord with the

rule and to justify them as cases of following the rule.

Grouping of Moves in Reason Ventures

The moves in reason ventures are best understood when seen in

relation to two basic models of reason-giving explanation. Model A has

three primary elements: the action being explained; the motivating purpose

or value orientation underlying the action; the beliefs about matters of

fact which lead the actor to conclude that the action will achieve his

purpose. Model B.also has three elements: the action being explained; a

rule which authorizes the action; beliefs about matters of fact which lead

the author to conclude that the action is in accord with the rule.



There are thus four different elements used in the two models:

action, purpose, rule, and factual considerations. Each move in a reason

venture gives an item of information relevant to one or another of these

elements. The various kinds of moves are listed in groups accordine to

the element in the models to which they relate.

Action elaboration moves. Moves in this category give information

concerning the action being accounted for in the venture.

1. Action identifying.

2. Action substantiating.

II Purpose elaboration moves. Moves in this category give information

relating to the purpose of the action.

3. Purpose identifying.

4. Purpose evidencing.

5. Purpose explaining.

6. Purpose justifying.

III Rule centered moves.

7. Rule citing.

8. Rule applying.

IV Factual consideration moves. Moves in this category give informa-

tion concerning facts, or beliefs about facts, assumed to have been taken

into consideration by the actor in deciding upon his action.

9. Context describing.

10. Consequence identifying.

Analysis of Moves.

Action identifying moves. This type of move mentions or discusses

some action, practice, decision, or attitude in a context which makes it
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clear that one of these is the action for which the venture supplies

reasons. There is never more than one action identified in a reason

venture. However, there may be more than one action identifying move,

since the sane action may be referred to or described in several

different places in the venture.

Example one is an action identifying move which occurred at

the beginning of a venture in an English class.

Example 1

T: And the mother noticed several times that

there was an ominous silence. That was

always an indication of what? Why did _le

call it an 'ominous' silence?

This move illustrates one of the most direct and frequently used ways of

identifying something as the action; namely, by asking why it was done.

In this case, the mother's calling something an ominous,silence is

identified as the action to be accounted for.

Action substantiating moves. Several different kinds of infor-

mation may be presented in this kind of move. The move may assert that

the action did not occur. It may give evidence indicating either that

the action did occur or that it did not occur. Or it may note that the

practice is not always followed. The point is that the move either defends

or attacks the claim that: the action did occur.

The move in Example 2 occurred in a venture concerned with the

reasons why Congress did little to solve the depression of 1837.

Example 2

S: Well, in my opinion, I think they tried. In

fact, it said . . .

T: No, they didn't.
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S: It [bodk] said that most of.Congress' work
was about the economic situation during all

of Van Buren's term, but that they just
couldn't do anything for it.

T: Well, they actually took no real steps to

solve this problem.

The student begins by merely denying that the action (doing little about

the depression) actually occurred. After the teacher reaffirms the occur-

rence of the action, the student attempts to give evidence showing that

the action did not occur. In this case the evidence is a stat.Iment in a

book to the effect that Congress tried but in fact could do nothing about

the economic situation. The move ends with the teacher again affirming

that the action occurred.

Purpose identifying moves. To give the purpose of an action is

typically to tell what the actor intended to adhieve by it. A purpose

identifying move may include either this type of information or informa-

tion about the values which led the actor to take the action. These two

kinds of purposes will be made clear in the examples below.

The purpose identifying move in Example 3 is taken from a biology

venture concerned with the reasons why a "real thinker" asks a question.

Example 3

S: To learn information?
T: Learn information, yes.

This move identifies learning information as the goal or purpose a person

intends to achieve by the action--asking a question.

The next example is from a history class. The central concern

in the venture is why Americans consider Russia to be imperialistic.

Example 4

S: And these people inthe United States who have

these freedoms are against that (depriving

colonies of freedom of speech and press].



In this case the student n3teo that Americana value freedom of speech and

freedom of the pres, TMn is stated in a context which implies that the

student thinks this value, denied by Russia, is what leads Americans to

regard Russia as irtpe:-.1,2list5e.

Purpose eviCc:ne51-1 infori:ation bJaring on the question

of whether the actor C.:.1 actually -lave the purro&a attributed to him consti-

tutes a purpose evidenci sl..eh a move occurs only in a

venture where a -.-)urreca cr attrnuted to a per:;on.

An example o2 TAG7.:: is fcuild in a literature lesson about a

Graham Greene novel in u)ieh the ccr::ral character is named Scobie. Dis-

cussion in the venturc ic concernid with the reason why Scobie keeps secrets

or hides things from his wife, Ihe pnrposo attributed to Scobie is that it

is important to him to 72ake 114.s marria,62 a succcss.

Example 5

1: It's obvious that their rela-tionship isn't
what it should be, hut hR never considers
divorce. Therefore--

The fact that Scbic never ccn;ith'r3 divorce Cespite his poor relationdhip

with his wife sullportc the contention that he did have the purpose attributed

to him. That is to say, it -:-,T2.17ts the coLtention L.lat he did think it

important to make his narri-g.: a crec-ss.

Purnose revel, nc:-csic,Ially, the teacher and the students

are not content with hmcwir:j t'fle Tnr-I-se of t:le action. They want to know why

the actor had the puri:oe, In:!o-naticn w:liCh answers this question constitutes

a purpose explaining move. 7.his ocsrt of rove hes the effect of focusing dis-

cussion on more basic factors influencing the action. Thus, in a sense, it

introduces more depth into a discussion of reasons,
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The purpose explaining move given below occurred in the venture

just referred to above--the one dealing wilh the reasons why Scobie kept

things from his wife. The purpose attributed to Sc6bie is that of wanting

to make his marriage a success. In Example 6 this purpose is noted and

accounted for.

Exaople 6

T: Now, Scobie's a Catholic isn't he? So it's

important to him to make his marriage a success.

Only the first statement in this example is included in the purpose explain-

ing move. Scobie's being a Catholic accounts for his having the purpose of

wanting to make his marriage a success. The teacher assumes that his

students 'know the Catholic position on divorce.

Purpose justifying moves. Utterances falling into this category

give information relevant to the clain that the actor's purpose or value

orientation is justified. Consider the following exarople dealing with the

reasons for which the United States practices imperialism. It has been

suggested that the purpose behind this practice is to keep other countries

from being taken over by Communism.

Example 7

S: If certain countries did come under Communist
rulewell, the more land Communists rule, the
harder it's going to be if a war ever does break
out between the United States and them, because

they'll have all this power, and more trading
spots can be cut off from the United States.

This move gives information to justify the purpose--keeping Communists from

taking over countries. The information consists in indicating the disadvan-

tage of not achieving the purpose. In this case, the disadvantages are that

in the event of war between Communists and the United States, Communists
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would* more powerful and would be in a better position to cut off the

trade of the United States.

To justify a purpose is to do something very close to explaining

it. To explain a purpose is to tell what factors are associated with a

person's having the purpose. To justify a purpose, on the other hand, is

to tel.] what makes the purpose a good thing to achieve. Distinguishing

these two activities_is not always an easy taik. A response to the question:

rWhy did he want to achieve purpose X?" may be either a justification or an.

explanation. It may tell either why X is a good thing or wby the actor

wanted X. The matter is complicated by the fact that many justifications

axe, in a sense, explanations. The considerations which justify a prpole

may,also be the considerations which lead a person to have the purpose. To

deal withksuch complications, a consistent procedure was followed: mime

containing information relevant to the determination of the goodness or bad-

ness of the purpose was classified as a purpose justifying move, even if-it

might also account for the actor's having the purpose.

Rule citing moves. One sort of reason given for an action is a

rule which authorizes the action. Forexample, ore could give, as his reason

far driving on the right-hand side of the road, the rule that all motor

whicles in the United States are to be driven only on the right-hand side.

To give a rule which authorizes the action is to make a rule citing move.

The rule citing move in Example 8 occurred as part of a venture

concerned with the reasons which prohibit a person from being re-tried for

a crime once he has been acquitted of it.
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Example 8

T: There's something in the Constitution --you

can't be put twice in jeopardy, twice within

the same offense period.

The rule about double jeopardy is cited in this move to account for the

practice of not trying a person twice for the same crime. This rule

authorizes the practice in that it prohibits re-trial.

Rule applying moves. This type of move gives information relevant

to deciding whether the action under discussion is or is not a case of

fUlowing a given rule.

The example below is concerned with the reasons why no national

labor laws were passed in the early days of labor organizations. To account

for the action--failing to pass national labor laws--a student has referred

to the rule that the federal government can exercise only that power delegated

to it in the Constitution.

Example 9

T: Well, we do it now. We get by with it in

the Constitution.
S: Because it's reasonable and proper --

T: Well, why wasn't it reasonable and proper then?

You're walking down the right road, keep going.

S: It hadn't come to the point that it was a

national issue.
T: Yes. So, then, labor didn't affect the inter-

state commerce as they called interstate commerce

in those days. Labor was a local operation. It

was a local matter between the owner of this

little shop or factory and his employees.

The teacher's first utterance constitutes a rule applying move indicating

that the rule citednamely, the federal government can exercise only that

power given to it by the Constitution--does not seem to apply to the failure

to pass labor laws. In saying the Constitution allows national labor legis-

lation now, Ihe teacher is implying that perhaps it could have been al/owed
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in the earlier period as well. If this is the case, then the rule does

not apply to the action. This apparent discrepancy must be accounted for.

This is done in the last two utterances where a change in the status of

labor is cited as the basis of the rule's applicability in the earlier

period as well as today.

Context describing moves. Ote sort of reason given for an action

is sone fact, or belief about a fact, which is assumed to have been taken

into account by the actor when he decided to perform the action. Such

factual considerations include characteristics of objects or persons toward

which the action is directed and characteristics of the environment in which

the action takes place. Any information concerning either type of character-

istic, or the actor's belief about them, constitutes a context describing

move.

The example cited below occurred as part of a venture that dealt

with the reasons why the United States treated Hawaii, the Philippines, and

PUerto Rico differently.

Example 10

S: Well, in Puerto Rico and in the Philippines

the people were pretty illiterate.

T: What about Hawaii? Weren't there a lot of

natives in Hawaii?

S: Well, not as many as the other two. Well,

there were more Americans over there.

T: O.K. There, the people who had been responsible

for the revolt against the authorities in Hawaii

were American planters. That was a much larger

population. Did people of the Philippines ever
become interested in becoming citizens of the

United States, or did they want something else?

Did the majority of them want to be citizens

of the United States or were they interested

in another type of government.

S: They wanted to be citizens but they wanted

independence.

T: They wanted independence more than anything else.
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This move presents a numberof facts that the government of the United States

is assumed to have taken into account in deciding to treat the three island

groups differently. These include different standards of literacy among

the three, and different desires concerning independence. Eadh of these

facts concerns characteristics of the island people toward which the actions

were directed.

Consequence identifying moves. Information describing the con-

sequences or results of an action as well as information concerning the

actor's beliefs about the probability of such consequences fall into this

category. Consequences of the action have much the same role as character-

istics of the action context. They are sometimes offered as justification

for the action, and at other times such consequences are taken into account

by the actor in deciding upon the action.

This sort of move is exemplified in the following utterance taken

from a venture that dealt with the reasons why Jackson favored the idea of

driving the Indians westward.

Example 11

S: Because it increased the westward movement--
toward the West [movement of settlers].

This move gives the consequences of driving the Indians westward. It is

assumed that Jackson was aware of these probable consequences and that they

entered into his decision to favor driving the Indians further into the West.

Both context describing and consequence identifying moves give

facts or beliefs assumed to have been considered by the actor. They often

occur in ventures in which the purpose of the action is also identified.

They are related to the purpose in that consideration of them may lead to
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the conclusion that the action will achieve the purpose. Consider

Example 11 again. Jackson's purpose was to facilitate settlement of the

West. The probable consequences of driving the Indians westward would be

an increase in the number of settlers moving into the West. Hence, the

action of driving the Indians westward would serve Jacksonts purpose.

Because of the close relationship between factual considerations

and purposes it is possible to infer the general nature of the purpose from

the factual considerations given as reasons for the action. Thus, many

ventures contain context describing and consequence identifying moves but

no purpose identifying move, the purpose being Implicit in the factual

considerations advanced.

Sdhool Subjects and Reason Ventures

Reason ventures are apt to be associated more closely with subjects

that treat human action than with those that stress explanations of physical

and biological events. The 33 reason ventures comprising our sample were

distributed as shown in Table 9.

Table 9. Frequency of Reason Ventures by Subjects

History English Sociology Core Science
*

Geometry

Reason
Ventures 22 4 3 3 1 0

All
Ventures 151 127 35 46 243 35

Ratio of
Reason
Ventures

1 in 7 1 in 32 1 in 12 1 in 15 1 in 243 0 in 3F

Physics, chemistry, biology, physiology

11
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While the sample of reason ventures is small, there are few,

if any, theoretical grounds for supposing that the distribution of these

ventures by subjects would be markedly different in a larger sample. The

heavy concentration of reason ventures in history was to be expected, since

this subject deals, among other things, with the question of why persons

and groups took certain actions. Nor was the small ratio of reason ventures

in science surprising. To some readers the absence of reason ventures in

geometry will seem incredible. For, after all, does not a geometry lesson

consist partly in the giving of reasons for conclusions? But the absence

of reason ventures can be attributed to the fact that the teacher of geometry

is primarily concerned with formulating and understanding rules and the use

of them in reasoning rather than with a particular action and the use of a

rule in accounting for it. All of the reason ventures in English were about

the actions of literary characters.

Patterns of Moves in Reason Ventures

A great many different combinations of moves occur in reason ven-

tures. The task of describing these combinations is made manageable by

classifying moves into a smaller number of categories. The classification

used in this analysis differs from that used to group moves into types. In

that form of grouping, moves were classified according to the element of the

model about which they gave information. In the present grouping, moves with

the same logical function are classed together. Following that principle,

reason moves fall into the folloding groups:

Class A--Identifying
Action identifying

Class B--Moves giving motivating reasons
Purpose identifying
Rule citing
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Class C- -Moves giving factual reasons
Context describing
Rule applying
Consequence identifying

Class D--Moves concerned with evidence
Action substantiating
Purpose evidencing

Class E--Moves accounting for the purpose
Purpose explaining
Purpose justifying

Several observations about combinations of moves may be derived

from logical considerations. Such considerations tell us that every venture

must contain an A move and either a B move or a C move. Also it is apparent

that a venture cannot contain an E move unless it contains a B move.

Table 10 provides a taxonomy of the kinds of reason venture found.

The ventures were classified according to the classes that were represented

by the moves that occurred in them. For example, there is one venture which

has one or more moves from Class A and one or more moves from Class B, but

no moves from any other class. Again, there are six ventures which have one

or more moves from Class A and one or more moves from Class C, but no moves

from any other class.

Table 10.

Move classes
represented in
venture

Types of Reason Ventures

Number of
ventures of
each type

AB 1

AC 6

ABC 14

ABD 2

ABE 2

ACD 2

ABCD 4

ABCE 3

Total 34
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Since the sample of reason ventures is small, it would be unwise

to attempt to draw any strong conclusions from it. Still, it is interesting

to note that the venture type ABC occurs 41 percent of the time. That is to

say, in forty-one ventures in a hundred, moves are utilized which identify

the action, which give motivating reasons for the action, and which give

factual considerations that the actor may have taken into account. /be

table also indicates that no venture was observed in which moves from all

classes were utilized, and indeed only seven ventures contain moves from

more than three classes. This suggests that reason ventures exhibit less

logical complexity than is theoretically possible.

In describing the sequencing of moves in reason ventures the same

move classes have been used in conjunction with the play concept. The

procedure adopted was as follows. The original markings of the venture

were examined: suppose these moves were 1-9-9-3-4-5-6. Each move was then

coded according to the class which it represented. Our hypothetical example

would then have the sequence A/CC/B/D/EE. The notion of play was then

applied to the coded moves and the example was then coded as A/C/B/D/E. It

was felt that by this coding the sequence which was used for the description

of moves in reason ventures would represent changes in the logical fUnetion

that moves were fulfilling in the venture. Figure 3 provides a diagrammatic

description of the sequencing of all those ventures which began with an A

(identification of action) play. Six ventures were omitted from the figure

as they did nat begin in this way.
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It can be seen that twenty-eight of the thirty-four reason

ventures begin with an A play. That is, the first logical function

fulfilled was the identification of the action. The figure does not

reveal a great deal of structure in the middle stages of ventures, but

ii should be noted that the second play in 57 percent of the ventures

is the type that gives factual reasons and in 32 percent the second play

gives motivating reasons. In other words, 89 percent of the second plays

are concerned with some form of reason giving. The ventures tend to end

with C plays. Although it is not explicitly given in, Figure 3, eighteen

of the twenty-eight ventures, or about 64 pekcent, have C plays at the end.

The analysis of the sequencing of moves in reason ventures using

the play based on classes ofmoves suggests then that there is a strong

tendency to open ventures with an identification of the action followed

by a reason giving play. In addition, there is a fairly strong tendency

to conclude the venture with a play giving factual considerations which

the actot presumably toOk into account when coming to his decision.



Chapter IX

ANALYSIS OF EVALUATIVE VENTURES

Just as the term "evaluation" occurs in many different domains

of discourse, so the process of evaluation is no one's prerogative. In

one sense or another the mathematician, the sociologist, the educator, the

philosopher, the critic and the common man evaluate. And the types of

evaluative activities that they carry on are complex and diverse.

Evaluation is here taken to be a process in which a certain sort

of evaluative term is applied to a certain sort of object, the application

constituting a rating. This is the central aspect of the evaluative process.

But a mere rating constitutes an impoverished form of evaluation, although

there may be occasions when this is all that is required. To make a justi-

fied rating it is necessary to provide at least two further ingredients.

One should be able to explicate the value term and thus provide criteria of

its application. To provide criteria is to give sone specification of those

properties of value objects that must be taken into account when a decision

is to be made about the applicability of the value term to an object. But

further, if the rating of any particular value 6bject is to be justified,

as distinct from our knowledge of the meaning and significance of the

rating term, it will be necessary to show that the particular value object

has properties such that the value term is or is not applicable to it.

This can be done by providing some form of relevant description of the

value object. The model of evaluation thus becomes quite complex, and is

reflected in those evaluative ventures which are pedagogically most

interesting.

-144-
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In our analysis of ventures, five essential activities have

been distinguished: identifying the value object; identifying the value

term; explicating the value term and providing criteria of its applica-

tion; describing properties of the value object as well as consevences

that are relevant to the evaluative criteria; and making the rating.

These constitute a circle of interrelated activities. It is possible,

however, to go outside of this circle and to engage in another activity

that bears on the rating, given, especially where the rating is problematic

in some way. Thus one might consider the accepted ratings of different

but similar objects, or resort to some authority in whose evaluations one

puts greater trust, or introduce difficulties that arise when other evalu-

ations of the same object are taken into account. Generally, this diverse

range of activities can be thought of as giving relational arguments.

As the presentation above is rather compact, a brief discussion

will be given of each of the activities making up the process of evaluation.

The expression "value object" may be misleading. The value

object does not have to be an 6bject in the everyday sense of the word,

and indeed it is not usually so. "Object" is used as a very general term,

with no restrictions on the range of entities that it can cover. The term

"thing" is used in this general sense in some discussions. People, events,

beliefs, actions, policies, practices, arguments, nations, and so on can

be evaluated. Any thing that one can think of might well be evaluated in

the classroom, although value 6bjects will usually be concerned in some

way with human beings and their actions. Furthermore, an object to be

evaluated need not be one that is of great worth or one that embodies an

obvious moral interest. The very pedestrian and humble can become "value
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objects" as much as the noble or mighty. In the phrase "value object"

then, the term "value" is used to indicate merely that the object has

been selected for evaluation in the venture.

The value term will probably be an explicitly normative word

or phrase. Words like "good," "bad," "fair," "right," "reasonable,"

ft correct," "worthwhile," are useful indicators that an evaluation is

called for. There are various sorts of words that may involve teachers

and students in a discussion of values because they carry a strong

evaluative reference as well as descriptive reference. Terms such as

7honesty," "corruption," "decadent" often serve as value terms of this

sort.

It is of considerable interest to those who are concerned with

moral matters to know the evaluative and ethical force of value terms,

but in the present analysis more emphasis is placed upon the provision

of criteria by consideration of the value term; that is, the criteria by

which one knows when to say, for instance, that an object is good. Tbe

process by which such criteria are establighed is complex and prdbably

of great interest, but at the level of discourse covered by the ventures

it is probably more important that criteria be given rather than justi-

fied. At least one finds in the ventures almost no discussion of the

justification of criteria.

The description of relevant properties of the value object

requires that a distinction be drawn between those properties an object

has which are covered by the evaluative criteria and those which are not

relevant to these criteria. (In move formulations this distinction is

reflected in the difference between the descriptive and the tangential

-,-
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moves.) Clear explication of the criteria of application is necessary

if the student is to be able to provide, from such sources as texts or

experience, a description of those properties of the object which are

crucial in its evaluation.

The process of making a justified rating can now be character-

ized. The evaluator must know the particular value object to be rated;

he must understand the veue term which is to be applied to or withheld

from the particular object; he must know the properties which are cri-

terial for the value term in relation to the kind of object being evalu-

ated; and he must know whether or not the perticular object has the

properties. The justified rating process would then consist of a coo-

parison of the criterial properties of the value term for the particular

value object with the actual oualities of the particular value object,

and an assignation of the value term to the object if it has the criterial

properties or a withholding of the value term if it lacks these properties.

This obviously is a somewhat demanding model of evaluation. It

is likely that it would seldom be used as a pedagogical model. And,

!-evaluations carried out in the classroom should not always be considered

poor because they fail to meet it. In point of fact, very few ventures

contain evaluations of this degree of subtlety.

Groups of Moves in Evaluative Ventures

Six different groups of moves have been recognized in evaluative

ventures as follows: identification; description, rating; criterial;

relational; tangential.

For a quick review of the moves within each of these general classes

see Appendix II.
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In the identification category there is only one move and this

is concerned with the identification of either the object to be valued

or the value term to be applied to or withheld from the value object as

the rating is made. Oniy one move is used for these two identifications

as they frequently occur in very close proximity ("Is this a good joke?")

or one may even straddle the other ("Does this letter express its message

well?")

Descriptive moves characterize the value object in ways that are

relevant to the judgment that an evaluator will make about it. In many

cases these moves provide factual description directly, or by descriptive

classification, or by camparison of instances where the value object is

a general class (two murders might be compared if the value object is

murder).

Rating moves are the crux of evaluative ventures, for such

ventures would be abortive were no ra g given. Ratings may be made of

the value object as a complete entity, its characteristics, or instances

when the value object is general rather than rerticular.

Criterial moves are concerned with the explication of the mean-

ing of the term or with the related process of exilicitly stating the

criteria that govern the use of the term in the particular rating.

Although the ability to state criteria is tmportant in the rational

formulation and justification of evaluations, they are less than primary

as a rating can be made even if criteria are not stated. This group

includes moves in which the criteria themselves are defended or rejected,

or in which the value term itself is classed as irrelevant to the object

under consideration.
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Relational moves are those which bear upon the justification of

a rating:and are extraneous to the criteria. They include information

which goes beyond that contained in the first four groups of moves, and,

like criterial moves, are used to support or refute some rating. For

example, authority may be cited which serves to offer some support for

the proffered rating.

Tangential evidence moves provide supplementary information about

the value object which is not directly relevant to its rating. The infor-

mation is not descriptive of characteristics relevant to the rating criteria.

However, the material in such moves may have content that is pedagogically

significant. It is likely to occur in evaluative ventures, for in discussing

a particular value object the teacher will often wish to provide a wide range

of information about it.

Analysis of Moves

Identification of value objects or value term or both. The value

object and value term appeared so often in a single question that we treated

this as one move. Typically, this is a very brief move, as in the follow-

ing example, which introduces a discussion of the fairness of authors

using emotional appeal to promote an argument.

Example 1

T: Is it fair for an author to use emotional appeal,

in which to promote his argument?

Here the value object is 'the use of emotional appeal by an author to

promote his argument.' The value term is 'fair.'

Occasionally the icUntification move contains only the value

object, and the value term does not appear until the rating move is made
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later, as in the following opening of a discussion of the fairness of a

law.

Example 2

S: Well, about this law--according to the Constitution,

it says that the House has to vote on the candidates.

Note that in this move there is no value term. The value term appears

in a later mo-ve where the law is rated: 'I don't think that's fair.'

Description. In this kind of move, a description is given of

the attributes, properties, etc., of the value object. When the value

object is a, proposition or argument, this may include discussion of the

premises, assumptions, or evidence on which the argmment is based. Des-

criptive moves are found in most of the ventures, and vary considerably

in length.

In a history lesson, the clatn has been made that Adams was a

very strong:president as an evaluation of Adams. The speaker then pro-

ceeds to explicate the value object by providing the following description

of Adams:

Example 3

S: He [Adams] didn't pay much attention to other

people. He didn't change his decisions. His

decisions were made on what he felt was the

thing to be done and he more or less ignored what

others felt. That's why he made so many enemies.

The student in this move is describing the mode of decision-

making that characterized Adams when he was president. The information

conveyed in the descriptive move is directly relevant to the judgment

that Adams was a strong president.
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Classification. This kind of move identifies the value object

as a member of some more general descriptive (not normative) class of

things. The following example is from a discussion about whether a

certain appeal constitutes a good argument.

Example 4

T: Now, what kind of an appeal is that?

S: Mercy.

The teacher has previously listed a number of categories of

appeals that are made in arguments, other than appeals to reason. Appeals

to the crowd, to fear, to mercy, and to sympathy are listed. A quotation

is then read, and after it is read, the classification move indicates

that the argument given in the quotation involves an appeal to mercy.

The classification move thus classifies a value object into some

descriptive, rather than evaluative category.

The value Object in this move is given some

rating different from that which forms the main point of the discussion.

The rating is different liecause a different value term is to be applied

to the object.

The following example, drawn from a lesson in English literature,

occurs in a venture in which the reason for a man's breaking the law is to

be evaluated primarily in terms of being right or wrong. The following

subsidiary rating move occurs:

Example 5

T: What I am trying to get at is this. People break

the law very often for selfish reasons. But

Scobie broke the law for unselfish reasons.
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The teacher has evaluated Scobie's reason for breaking the law

in terms of its unselfishness, rather than in terms of its being right or

wrong. Thus the teacher is giving a rating to the value object which is

different from the rating--right or wrong--which forms the main point of

the venture.

Instance comparison. Instances of the value object are compared

in this type of move to illustrate some characteristic of the value object.

The following example is from a discussion about approving a mother's way

of handling discipline. T.4o instances of her way of handling discipline

have already been given.

Example 6

T: Then she told the one boy to fight, and she told the

other son not to fight. Why is that? What was the

difference?
S: Well, Al, the boy who was told nat to fight* has a

hot temper and he always got into fights. And she

was trying to teach him not to fight half as much

as he was doing.

Here two instances of the value object, the mother's handling of

discipline, are compared, although incompletely. It is pointed out here that

she was trying to teach one boy not to fight so much, and earlier it was

suggested that she was trying to teach the other boy to stand up to others more.

Consequences. In this kind of move, a description is given of the

consequences, products, effects, outcomes, results, etc., of the value object.

This kind of information is important in such evaluation, and we found this

kind of move in about a third of the ventures. The following example, fiom

a discussion about novelists who try to promote their point of view in a novel,

occurs after the novel with a message has been compared with the factual or

partisan pamphlet:
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Example 7

S: Well, when people read a message in a novel it's
more parallel to everyday life. You might be
able to understand it a lot better in a novel.
In a pamphlet you just see facts and you wouldn't
associate them with yourself, or think how you
would feel and react to these things.

Here the consequences of the value object, novelists promoting

their view in a novel, are pointed out, i.e., that more attention,

interest and understanding of the topic will result from using the novel.

Origins. Moves of this type contain a description or discussion

of the antecedents, origins, causes, or reasons for the value object.

This kind of information is in a sense "opposite" to that in consequence

moves.

The following example is from a discussion evaluating a mother's

way of handling the discipline of her two sons.

Example 8

T: Why do you think that this mother urged Cid to go
back out and meet Tomny to fight him?

S: I think because Tcmmy was older than Cid was, asd
because he was always beating up on Cid, you see.
And that's why she sent him back out there to
fight Tommy.

T: Apparently he couldhold his own or she hoped that
he would learn to hold his own.

In this venture the value object is the mother's method of

discipline, in this case the mother's decision to send Cid back out to

face Tommy in a fight. The mother's reason for taking this actios is

given in the example. The reason for Which the mother sends the boy

out to fight is that he will learn to stand up to the older boy. The

mother's reason is the source of her disciplinary action.
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Instance description. In this sort of move, an instance or

sub-class of the value object is named or described. Characteristics,

origins, consequences, etc., may be mentioned. The following example

is from a discussion of the importance of habits in our lives.

Example 9

T: Someone has said that we are just a bundle of
habits--that most of our activities we do from
habit. We get up at a certain time; we eat at
a certain time; we wash at a certain time; we
get to a certain place at a certain time.

Habit is the value object, and in this move several instances

of habits are given; e.g., getting up at a certain tine, eating at a

certain time.

Rating of the value object. A value term is applied to the

object which forms the central topic of discussion. Ratings may vary,

depending on whether a value term is applied to the value object, as in

Example 10, or whether a value term is denied application to the value

object, as in Example U.

Example 10

S: I think you had a very good report.

In the venture from which Example 10 is drawn, the value object

is a report that one of the students gave in class. The other students

gave ratings of the presentation. The move is the rating given by one of

the students. The rating move itself is quite brief, but the student

goes on in the venture to make other moves that support the rating.

Example 11 is taken from a history lesson in which the procedure

for deciding between tied candidates in national elections is mentioned.
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A student then makes a rating of the procedure--to let the House of

Representatives have a deciding vote. The student rates the procedure

by applying the value term 'fair.'

Example 11

S: I don't think that's fair.

Rating of characteristics. In this kind of move, some charac-

teristic or relational property (origin or consequence) of the value

object is rated.

In the following example, which is drawn from an evaluative

venture in which the value object is imperialism, the teaeher draws out

a eharacteristic of imperialism and rates it as bad by his opening

question.

Example 12

T: What are some of the bad things for a colony of

an imperial power?
S: The colony is dominated by the mther country.
T: All right. Then this is loss of national . . .?

S: Prestige?
S: Spirit?
S: Nationalisma
T: Let's say loss of national identity.

Instance evaluation. Sone instance or sub-class of the value

object is rated. The instance may be real or it may be hypothetical.

The following example is drawn from a discussion of a mother's

wey of handling discipline. An instance of this has been given in the

lesson--the mother sent one of her sons out to fight a boy--and this

instance is rated in the following example. The teacher asks the student

if he approves of the mother's decision to send the boy out to fight, and

the following evaluation is made by the student.
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Example 13

S: Oh, I don't knaw. I like to fight and wrestle.
I mean, it's all right if they don't hart each
other real bad.

Explication of value term. This kind of move contains a

description or discussion of the evaluative force or meaning of the

value term. In the following example, a very brief move, an evalua-

tion of imperialism focuses on the meaning of 'pro' and tcon.t

Example 14

T: What does "pro" mean and what does "con" mean?
Go ahead, George.

S: "Pro" means for, and "con" means against.
T: All t-ight.

Citing criteria. A standard or rule or some set of alterna-

tive standards or rules by which a rating of the value object can be

=de, are stated or discussed. There may or may not be a discussion

of the relative importance of alternative standards or rules. Tbe

following example is from a discussion about whether John Quincy Adams

was a strong president.

Example 15

T: You know, there's a difference in the definitions
of terms here, don't you? You define 'strong
presidents' as self-willed and usually defiant.
But Jack has defined it as the president is strong
in his ability to get his own program across.

Here alternative criteria for a strong president are clarified.

One is that a strong president is one who is strong in his own opinion

(sticks by principles) and the other is that a strong president is one

who gets his program across.
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Substantiation of criteria. Evidence for or against some

criterion (standard or rule) for rating the value object is given or

discussed. The following example is from a discussion about how good

a man's reason is for breakirg the law, the reason being that he loves

mankind. A criterion has been implied that love of mankind is a good

reason because it is a better reason than greed.

Example 16

B: But you can't afford to love mankind evermore,

can you?
G: No.

Here the boy is saying that loving mankind is a good reason

because it is hard to love mankind, in the sense that one can hardly

afford to do this. The discussion suggests tnat he sees it as a good

reason because it involves a sacrifice or hardship.

Irrelevance of value term. In this kind of move, the irrele-

vance of the value term, or some or all of the criteria for the value

term, is asserted or discussed. Or it is asserted that the value term

cannot be applied because of the lack of appropriate evidence. The

following example is from a discussion of whether the Spoils System is

democratic. After a student has indicated that he feels the Spoils

System is not democratic, the following move occurs.

Example 17

T: I don't think that the Spoils System is a part of
democracy. It's a political technique. It's a

tool. It's simply one of the political techniques
or tools that could be used to encourage democracy,

or encourage autocracy, or encourage monarchy, or

encourage any old thing.
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Here the teacher is stating that the value term 'democratic'

does not apply to the Spoils System, it just is not relevant. He

explains his statesent by pointing out that the Spoils System is just

a political technique that can be used in any kind of political system.

Ex?lanation of discordant dharacteristics. This move requires

that some evidence or explanation be given to indicate why some character-

istic, apparently discordant with or contrary to a previous rating of the

value object, should be discounted or ignored.

The following example is from a history lesson, in Which one

student has claimed that Adams was a strong president. In the example,

another student brings up a fact and demands that the first student

accommodate this fact.

Example 18

T: Well, Jack, if he was such a strong president, how
do you explain that: he accomplished very little in
his four years?

S: Because Congress wasn't backing him.

Jack had characterized a strong president as one who kept tc

his own opinions, not as one whose period in office was productive. He

is thus able to rationalize the low productivity of Adams in a way that

does not affect his previous evaluation.

Citing an alternative value object. Here an object, practice,

action, etc., having a rating different than the value object under con-

sideration, is cited or discussed. This alternative value object may be

real or hypothetical.

The following example is from a discussion of the constitutional

law specifying that the House of Representatives should vote on tied

candidates.
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Example 19

T: Well, what kind of a plan would you suggest?

S: Well, maybe both the &use and the Senate
should decide the outcome of the election
since that's the way Congress was set up.

Here, the alternative value object is hypothetical: both the

House and Senate would vote on the tied candidate. The rating here is

merely implied, namely that this plan is better than the existing one.

Citing authority. In this sort of move the opinion or conclu-

sion of some authority is cited as evidence for or against a rating of

the value object. In the following example, the discussion is about

whether it is picking on teenagers to connect them with so much crime.

Example 20

T: J. Edgar Hoover, perhaps, is inasgood a position
to know what the real situation is as anyone in the
United States, and he said that the crime problem
is a youth problem.

S: Essentially a youth problem?

T: Essentially a youth prOblem.

Here J. Edgar Hoover, a recognized authority on crime, is

cited to support the view that to connect youth with the increasing

crime rate is not to pick on them, but rather to state the real situation.

Implication. A rating is supported by this move on the grounds

that the value object does not have the sane characteristics or effects

as other objects whidh have an opposite rating. The following example is

from a discussion about the reliability of the reports in Consumer Reports.

Example 21

S: Consumer Reports has to be reliable.

T: Yes, they have to be reliable because if they
put a certain company's products down in the
list, say as just acceptable rather than highly
acceptable, they might get into trouble from it.
But if they can go back and show them the tests
they used, the company has nothing to come badk on.
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Here the teacher is supporting the rating of the reports as

reliable by implying that persons responsible for the report can squash

the critics by showing that the characteristics claimed for the rated

object are in fact present and that they are not the same as those of

objects differently rated.

Analogy. This move likens the value object to another object

customarily believed to be good or bad, or widely practiced. The follow-

ing example is from a discussion about the justice of ant African law

speciying that a man condemned for murder should hang.

Example 22

T: Now, in this country, in some states, we do still

hang, and we have the gas chamber, and other things.

Every time that a murderer is proved gailty in the

State of Illinois he is condemned to death by the

electric chair . . .

Here the African law, the value object, is compared to the

American law, which elsewhere in the discussion has been considered a

better law than the African law.

Tangential. In this kind of move, facts, beliefs, etc., which

are relevant to the value object, but not directly relevant to the rating

of the value object, are cited or discussed. (Also included in this

category are moves in which a value object, other than the one which is

central to the discussion, is rated, apparently because of misunderstand-

ing, misinterpretation, etc.) The following example is from a discussion

of the fairness of using emotional appeal to promote an author's argument.
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Example 23

T: Well, I have not had this experience as far as you
are concerned, but I have heard from the principal

on occasion when some student felt that I had been

unfair or that I had misunderstood something. The

appeal, in most cases, has been an emotional one,
and very often when the three of us get together
and work out the reason for the two mark instizad
of the one mark, we become intellectual and analyze
the problem properly. Sometimes it turns out that

the mark wasn't so bad after all.

Here an instance of emotional appeal is given, but it is not

an instance of an author using emotional appeal. So, it is only tangential

to the rating of the use of emotional appeal by authors.

Relation of Ventures to School Subjects

Evaluative ventures are more likely to be associated with school

subjects that emphasize normative content than with those that consist

largely of descriptive subject matter. Since our sample of ventures is

small and open to the objection that it is not a random selection no

generalizations can be made without risk of embarrassment. Nevertheless,

it is interesting to note that the distribution of ventures by school

subjects is about what would be empected from what is known about the

nature of these subjects. This is evident from Table U.

Table 11. Frequency of Evaluative Ventures by Subjects
Compared With All Ventures

^uiDiLtuy out:it/Amu,/ LA161111 OU4CI1l:C %AMU veumeLly LUL01

Evaluative
Ventures 12 3 14 4 4 ° I 37

All
Ventures 151 35 127 243 46 35 637

Percent of
Evaluative
Ventures

7.9 8.6 11.0 1.6 8.7 0 5.8
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It can be seen that evaluative ventures account for approx-

imately one in seventeen of the total number of ventures. If the

subject areas are ranked in terms of the lice ive frequency of occur-

rence of evaluative ventures, then the folLowing Prdertt;g results:

English (1 in 9 ventures)
Core (1 in 11 ventures)
Sociology (1 in 11 ventures)
History (1 in 13 ventures)
Science (1 in 61 ventures)
Geometry (0 in 35 -.7cntures)

There is a relatively sharp break between two groups of
e

subject areas. Evaluative ventures occur much less frequently in

geometry and physics than they do in the other subjects. Presumably,

this reflects the fact that neither of these two disciplines has a

strong normative content, whereas normative and hence evaluative elements

are likely to occur in the instructional content of the hunanities and

social sciences. The distribution of evaluative ventures thus tends to

confirm commonsense expectations.

Kinds of Evaluative Ventures

L. was noted above that moves in evaluative ventures fall into

six general classe5. It is pedagogically interesting to know whether or

not all of these moves appear in all ventures and what sorts of structures

these moves give rise to in the ventures.

The pattern of elements in a venture where a fully justified

evaluative assertion is made provides an appropriate "ideal" form to use

as a basis for distinguighing types of evaluative structures. The nodel

we have found to be usefil is actually a rather simple one, involving

only four "elements." The first element is the thing being evaluated,
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which we call the value object. The second element is the term which is

applied to the value object. This term is called the value term. (A

statement which applies a value term to a value object is called a rating.)

The third element is the description. The fourth element is the

criterion.
1
These elements and some of the important relations among them

can be represented schematically as in Figure 4,

Figure 4. A Logical Model of Evaluation

Value Object (Rating) Value Term

Description Criterion

The upper horizontal line, an arrow, represents the application

of the value term to the value object, constituting a rating. The lower

horizontal lime over both "description" and "criterion" is to represent

that description and criterion must both be present to provide support

for the rating. (Description is placed on the side of the value object

as a reminder that it refers to the value object.) The vertical line

represents the support of the rating more specifically, and is put in

both to represent that the rating is like a conclusion in an argument

and to represent clearly the strength of support by varying the thickness

or solidity of the line.

1
The term 'criterion' is used here in a rather ordinary, nontechnical

way.
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Examination of the recorded sequences of moves suggested that

there' are three major variations of this model: (1) ventures in which

all the components of the structure are present with the exception of a

discussion of criteria; (2) ventures in which discussion of criteria is

omitted, but some other form of justification (e.g., citing an authority)

is included, (3) ventures in which there is discussion of the criteria,

and some other form of justification of the evaluation it also included.

These three variations together with the model provide the

basis for categorizing evaluative ventures into four major types.

Type I. Ventures in which the value object is identified,

described, and rated, but there is no reference to the criteria, or other

justification of the rating. Ventures containing only "identification,"

"description," and "rating" moves are of this type.

Value object Rating Value term

Description of
value object

Type II. Ventures in which the value object is identified,

described and rated and there is discussion of the criteria of the value

term, but no other form of justification of the rating is introduced.

Ventures containing at least one move of each of the following kinds:

"identification," "description," "rating," "criteria," and do not contais

Ifrelational" moves with the exception of "explanation of discordant

characteristics," are of this type. This is the ittodel form represented

in Figure 4.
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Type III. Ventures in which the value object is identified,

described, and rated, and some form of justification of the evaluation

other than discussion of criteria, is included. Ventures containing

"identificatian," "description," "rating," and "relational" moves (other

than "explanation of discordant dharacteristics" only) are of this type.

Value object Rating Value term
z

Description Justification:
of value citing authority,

object implication, analogy

Type IV. Ventures in which the value 6bject is identified,

described and rated, and justification of the rating includes both

reference to criteria of the value term and to some other form of argument.

Ventures which include all types of moves (identification, description,

rating, criteria, and relational) are of this type.

Value object

1;

Rating Value term

Description ,

of value
object

Criteria
for applying
value term

Justification:
citing authority,
implication, analogy
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Table 12 sets out the frequency with which these different types

of ventures occurred among the 37 evaluative ventures which were recorded.

Table 12Evaluative Ventures: Frequency of Four Types of Ventures

Type of
venture

I. Description-
Rating

II. Description-
Rating-
Criteria

III. Description-
Rating-
Relational

IV. Description-
Rating-
Criteria-
Relational

V. Others

Totals

Total
Frequency

12

12

6

5

2

Frequency of evaluation ventures
per ten recorded lessons *

Social
Studies

1.9

3.3

1.1

0.3

0.3

English

4.0

1.3

1.3

2.0

0.7

Science

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

37 I 7.0 I 9.3 9.0

For all
lessons

1.8

1.8

0.9

0.8

Median
number
of plays

per venture

5.5

The data reported in this section of the table are taken from 27 lesson
periods recorded in social studir=, 15 lesson periods in English, and
20 lesson periods in science suidj,ict-areas. The total for all lessons
includes also 5 lesson periods recorded in geometry in which there were
no evaluative ventures.
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Inspection of Table 12shows that Type II and Type I respectively

are the most frequently occurring ventures in social studies. In EngliSh

Types I and IV, in that order, occur most frequently. In science all types

are evally distributed. When all sdbject areas are combined, Types I and II

are found to occur equally often and about twice as frequently as other types

of ventures.

Patterns of Moves

The arrangement of moves in a venture is of considerable interest.

On theoretical grounds the sequencing of learning appears to be related to

the order of moves. Furthermore, since each move mediates content, the

ordering of the content of instruction would seem to be related to the

sequence of moves.

While the ventures of a given type may exhibit the same formal

structure, the order of occurrence of the component moves may be different.

Discussion in evaluative ventures, as already noted, centers in the develop-

ment and justification of an evaluative assertion or rating. Consequently,

the moves which have been identified in the discussions are not primarily

information units (as they are in concept ventures), but perform the dual

function of providing information and forming the elemenii in the operations

of demonstration and proof. For this reason, the relationships between

successive moves in evaluative ventures are likely to be at least partly

determined by the logical requirements of justifying an evaluative assertion.

On the other hand, it is not to be assumed that the occurrences of

moves in evaluative ventures follow some simple logical pattern. There are

wide variations in the point or direction of the discussion in different

ventures. In some cases the discussion may be concerned with the justification
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of a particular evaluative assertion. In other cases, alternative evalua-

tions may be considered, or a search made for some appropriate evaluation.

The participation of several speakers with differing points of view is

likely to add a further source of variation in the order of moves.

To gain some insight into the sequence of moves we have followed

the same procedures as we used in certain other types of ventures; namely,

pairing of plays, identifying plays in relation to different parts of ventures,

and the construction of flow charts.

By tabulating the consecutive pairs of plays that occur tn ventures

we were able to determine their frequencies. The results are shown in Table 13.

Table 13. Frequency of Pairs of Plays in Evaluative Ventures

Second play in a pair

First play .
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1. Identification 17 2 23 2 2 3 49

2. Description 6 4 29 6 5 8 12 70

(General)

2.3 Description 1 1 1 4 4 2 13

(Instance)

3. Rating 2 35 2 1 11 7 6 64

(General)

3.3 Rating 4 1 6 1 1 4 17

(Instance)

4. Criteria 1 8 3 1 4 1 9 27

5, Relational 2 5 1 4 3 4 19

Total 12 70 13 64 17 27 20 37 259
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The pair of plays that occurred most frequently is 3 and 2--

Rating (general)--Description (general). This pair occurred 35 times.

Next in frequency of occurrence is 2 and 3 which occurred 29 times. In

other words, description (general) and rating (general) occur together

64 times out of a total of 222 occurrences of pairs of plays. The identi-

fication--rating (general) pair and the identification--descrilition (general)

pair are the next in frequency of occurrence and in that order. Of the total

number of pairs of plays, 57.7 percent contain a descriptive (general) play,

54.9 percent a rating (general) play, 19.8 percent a criterial play, and

16.2 percent a relational play.

A different kind of information about the occurrence of plays in

ventures can be obtained by analyzing the position in the venture at which

a play occurs. If we treat each venture as a unit of discourse, we can

divide it into quarters. We can then note the frequency of plays occurring

in each quarter of the ventures. The distribution of plays by position

in ventures is shown in Table 14.
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Table 14. Evaluative Ventures: Frequency of Plays by Position in Venture

Position in Venture

Type of
play First

quarter

Second
quarter

Third
quarter

Fourth
quarter

Total

1. Identification 36 7 4 2 49

2. Description
(General) 11 19 19 21 70

2.3 Description
(Instance) 2 5 3 3 13

3. Rating
(Central) 15 16 17 16 64

3.3 Rating
(Instance) 4 6 7 17

4. Criteria 1 7 9 10 27

5, Relational 6 7 6 19

65 64 65 65 259

Identification plays occur mainly in the first quarter, as can

be seen from inspection of Table 14. Approximately 73 percent of these plays

appehr in the-first quarter and there is a tendency for them to occur with

decreasing ftequency toward the end of ventures. This distribution is com-

patible with what we would expect on the basis of common sense, for it seems

reasonable that teachers and pupils would tend to mention the object with



which they are concerned before attempting to evaluate it. On the other

hand, relational plays do not occur at all in the first quarter, and with

the exception of a single case no criterial plays are to be found in this

quarter. This finding is not surprising since relational plays tend to

function as evidence for or against a given rating and would hence tend to

occur after the object and its evaluation were given. By the same token,

criterial plays would tend to be made after the value object had been

stated and a rating of it given. The rating (general) plays are about

equally distributed from quarter to quarter; and somewhat the same situa-

tion obtains for descriptive plays. On the basis of the internal logic of

ventures there is no reason to suppose that these plays would be otherwise

distributed.

The order with which the plays in evaluative ventures occurred

was investigated by constructing composite flow charts of the sequence of

moves in all the ventures with the same kind of structure. Figure 5

illustrates the nature of these flow charts. It is evider from these

charts that the most common sequence, which appears to form the core of

an evaluative venture, is an alternating sequence of "description" and

"rating" moves. This interpretation is supported by an analysis of pair

sequences of moves. Over all ventures, the most common pairs of moves are

the "description-rating," and the "rating-description" sequences. (They

constitute 33 rercent of all pair-sequences.)
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Figure. 5. Sequences of Plays in Evaluative Ventures

Type I ventures. The chart includes

all sequences in the 12 ventures
which occurred more than once. Each

solid line represents a sequence
occurring twice. 20.0 of the

sequences have been omitted because

they occurred in only one venture.

B. Type II ventures. The chart includes

all sequences in the 12 ventures which

occurred more than once. Each solid

line represents a sequence occurring

twice. 37.5% of the sequences have

been omitted because they occurred in

only one venture.
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Sequences of Plays in Evaluative Ventures

A. Type III ventures. The chart

includes all sequences
occurring more than once in

the six ventures. Each solid

line represents a sequence which

occurred twice. 56.1% of the

sequences have been omitted

because they occurred in only

one venture.

B. Type IV vontnrec; The chart

includes ell sequences
occurring more than once in

the five ventures. Each solid

line represents a sequence
which occurred twice. 60.4%

of the sequences have been
omitted because they occurred
in only one venture.
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Sequences of Plays in Evaluative Ventures -- All Ventures

Note: This chart includes all sequences of plays which occurred more than
once in the 37 recorded evaluative ventures. Each solid line

represents a sequence which occurred
sequences which occurred in only one
chart to show continuity. 30.95% of

twice. The broken lines represent
venture, but are needed in the
the sequences have been omitted.



Chapter X

ANALYSIS OF INTERPRETATIVE VENTURES

Interpretation is a type of comprehension. To interpret is to

tell what a communication or a set of syubols means; to have the meaning

is to have an interpretation. The form of communication comprising our

sample of interpretative ventures is primarily literature. Of a total of

59 ventures that make up..the sample, 54 are on the subject of English, one

on social studies, and four on core programs. Most of the 54 ventures in

English are about literature.

It is difficult to tell from transcriptions of a sample of lessons

whether or not either the plot or theue of a piece of literature has been

brought out and analyzed somewhere in the series of lessons. This is so

because one is as unlikely as not to begin taping classroom discussion at

a point where the plot is discussed, if indeed it is discussed at all. For

the same reason, it is difficult to know whether or not the setting of the

story is understood in its entirety. So, in analyzing interpretative ven-

tures, the analyst mast take a great deal for granted with respect to the

general context within which each venture is approached and understood by

the class.

The moves we have observed indicate that a wide range of meanings

is to be found in classroom discourse. In general, interpretation ranges

from very narrow and specific meanings of words, phrases, and other simple

expressions to larger passages and from there to the significance of a Urge

part if not the %thole of a work. The approaches to the interpretation also

vary in classroom discussion. One will find questions as to the author's

-175-
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reasons for writing the particular work as well as for the author's reasons

for writing something in a particular way. The author's motive or reason

for writing the passage is sometimes discussed as well as his reasons for

introducine a particular character or for his use of a particular situation.

In a strict sense, these sorts of considerations fall outside of what is

ordinarily meant by interpretation. The author's motives may not necessarily

be related to the woik under discussion. But we have not followed this

strict meaning of interpretation and have included in our analysis materials

from classroom discourse that have to do with the motives and techniques

of the author.

Class discussion of the material to be interpreted usually involves

claims about the course of human events, about the conditions that influence

these events, and so forth. Inferences are made by both teacher and student

about the various characters and their actions and, in some cases, how one

should feel about people in such and such circumstances. The discussion in

an interpretative venture is concerned primarily with information about

events and characters. Ordinarily, the beginning of a venture contains some

questions about an event or a character, or else it consists in a quoted

passage from the work being discussed. These represent kickoff points from

which the discussion proceeds. The remainder of the venture ordinarily

explores the meaning of the passage or an interpretation of the action of

a character or the assessment of soue situation, character, or action, or

any mixture of these. Sometimes the venture is relatively long and will

consist in a number of quoted passages which are discussed in sequence but

are related to some central point of significance. In other cases, the
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venture may be fairly short, depending upon whether the interpretation is

concerned primarily with the literal or structural meaning of a passage

or with the significance of a more extended portion of the work.

Kinds of Information in Interpretative Ventures

On first impression it may seem strange to talk about information

being involved in interpretation. But a bit of reflection will show that

interpretation is one way of extracting information from a set of symbols.

To understand an interpretative venture is to understand something of the

kinds of information which it contains. So in our analysis of these ven-

tures we attempted to list the kinds of information that constitute their

content. This list is as follows:

1. Meaning of an expression taken literally.

2. Meaning of a metaphor.

3. Symbolic meaning of an object, event, person, and so forth.

4. Significance of a literary work taken as a whole.

5. Qualities attributed to a person, event, action, and so forth.

6. Reasons for, or causes of, events, actions, feelings, and so forth.

7. The effects of a literary work:upon the reader or listener.

8. Factual descriptions of what took place in an account.

9. Evidence for or against a particular inference or judgment.

10. Motives of an author.

11. A passage from the work itself.

12. Literary forms and devices and their uses.



Of course, this list does not include all that is to be found

in the interpretation of a work. But it does represent the kinds of

information identified in the classroom discussion constituting the ven-

tures under analysis.

Identification and Analysis of Interpretative Moves

As indicated in earlier chapters, one of the ways of analyzing

teadhing behavior is to ascertain the sorts of verbal moves made by

teachers and students as they deal with the content of instruction. In

our analysis of interpretative ventures we have found ten kinds of moves

made by either the teacher or student, or both, as follows:

1. Texture meaning

2. Instrumental meaning

3. Symbolic meaning

4. Structure meaning

5. Extrapolation

6. Factual elucidation

7. Citation

8. Representation

9. Evidential moves

10. Wta moves

These ten moves may be classified into five major types. The

first four are explicative moves and the fifth is a class to itself and

consists of a number of subtypes (see appendix). Numbers 6, 7, and 8 are

informative moves. Moves 9 and 10, like 5, each comprise a class of its

own.
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Explication moves are those which mediate the significance of

the text material under consideration. Extrapolation moves go on beyond

the meaning of the text material to inferences about persons, events,

actions, etc., for which evidence in the text is insufficient. Moves of

the informative type give or mention a passage from the text Zor considera-

tion, or they set forth what took place in a passage. Evidential moves give

support to the claim, or tend to deny the claim, that the meanings and

inferences mediated by moves of types 1 to 5 inclusive are correct. Meta

moves deal with the literary forms and devices used by the author.

The following discussion of the moves in interpretative ventures

provides examples of each type of move. We shall begin with the four types

of explication moves.

Texture meaning moves. This move is an important part of inter-

pretative ventures as a clear understanding of the literal meaning is made

up of three subtypes. The first involves the meaning of an expression

regarded literally, as seen in the following example.

Example 1

T: Are sentiment and love synonymous terms?
Do they say the same thing?

S: No.
T: Well, what's the difference in sentiment and love?
S: Maybe one's stronger.
T: One's stronger.
S: Which one?
T: All right, we feel there's a differeLce between

sentiment and love, don't we?
S: I think theytre both kind of made out of the same

material.
T: They're both a kind of sympathy or an understanding

and a positive feeling toward. They're both emotions.
Love may be more encompassing than sentiment. Senti-
ment may be just the feeling, whereas --I don't know--

S: What is it? What's sentiment?
T: Sentiment means sympathy, doesn't it? But--this

love is a kind of sentiment too. Maybe love is a
broader term than sentiment.
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This move attempts to clear up the meaning of "love" and

ft sentiment" by disentangling them. There are many variations of this

move. Thus, instead of asking for the differences in the meanings of

these terms, the teacher might simply have asked for the meaning of

"sentiment" which was his primary concern anyway.

The second type of texture move mediates the significances of

a metaphorical expression or passage. The task is to point out the

referent and the relation of the referent to the expression. An illus-

tration of this is found in a discussion of a passage in Cry the Beloved

Country where reference is made to an impending storm.

Example 2

T: What is the greatest storm that's gathering?

What is the lightning and thunder that's going

to bring death and destruction? What is that?

What is the metaphor here?

S: The racial problem.

T: The racial strife that's coming, yes. The greatest

climax of this matter's coming.

Here the referent of lightning, thunder, and storm is pointed

out, namely, the racial conflict. While one might say this move may con-

tain some assumption of extrapolation, there is a sense of literal ueaning

involved in interpreting the metaphor, as the referent contains eleuents

similar to the metaphor, the metaphor being in a sense a hieroglyphic,

though coined by the author (or character) himself rather than being in

general usage.

The third sub-move is paraphrasing a passage from a reference

work. Here a passage is rephrased, with the addition of literal meaning

and sometimes extrapolation. It is an attempt to get at the meaning of

a passage.
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Example 3

T: All right. Now, what does that [what was said

in a passage] prove--what he said? What does

that prove?
S: Well, it shows how the black man is getting cheated

and the white man is getting rich out of using the

black labor.

In the pw.sage being discussed, the speaker says the black man

dhould get his share of the gold that is being mined with bladk labor.

Obviously, the passage is rephrased and in so doing there is some attempt

by the student to read in his understanding of the meaning.

Instrumental meaning moves. This is similar in intent to a

texture move in that an attempt is made to widen the student's vocabulary.

However, in this sort of move, expressions--words, phrases, etc.--not

appearing in the referent material are defined to facilitate further study.

The following is an example where "hunchback," the word from the material

being discussed in class, is referred to as a symbol. The term "symbol"

does not appear in the text material but it is used in exploring the

significance of the hunched figure.

Example 4

T: But what does the word "symbol" mean?

S: To stand for.
T: To stand for.

This move is used as an aid to the student's understanding of

the class discussion, by bringing out the meaning of the term "symbol."

Symbolic meaning moves. When a condition or event is taken to

represent or mean some other condition or event, the former is said to be

a symbol of the latter. A symbolic meaning move is one which mentions or

describes the condition or event that is taken to represent something of
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significance in the textual discourse. Partly because the symbolism is

typically established in the text itself and is often not in the reader's

repertoire, symbolic meaning moves are important in interpretative ventures.

An example of such a move is the following:

Example 5

T: And what is it, exactly, that the bull voice is

representing in respect to solving the problems

of South Africa?

S: Black supremacy.

This move emphasized the "bull voice" of one of the characters in

the story as a symbol of the doctrine of black supremacy as a resolution of

the racial conflict.

Structuremiinmoves. This sort of move attempts to get at

the meanings which may be either literal or imaginative, that arise from,

or are a function of, the text as a whole or at least in large part. This

move thus may be considered to include the theme and the message. However,

it is often more general than the theme or the message itself. An example

is the following:

Example 6

T: There were several indications, throughout this

story, that this was a war-time story. That was,

one, he was so eager to join. What else indicated

that this was a war-time story?

S: Sugar was rationed.

T: Yes. That was one thing that would tell you.

Here the implication is of the importance or significance of

events peculiar to or connected with war-time rather than simply an

inference as to the time of the events. While this move alone does not

set forth specifically the story's theme, it does give the general context

within which the theme may be inferred as the class discussion progresses.
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Another example is the following:

Example 7

T: In this book, by showing us the contrast between
son and father and about the Jarvis family,
naturally two are the Jarvis family, what is
Alan Paton trying to show us?

S: Is he Showing fhat minds are being dhanged by the
change in conditions and that the younger generation
is striving more toward a peacefUl solution to the
problem than one of either race's supremacy?

T: Yes, at least the younger people are beginning
to question their parents' point of view and some-
times to disagree with their parents' point of view.

e is concerned with a meaning drawn from the book as

a whole as w as the author's intent rather than with the facts of the

story.

Extrapolation moves. These moves attempt to elicit judgments

about characters, events, actions, etc., or opinions as to the causes of,

or reasons for, events and actions given in the text. These excursions

into the realm of inference give, the student an opportunity to bring his

own norms of judgment into play as he gains deeper insight into the common-

sense explanati:ms and justifications of human conduct.

The following is an example of an extrapolation move where a

judgment is made about a person:

Example 8

others.

T: Now, Scobie is actually talking against truth
here. Does this seem typical? Is he the sort
of person who sees what nobody else sees in
his daily living?

S: No.

The judgment is made that Scobie is not more observant than
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Tbe following is an example where a judgment is made as to the

reason for a feeling or preference:

Example 9

T: And why dues he want Yusef out?

S: Well, he wants Tallit, he wents h4r1 thera haoanaa

he's a Catholic, isn't he?

T: Right!
S: And Yusef is a --

T: Not Catholic.
S: Uh--
S: Mdhamnedan.
T: Mohammedan. Right!

S: And he'd rather do business with Tallit. He'd

rather have a Catholic there.

The inference is made that he prefers to do business with Tallit

because Tallit is P Catholic.

Factual elucidation move. This move involves citing the facts

as to what took place, etc., in a passage, giving the content without

quoting the material or paraphrasing it. This move is seldom important

in itself. Rather it often places before the class basic material, often

background, for the discussion that occurs in an extrapolation move. The

factual elucidation move may also be used for the purpose of review as

well as to help identify the subject of discussion. The following is an

example of this sort of move:

Example 10

T: Who is Yusef? What do you have?
S: A rich nerchant.

T: A rich nerthant. Can you say more about him?

S: He is a Syrian.
T: He is a Syrian.
S: And Scobie picked him up when his car broke

down and gave him a ride.

T: All right..

As can be readily seen, sone basic facts of the story are given.
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Citation moves. The actual quotation or reference to an

appropriate part of the text serves the purpose of giving the exac:

material for discussion. The passage may be quoted essentially as it

appears or it may be explicitly indicated either by name or by location

in the text. The following is an example.

Example 11

T: He says, "Taint is a small man. He is a Christian.

Father Rank and other people go to his house. They
say, 'If there's such a thing as an honest Syrian,
then Tallit is the man.' Tallit's not very success-
ful, and that looks just the same as honesty."

This utterance is a direct quotation from the text material.

The following is an example of a passage indicated by location

in the text.

Example 12

T: Well, were there any passages in here that you
don/t like or think were remarkable in this story
up to now? How about on the bottom of 58?

The location of the material to be discussed is explicitly given

as the bottom of page 58.

Representation moves. This move involves citing a person as

speaking or acting for a group or a point of view. It is similar in

content to both citation and factual elucidation moves. Representation

is intended to present a person in a real sense rather than symbolically.

Example 13

T: But you do agree, do you, that Arthur Jarvis,
who was slain by Absalom, is a proponent of
the way of love or peaceful coexistence between
the races?

Here Jarvis is cited as standing for peaceful coexistence.
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Evidential moves. In this move, evidence for or against a

judgment, a particular meaning claimed for an expression or passage, etc.,

is given. It is a natural step in the process of interpretation and in

the process of classroom teaching. It tends to fix and verify in the mind

of the individual the interpretation and to bring agreement among the

students as to the interpretation. Two cases of evidential moves occur:

(1) when fact is related to, explains, or supports judgment, and (2) when

judgment is related to, explains, or supports judgment.

The following are examples of evidential moves:

Example 14

T: How do you know this? Is it ever said? Is it
ever said that this is in a coastal colony?

S: We know because there's a ship coming in and
T: Very good. We know because the ships come in and

out and the big problem there is how to inspect
the ships. Is that right?

The fact that ghips come in is cited to support the judgment

that it is a coastal colony.

The following example shows how judgment can support judgment.

In the move that precedes this one the constable is cited as a proponent

of peaceful coexistence.

Example 15

S: Because he [constable] is trying to reform the black
criminals into, trying to turn them into, citizens
that will strive and try to achieve for good and for
better things in Johannesburg or where they want to
work.

Here somswhat judgmental evidence that the constable is trying

to make the bladk criminals into usefUl citizens is used to support the

judgment that he is a proponent of peaceful coexistence between the races.
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Meta moves. This type of move has two subclasses. The first

one notes devices, e.g., vignettes, used in a literary work to produce

certain effects on the reader or listener. These moves may not be of

particular importance in the process of interpretation. The following

is an example of this move, in which the use of the device of metaphorical

language is noted.

Example 16

T: By the way, what kind of language is that
that I just read?

S: Metaphorical.
T: Metaphorical language. Yes, it is.

The second subtype involves the form of the literary work. The

following is an example of this submove.

Examge 17

T: I would say that it's a novel. It's a novel--
S: Yeah. It's a novel.

The idea of form involves some feature of the structure of a

work which will distinguish it from the structure of another kind of work.

Thus, in this case, the work is identified as having the form of a novel..

The Sequence of Plays

Analysis of Pairs of Plays. Discussion in interpretative ventures

centers in the derivation of meaning and inference from the text. The moves

consequently are informative and inferential. Tbe logical requirements and

possibilities of the derivation of meaning and inference from the material

in the classroom probably are important in shaping the order of successive

moves.
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There are, moreover, wide variations in the logical influence

upon the order of plays. Thus, in some cases the discussion involving

extrapdation may return to a discussion of literal meaning in order to

aid the discussion while in other cases the discussion may proceed by

giving evidence for the extrapolation. Furthermore, the sequencing of

plays will probably be influenced by pedagogical considerations such as

student capability and background.

In order to gain insight into the sequence of moves the pairing

of plays is investigated. Table 15 shows the frequencies of occurrence

in the ventures of pairs of consecutive plays. The pair of plays observed

most frequently is the 7-5 sequence, occurring 40 times. Next in frequency

is the 6-5 pair which occurred 30 times. Thus the pairing of the citation-

extrapolation and factual elucidation-extrapolation rlays occurred 70 times

out of a total of 243 occurrences of pairs, or 28.8 percent of the total

pairs. The extrapolation-factual elucidation sequence occurred 19 times

and, together with the extrapolation-citation sequence, make up 14 percent

of all pti.rs combined. The texture meaning-extrapolation sequence occurred

12 times, or about 6 percent. The extrapolation-evidence pair occurred

11 times, or about 5 percent. The citation-texture meaning sequence was

observed 19 times, or about 8 percent of the total of 243 pairs.

Of the total number of pairs of plays, 63.8 percent contain an

extrapolation play, 41.2 percent contain a citation play, 29.6 percent

contain a factual elucidation play, 25.9 percent contain a texture meaning

play, and 14.4 pertent contain an evidence play. It seess clear that most

interpretative discourse iwvolves immediate extrapolation from given

information from the text, either cited or given in class.
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Table 15

Frequency of Pairs of Plays in Interpretative Ventures

Second Play in a Pair
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The Position of Plays in Ventures. The number of plays in each

quarter of the venture was tabulated. The basis of the tabulation was the

assumption that the plays were of equal length. Thus, in dividing a venture

into qr-rters, f-vami-innQ nf plays occ urred in the quarters. The results of

this tabulation for all interpretative ventures are given in Table 16. Play

number 5 tended to occur in the last half with about double the frequency

that it occurred in the first half. Play nunber 7 tended to occur in the

first quarter with more than double the frequency of the second quarter,

and over three times more often in the first half than in the second half.

Play number 9 occurred in the last three quarters about equally, but with

less frequency in the first quarter. The other types of plays were more or

less equally distributed among quarters, though play number 10 occurred

mainly in the middle quarters.

In summary, the picture seems to be that the plays are definitely

unevenly distributed in the ventures, this distribution ter-ling to form an

over-all pattern. The main features of this pal are that play number 7

occurs mainly in the first quarter, tapering -r rapidly in the

other three quarters, and followed by play whicit occurs mostly

in the last two quarters. This pattern seem.1 '.e-sonable sizce play number 5

is composed of extrapolation moves and such moves must have bomething from

which to extrapolate before they can occur. r.ay number 7 affords the

ft something" necessary for extrapolation and hence conr---- toward the beginning

of ventures.
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Table 16

Distribution of Interpretative Plays by Quarters

Plays

1. Texture
Meaning

2. Instrumental
Meaning

3. Symbolic
Meaning

4. Structure
Meaning

5. Extrapolation

6. Factual
Elucidation

7. Citation

8. Representation

9. Evidence

10. Forms and
Devices

Total
Number

Quarter 1 Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 4

35 5 9 10.75 10.25

2 1 .50 .50 0

5 1 .50 2.50 1

11 2 2.50 2.28 4.25

94 10 25.50 24.75 33.75

46 11.75 10.75 11.75 11.75

73 40 17.50 8.25 7.25

6 2 1 2 1

20 2 5 7.25 5.75

10 .75 3.25 5.50 .50
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Patterns of Plays in Ventures. What has been said in the preceding

paragraphs can be shown in flow charts. Two charts were drawn, one beginning

with a number 7 play and the other with a number 6 play. The charts include

only the first faar plays since twenty-seven or nearly half of the fifty-

nine ventures end with the second or third play and the remaining plays tend

to consist of different sequences of plays 71 5, 1, and 6. These dharts

give a good picture of the order of plays in the ventures, particularly the

early branching. It is seen that the mainstream of the ventures beginning

with a number 7 play is to a number 5 play followed about equally by a

7, 6, 1, or 9 play. Eight ventures consist in a 7-5 sequence alone. A

secondary stream, beginAng with a 7, is to a 1 or a 2 play with seven

plays terminating there and five others distributed among 3, 5, 7, and 10

about equally. The ventures beginning with a 6 show a second play of 5,

except for one case, followed by a 61 a 71 a 91 or a 3 in those that do not

end. The absence of a 6-1 or 2 sequence is interesting.

A bar graph of the flow chart shown in Figure 10 for the total

number of ventures was made as another attempt at showing the relative

proportions in branching. It is seen that a structure based on the logical

nature of the plays is clearly evident, with a 7-5-9 sequence or a 7-5-6 or

7 sequence being common and also a common use of the 7-1 or 2 sequence.

Note that such a combination as the 7-9 sequence does not occur.
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Figure 8. Flow Chart of First Four Plays of

Interpretative Ventures Beginning With Move 7
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Figure 9. rlow Chart of First Four Plays of

Interpretative Ventures Beginning With Move 6
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Chapter XI

ANALYSIS OF RULE VENTURES

This type of venture deals with a rule or a number of related

rules. The term 'rule,' as used here, refers to conventional ways of doing

things or to analytic relationships which may be used to guide actions. Rules

are often refezTed to by other terms. They may be called principles, postu-

lates, axioms, conventions, norms, morals or even definitions.

Rules that have-never been written down may still be followed.

Before the days of Emily Post many of the rules of etiquette may have been of

this sort. However, the rules that are of interest in this chapter are those

that have been formulated or that are formulated in the course of a lesson.

A rule can, therefore, be thought of as a statement that expresses either a

conventional way of doing things or an analytic relationdhip that can be used

to govern actions.

Laws or other evlicitly formulated rules are sometimes opposed to

conventions. However, the term 'rule' is used in a wider sense here, including

conventions in its scope. Conventional ways of doing things, utich the forma

lation of a rule makes explicit, are exemplified by the rules of grammar, the

laws of a state, the rules of a game, or the regulations of a sdhool.

In this chapter the role of a rule as E. guide to action is given

considerable emphasis. The rules dealt with in English and mathematics ven-

tures clearly have this function for the pupils. However, the rules discussed

in the sociology ventures bear a more oblique relationdhip to the behavior of

pupils. But, as a discussion of the laws concerning prisoners can be thought

to have a general relationship to the moral behavior of the pupils studying

these laws, these rules are not treated as essentially different from the rules

dealt with in English or mathematics lessons.

-196-
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The class of actions or decisions that a rule can govern is the range

or scope of the rule. Rules differ considerably in their scope. Contrast the

following two rules: use 'a' before a consonant or a consonantal 'II,' but 'an'

before a vowel or an that acts as a vowel; do not steal. The range of the

firit rule is small; that of the second rule is greater. Although the range of

a rule is often implied by its formulation and the context in which it is given,

A.'eXi;iicit statement of the range serves to sharpen the definition of the rule.

I.

Consider the rule, 'Use no figurative language.' The range of this rule is not

explicitly given. Yet there are some acts of writing or speaking to which it is

applicable and others to which it is not. It is reasonable to expect this rule

to be followed in the writing of dhemistry reports, but it is not reasonable to

expect it to be followed when poetry or fiction is being written. In cases

sudh as this, where restrictions on the range of application of the rule are

left unexpressed, the context will normally provide the learner with appropriate

clues. Thus the less complete is the statement of the range of a rale, the

greater is the reliance upon the context.

The content of the rule determdnes either the action or the decision

when the rule is used in particular cases. The formulation of the rule is thus

distinct from the application of the rule where it is used to guide actions or

decisions. If the rule isto be applied, the meaning of the rule must be clear,

and the meaning of the constituent terms in the rule must be known. Vagueness

and ambiguity in the formulation of the rule can lead to error, as can ignorance

or misunderstanding on the part of the student. Proper application of the rule

to particular cases depends upon knowledge of the rule's content that can be

translated into behavior.
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In applying a rule to a particular case, it is possible to show that

the case does, in fact, fall within the 3ccipe of the rule, and this demonstration

constitutes a justification of the use of the rule. Although rules are not

reports of empirical investigations, it is possible tn =ti-ompf to ju±1fy thca

rule itself. Because rules differ greatly in their range and content, variations

in techniques of justifying them occur. In attempting to justify a theorem of

geometry, one would normally show that the theorem follows from other proved

theorems or from the axioms and definitions of the system. In justifying a

social rule, one might attempt to show that it is beneficial. In justifying a

law, one might produce a copy of the relevant statutes or an argument to show

that the law isl'in fact, a just law. In justifying a prescription of language,

one might refer to an accepted grammar or dictionary, or to a person regarded

as an authority on correct usage (e.g., a teacher of English). It will be seen

that empirical evidence is often relevant to the justification of a rule, and

that procedures of justification are numerous and varied.

Rule Venture Moves

In these ventures rules are dealt with by moves having three different

emphases: Some moves rre concerned with the formulation of the rule, others with

its justification, and still others with its application. These three types and

the moves that comprise them are as follows:

I. Moves centering in rule formulation.
Rule formulation moves (move number 1)
Range of application moves (move number 2)
Term explication moves (move number 6)

II. Moves centering in rule justification
Rule verification moves (move number 5)
Rule derivation moves (move number 8)

Move number corresponds to numbers given in the list of rule moves
in the Appendix.
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III. Moves centering in rule application
Case explication moves (move number 4)
Rule use moves (move number 7)
Combined case explication and use noves (move number 3)

The formulation moves are concerned with presenting. clarifying, or

formulating a rule and with indicating the scope, range or purpose of the rule's

application. Justification moves, on the other hand, attempt to render the

formulation plausible. Only two types of justification were recognized in our

sample of rule ventures. They are justification by deriving the rule from other

rules or by verifying some trial application of the rule. Application moves are

concerned primarily with the description of action guided by the rule in sone

specific situation. But the treatment of the specific cases may, on occasion,

involve justifying the application of the rule to the specific case.

We shall discuss the foregoing moves and give exanples of each-as

they occurred in classroom discourse.

Rule formulation move. There is considerable variability in rule

formulation moves. When attempting to classify material in a venture, the

transcript should he read completely and a decision should be reached as to what

constitutes a formulation of the rule for the particular veriture. In some rule

formulation moves information will be given about the range of the rule, but if

this information is an integral part of the rule formulation then it should be

counted as part of the move.

Example 1

T: When you find that a ro-in or pronoun is to be modified,
then you choose which mc,..ifierl

S: Adjective.
T: Yes, and for the other types of words you use ?

S: Adverb.
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In this example, the rule is formulated by both the teacher and the

students. By means of open-ended sentences the teacher leads the students to

provide the information that completes the formulation of the rule. The rule

is that an adjective is used to modify a noun or a pronoun and an adverb is

used to modify other types of words.

Range of application move. As the range is-the class of actions or

decisions to which the rule can be applied, the move's function is to indicate

the situations in which it is appropriate to resort to the rule. What will

serve as an expression of the range of a particular rule will depend upon the

complexity of the rule. Also it is apparent that in many cases the context

implies the range in various ways. Information given in previous lessons,

general orienting statements at the beginning of a lesson, and text books or

diagrams serve this function in many ventures.

There are thus many different types of range of application moves.

In formulating a rule about the spelling of a word, the indication of the range

of the rule is given by the particular word being dealt with in the rule. In

one mathematics venture concerned with the ratio of areas of different figures

the range of application move is given as follows:

Example 2

T: Today we are going to talk about the triangles that
are not equal in area.

The teacher then proceeds to develop theoreus whidh relate triangles

of unequal area, using the basic definition of the area of a triangle that has

been taught in a preceding lesson. He proceeds to give an informal proof of

the theorem that two triangles with equal bases and different altitudes are to

each other in area as their altitudes; and of the theorem that two triangles
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with equal altitudes and different bases are to each other in area as their

bases. Thus the range of application move serves to indicate the nature of

the rules, in this case theorems, which are to be formulated in the venture.

Term explication move. The meaning of one of the terms in the rule

formulation is noted or discussed in this move, hence it is essentially instru-

mental in character. Its function is to reduce ignorance of, and confusion :

about, the meaning of terms that figure in the rule formulation or range e

application moves. As with the range of application move, what constitutes a

term explicatian move will vary with the nature of the rule formulation move,

especially with the degree of generality of the formulation.

,In a spelling rule, term explication may consist of a discussion of

the meaning of the word. .For instance, in an English venture in which the

teacher attempts to differentiate between the spelling of "accept" and "except,"

a term explication move occurs when the teacher says: "For this one (eicept),

you might remember to think of the word "exception," because you know what an

exteption is."

A more general case of term explication occurs in a venture taken from

a lesson in Englidh. The teacher, has dealt with the rule governing the use of

adjectives in comparisons, using "er" and "est" endings. He has indicated that

the form of the ending to be used depends upon the degree of the comparison.

Then.the following sequence of term explication moves occurs:

Example 3

T: So that reminds you of the forms to use. In comparing
Kenny and Mike we had two involved, didn't we? And we
used this second degree. Well, let's get the names of
these degrees. What do we call the first degree?

S: Positive.
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Example 4

T: And the second degree, the one in which we compared
Mike and Kenny?

S: Comparative.

Example 5

T: And the name of the third degree?
S: Superlative.

In this sequence of moves the teacher is explicating the meaning of

terms used in the rule formulation. He provides a terminology, or reminds the

students of terms that they already know, by means of which the different types

of comparison can be mentioned.

Rule verification move. A rule (whether acceptable or unacceptable)

is applied in some specific situation, and the resultant action or decision is

tested against some explicit or implicit standard appropriate to such an action

in these situations. The function of this move is to determine whether or not

the result of applying the rule to a particular case does, in fact, lead to a

correct or satisfactory catcome. It is analogous to the testing of a general

hypothesis by the examination of a concrete example. So this move provides a

powerful device for the rejection of wrong rules, and can be used to provide

support fJr correct rules.

The following move exemplifies the negative use of this type of move.

In the preceding discussion the teacher has drawn from a student a rule purport-
,

ing to govern the use of 'a' and 'an.' The teacher summarizes the student's

offering, which is that 'an' is used for the plural subject and la' is used for

the singular. The teacher then proceeds to test the proposed rule by a rule

verification move:
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Example 6

T: Well, let's see. I'm going to say "an apples are
good for us" and "a apple is good for us." Is this
what you mean?

S: No. Is it the opposite?

The teacher applies the student's rule to an instance, and asks him

to judge whether the rule fits the instance. It is interesting to note that

although the student was unable to formulate the rule correctly, he decided

that the example was incorrect, presumably by reference to his intuitive and

unformulated knowledge of the language. The teacher then proceeds to elicit a

correct formulation from the class.

Rule derivation move. The way in which a rule may be derived from

other rules is noted or discussed, or a demonstration is given that the rule is

equivalent to or incompatible with some other rule. Where the rule concerns a

theorem or formula as a guide to action in certain situations, this move may

involve proving the theorem or formula, but does not include the theorem or

formula thereby proved.

Almost all of the examples of this type of move are concerned with

the development or justification of one rule by deriving it from another rule

Which is taken to be true. In geometry lessons the moves provide proofs of

theorems, or the development of further formulas based on given formulas.

In physics lessons the moves derive one formula from another.

Example 7

. Likewise, if theinitia4 velocity is zero,
what does this (S = Vo' + A T') reduce to?

S: Ai A Th.
T: One-half A times T squared, which is the same equation

you have in your book. But you see then that these
equations whidh have V sub-zero in them are more
general; they will apply to more situations than will
the specialized equations that are given in the book.
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In this move the teacher presents a general formula. He then shows

that if certain elements in the formula are given zero values, the formula

reduces to the particular formula that has been used in class. This deriva-

tion of the special rule from the more general rule provides a justification

for it. In this particular example, however, tha teacher fails to bring out

the fact that the range of problems to Which the special rule had been applied

actually met the restrictions that the special rule involved. To this ctent,

his derivation constitutes an incomplete justification of the rule.

Case explication move. A particular situation or type of situation

is presented and explicated in terms which indicate how the rule is to be

applied. This explication may serve to justify the use of the rule in the

particular case.

A great part of instruction in rule ventures is concerned with the

teaching of the rule through the application of it to particular cases. This

move provides the analysis and clarification of the cases so treated, and may

serve to show that the case falls within the range of the rule.

Example 8

(The formula being used here is S (distance) = the product
of the average velocity and the time of travel.)

T: O.K. Let's look at number five. Tell us what is given.
S: Given? The distance that the ball falls, 400 feet.
T: What's the symbol for distance?
S: S equals . . . the quantity . . .

T: What is the distance?
S: Four hundred feet.
T: What else is given? What are we to find?
S: You're supposed to find the velocity.
T: Wait. Now think, what are we to find?
S: We're supposed to find the time.
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A general formula is being used in this venture. In this move the

teacher explicates the problem by making clear the values of the variables in

the general formula and by indicating which of the variables in the formula is

unknown and needs to be found after the substitutions and calculations have been

made. By explicating the case the teacher orders the information that is given

in such a way that it can be used in conjunction with the rule to provide the

desired solution.

Use move. In moves of this type, activity which is guided by the rule

is carriee out or described in a way distinguishable from case explication.

To use a rule is to be guided by the rule when performing activities

of an appropriate sort. On the one hand, there is the individual case that

falls within the range of the rule, and on the other, there is the rule whose

content gives directions as to action in cases of this sort. To use the rule

correctly is to follow the directions for action in the individual case. There

are incorrect actions in many instances and these may result from either an

incorrect use of the rule or an application of the wrong rule.

Example 9

T: How would this talready' by used?
S: They were there already.

Example 10

T: Use twhote with the apostrophe.
S: Whose shoes are those?*

Example 11

The formula (A = Oh) has been provided, and the
particular values have been explicated.

T; . . which gives you what area?
S: Twenty square units.
T: Correct.

The student has given an incorrect answer in this example.
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Eadh of these examples is short, but this is not characteristic of

all use moves. Such a move may involve a lengthy series of computations, as

when a number of calculations is needed to solve an equation into which the

particular values given in the problem have been inserted. In each case, the

use move involves an activity which is directed by the content of the particular

rule which is seen to be relevant to the problem under consideration. A case

explication move contrasts with a use I:love in that the case explication move

prepares for the rule's use, whereas the use move, as each of these examples

shows, is concerned with the output of an application of a rule to a particular

case.

Combined case ex lication and use move. In this move, both explication

of the problem or situation and use of the rule in the situation are carried out

in an integrated way, so that it is not possible to distinguish them without

risk of losing significant content.

Example 12

T: Number one?
S: The two triangles have the same altitude so you compare

the bases, and the base of ABD is 5 and the base of
triangle ADC is 15. So it would be 5 over 15, and that
is, to put it in a simpler form, one over three.

T: All right. So the triangles are to each other as one
is to three, or one of them is a third as large as the
other. In that case, your altitude (referring to a
diagram on tbe board) is what line?

S: A D.

T: O.K.

It becomes difficult, in some cases, to separate the statements that

are purely explicative from those which describe the use of the rule and, in

this example, it can be seen that they are closely interwoven. The first

sentence of the student's first utterance is explicative--the rule to be used

is indicated and the values given in the problem are indicated. In the second
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and third sentences the student is using the rule; in the second by stating

her answer in an unsimplified form; in the third by giving a simplified answer.

The teacher's statements are somewhat divided in function. The first:two

sentences of his second utterance are essentially use sentences, but his last

sentence and the student's response are explicative. In some cases it is even

more difficult to distinguish the two types of application-centered moves, and

attempts to do so lead to fractionalization of the venture beyond the level of

adequate description. Thus, combined case explicatiaa and use moves tend to

shade into either use or case explication moves.

Distribution of Rule Ventures

Although the sample of rule ventures is small, it is of interest to

note how the rule ventures are distributed by sdbjects. This distribution is

shown in Table 17.

Table 17

Distribution of Rule Ventures by Subjects

Science English Sociology Math Ctore History Total

Rule Ventures 3 18 2 20 OW OW MO 43

Total Ventures
in the Subject
Area 243 127 35 35 46 151 637

/111

Of the 43 rule ventirres, 38 occurred in either English or mathematics,

and this would seem to reflect the important role of conventions in the former

and of analytic statements in thc! latter. The relative frequency of occurrence
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of rule ventures when related to the total number of ventures of all kinds

occurring in each subject area provides the following order of subjects:

Mathematics: / rule venture for eadh 1.8 ventures
English: 1 rule venture for eadh 7 ventures
Sociology: 1 rule venture for eadh 17.5 ventures
Science: 1 rule venture for eadh 81 ventures
Core: 0 rule venture for each 46 ventures
History: 0 rule venture for eadh 51 ventures

Thus there seems to be a clear distinction between the frequency of

occurrence of rule ventures in English and mathematics on the one hand, and

in the natural and social sciences on the other.

The empirical nature of the content of the low frequency areas would

suggest that rules might play a less significant role in the treatment of this

subject matter than they do in the areas of English and mathematics. There is

perhaps an element of surprise in the low occurrence of rule ventures in core,

histvry, and sociology lessons. These areas are concerned with the actions

and reasons of men and one mdght anticipate that rules would figure prominently

in them, but these subjects apparently do not provide rules to govern immediate

attion. Consequently, on the basis of these limited data, it seems that the

distribution of rule ventures may reflect the influence of the subject matter.

Types of Rule Ventures

In the discussion of the nature of a rule and in the grouping of moves,

three separate foci of interest were mentioned: formulation, justification, and

application. In attempting to classify the ventures in a manner that might be

useful in research and discussion of rule ventures, and in the construction of

strategies, the same three foci were used. Ventures were classified according

to the different groups of moves represented in them.
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Type I. Ventures containing only formulation moves (4 ventures).

Type II. Ventures containing only application moves (3 ventures).

Type III. Ventures containing formulation and justification moves (5 ventures).

Type IV. Ventures containing formulation and application moves (26 ventures).

Type V. Ventures containing formulation, application, and justification
moves (5 ventures).

Type I. In these ventures the rule is given without justification or

application. It would seem that this type of venture serves either to revise a

kmown or partly known rule or to express a rule that is sufficiently clear and

simple to permit easy application. For if a rule is new or complex for the

students, formulation without application runs the riik of producing 'verbal'

rather than 'active' knowledge of the rule. Spelling rules, at least in the case

of ordinary words dealt with at the high school level, meet this requirement of

simplicity and clarity.

Type II. These ventures deal with a rule that is known to the students.

They are peripheral cases of rule ventures, and shade off into procedure ventures.

The three ventures in this group were not classified as procedure ventures because

they were more concerned with behaving in accordance with the rule than they were

with the exhibition of a sequence of actions appropriate to a given end. Thus,

in one case, the teacher set a series of exercises in which the students had to

use the rule that they had just been taught about spelling and the use of the

apostrophe. This venture contained a series of complete application owes.

Type III. In these ventures the rule is justified by derivation or

verification. The derivation may include such things as the proof of a theorem

or the deduction of a formula, and the verification involves testing some perfor-

mance carried out in accordance with the rule against some standard. This kind
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of venture serves to bring out the meaning of the rule and its relation to

other rules, or to give some idea of the limits and results of the application

of it.

One of the ventures in mathematics contains moves 1-5-1. The teadher

opens with an indication of the rule that the area of a rectangle is given by

the product of its base and its height (move 1); she then mceeds to verify

this by using a particular rectangle that: has been marked into squares (move 5);

and finally,she states the formula again (move 1).

Type IV. This is the typical kind of rule venture. It combines both

formulation and application moves, and thus serves to teach both 'verbal' and

'active' kmowledge of the rule, and to teadh new or known rules. A teacher nay

often be warranted in avoiding the justification of a rule that he has to teach.

Indeed, there are many rules for which justification would appear tl be super-

fluous. Htwever, it should be noted that if the teacher aims to develop a

critical knowledge of a rule, this kind of venture may be defective, for it

.places.the responsibility for such development solely on the student.

Type V. These ventures are the .most complex type, and in them the

student is exposed to information relevant to the three foci of interest. Con-

sequently, this kind of venture can be used to achieve-all the purposes that the

other kinds are used for as well as to give the student a more rounded experience

with the rule. On the otherhand, as economy of time and effort is required in

the classroom, it seems reasonable to restrict the use of this kind of venture

to the teaching of rules of special importance.

The following venture fiom a class in geometry exemplifies this kind

of venture. It contains moves 2-1-8-1-34-7-1-3-l. The venture opens with the

statement that "we'd like to find out sone things that make figures that don't
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look alike, equal" (move 2); then a brief derivation is given for the first rule
/-

(move 8); the rule is formulated as "Two triangles are equal if they have equal

bases and equal altitudes (move 1); this is applied to a particular pair of

triangles (move 3); a corollary of the first theorem is given (move 1); the

teacher summarizes the findings of the three moves (move 7); a second corollary

is stated (move 1); the second corollary is applied to a further case (move 3);

then the venture is concluded with a resume in which each of the rules is stated

(move 1).

The frequency with which these five types of ventures were found in

classroom discourse is Shown in Table 18.

Table 18

Frequency of Types of Ventures by Subjects

Subject
Area

Number of
Teadhers

Number of
Classes I II III IV V Total

.Physics 1 5 1 2 3

Englidh 1 5 3 1 12 2 18

Sociology 1 5 1 1 2'

Geometry 1 5 1 2 3 11 3 20

Total 4 20 4 3 5 26 5 43

It can be seen that the Type V venture occurs infrequently. This

venture providei the most complete treatt6rit of i rulei and its rare use is a

Ainction of the general tendency in the sample to minimize the justification

of rules. The most common venture is Type IV in which the rule is formulated

and applied. Alfhough the nuMber of cases is small, it seems that Type IV

venture is important in all subject areas.
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Patterns of Moves

Tbe question naturally arises as to whether or not the moves that

recur in classroom discourse amear with any regularity. Three procedures

were followed'in an effort to throw some light on this question. One prom-

cedure is to tabulate consecutive pairs of plays which occured in the

ventures. With eight kinds of plays, there are $6 possible consecutive pairs,

only 34, or approximately 60 percent, actually occurred.

Table'19 shows the frequency of pairs of plays. A new play, 'com-

plete application,' has been used in this tabae. Complete application plays

were derived in the following way. Where a combined case explication and use

move occurs it usually means that a complete application of the rule being

applied to a particular case has been carried out. In preparing the material

for the following table, sequences of both use and case explication moves

wereWhere the transcripts warranted--combined to form a 'complete applica-

tion' move, which is the same as the combined case explication and use move.

Plays were then constructed of sequeness of complete applications whether

they contained 3 acmes or both 7 and 4 moves.
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Table. 19

Pairs of Plays in Rule Ventures

Second Play

First
Play Rale

-1
Range_

2

om-
Blete

'ppli-

ation
--

Case
xpli-
ation
4

Verifl
cation
-5 -.

Term
Expli-
cation

6
Use
-7-

Deriva
tion

8 --
Finiib i

.

otak
Per-
cent

---
.

Rule
1- 7 25 6 2 8 25 4 13 90 34

Range
2 26 1 2 . - 7 4 2 42 16%

Complete
Applica-
tion 19 2 . 1 1 10 15 48 lat

Case
Explica-,

tion
4 10 - 1 . 1 124.5%

Verifi-
cation
5 3 . . 1 - .

,

- .

_

4

.

1.5t

. Term
Explica-.

tion
6 4 . . 1 .

. .

5 16 a

Use
7

, .

17 5

..

10 . . 4 . 7 43 16.5t

Deriva-
tion
8 -... 1 . 1 - .

,

1 9 3.5t

Comwence

TOTAL

5

90

26

42

5

48

4

12

-

4

2

16

-

43

1

9

43
No. of
Ventures

264
IPS

= No,
Oak.% _

for all
Ventures
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There were 583 moves in the rule ventures, but there were only 264 plays.

This reduction indicates that over-all there were 2.2 moves per play. But the

over-all average obscures the fact that most of the reduction occurred in the

rule application group. There were 396 moves in the application group, but only

103 plays. Thus there were approximately four moves per play in this group. There

were 187 moves in either the formulation or the justification groups, and 161 plays,

Thus there were 1.2 moves per play in these groups.

These statistics can be interpreted to mean that there,is a strong ten-

dency to make a long sequence of use moves or complete application moves but there

is only a very slight tendency to repeat other moves. It could be said, perhaps,

that one of the principles teachers follow in teaching rules is to repeat

applications of the rule.

Table19 indicates that the usual way of initiating discussion in rule

ventures is to indicate the range of the rule in question. As was pointed out in

the discussion of this move, the indication of the range of the rule may be given

in many ways and will probably be rather perfunctory. However, the general

principle of opening with a range of application move is both dominant,(it occurs

60 percent of the time) and sound (for it serves to orient the pupil).

There is no single preferred concluding play, but complete application

plays and use plays together account for 50 percent of the closing moves. How-

ever, there is also a fairly strong tendency for the venture to conclude with

a rule formulation move.

There is considerable variety in the manner of termination, and it.is

possible that the different concluding moves function in different ways. It

seems reasonable to regard the concluding rule formulation move as a form of

review of the point of the venture. The concluding use moves would seem to have
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a checking role: the teacher gets the class to apply the rule or does so himself,

but does not require an explication. On the other hand, the conclusion by means

of a complete application suggests a more cautious approach: the venture is not

closed with review of the rule, hut is closed with a complete application that

serves to clarify the application of the rule as well as to make the application.

Most of the order in Table 19 can be explained in terms of the tendency

of the rule formulation play td alternate with other sorts of plays. Examination

of the '1' row of the table shows that the 'it play is followed by all of the

other plays, and examination of the '1' column shows that the '1' play follows

all the other plays. As long as the venture,continues, there is a strong tendency

for the teacher to return to a formulation of the rule before introducing a

different type of play. It seems that the rule formulation moves function like

a star to keep the ship on course. By constant reference to the rule, the

progress of the venture is regulated to ensure that the relevance of the material

in the other types of plays is brought out.

The range of application and rule formulation combination occurs most

frequently; there are 26 entries in the cell. Further, as the 2 move is the

dominant opening Move, this sequence occurs mostly as the beginning of the

venture. Seventeen of the ventures begin in this fashion. Thus a basic pattern

for opening a rule venture involves, firstly, some indication of the range, and

secondly a statement of the rule. If the rule is not known to the learners,

then this initial rule formulation will need sharpening up or restatement sub-

sequently; but the "return to rule" tendency indicates that this is what the

teacher will usually do.

Another procedure for finding out whether or not plays occur in any

sort of pattern is to analyze the position in the venture at which a play occurs.
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Are particular.kinds of plays more likely to occur at the beginning of a venture,

or at the end of a venture? Tabulation of plays by exact position (i.e., first

play in venture, second play in venture, ett.) is likely to be confused by the

fact that ventures vary in the number of plays that occur in them. For instance,

the fourth play may constitute the end of one venture, but the middle of another

venture. If it is assumed that each venture constitutes a complete unit of dis-

cussion, then it is more appropriate to treat each venture as divisible into four

equal units (a first quarter, second quarter, third quarter, fourth quarter)

regardless of the number of plays it contains. The frequency of plays occurring

in the four quarters of each venture is recorded in Table 20.

The data in these tables were obtained by dividing each venture-into

four equal parts and tabulating the frequency of plays, or fractions of plays,

which occurred in each of these parts.

Table 20

Distribution of Plays Over Quarters of Ventures

Move No. First Qtr. Second Qtr. Third qtr.

24 3/4

6

llk

1

21/2

A

14k

21/2

1 17 26 3/4

, 2 27 6

C.A. 5 12

4 5 5

5 -- lk

6 3 5

7 7 7

8 2 2 3/4

66 66 66

Fourth Qtr. Total

21k 90

3 42

19k 48

1 12

- 4

4 3/4 16

14k 43

1 3/4 9

66
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It can be seen that 27 of the 42 range plays occur in the first

quarter. Once an allowance is made for this preponderance of 2 moves in

.the first quarter, there is little evidence to suggest a positioning of

plays. Thus, the 1 play occurs about equally in each of the three last

quarters; as,do most of the other types of Plays. However, a slight posi-

tioning effect seens.to occur with 4 and 7 moves. The entries for the 4

anclthe 7 rows indicate that the case explication move occurs earlier than

does the use move unsupported by explication. Thus, ten out of twelve

4.plays occur in the first half of the ventures, whereas 29 out of 42

7-plays occur in the last half.

The general conclusion that follows from the results of the

search for positioning of plays is that freedom of treatment occurs at

most points of a venture. This means that within the limits of the

"return to rule" tendency and the early occurrence of 2 moves, any type

of play tends to occur at any point in the venture. The position data

suggest that the teachers are quite flexible in their exposition.

A further analysis of the sequencing of moves in rule ventures

was made by neans of a flow chart. The flow chart was constructed in the

same manner as was the flow chart for conceptual ventures, and the reader

is referred to that chapter for a description of the procedure and the

interpretation.

It can be seen that there is a tendency in rule ventures, com-,

parable to that in conceptual ventures, of returning to a characteristics

move. In rule ventures, the tendency is for the discussion to return to

the rule formulation move. If the main branch of the flow chart la
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examined, it can be seen that most ventures open with a 2 play (range

of application) followed by a I play (rule of formulation). Then

considerable variation is exhibited in the next play, and after this

there is a rettirn to the I play.

The flow chart and the other analyses indicate that there is

a strong tendency for rule ventures to open with an indication of the

range and then to proceed to a foradation'of the rule; and ttereafter

to alternate rule formulation moves with a variety of other moves, so

that there is considerable flexibility of treatment in the body of the

vanture.
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Rule Venthree Play Flow Chart 11



Chapter XII

ANALYSIS OF PROCEDURAL VENTURES

It has been said in an earlier chapter that a procedural venture

eXhibits a sequence of actions by which an end may be aChieved. The sequence

may deal with such varied things as solving a problem, mdking a product, or

bringing about a certain type of event. AU of these have in common the fact

that each one leads to some end Which is desired. The actions will thus not

be random or purposeless, but will be sequences which can lead to some desired

outcome. Therefore, what are referred to herein as 'procedures' may be also

referred to in other contexts as 'methods,' 'teChniques,"prOblem solutions,'

or Examples of procedures are: the method employed to solve

theoretical problems in physics, the recipe fbr cooking a cake, the procedure

used fOr testing blood types, the 0=2dure for dissecting; a frog, or the

procedure to be followed in evaluating an argument.

Types of Procedures and Ventures

There is an ambiguity in the foregoing discussion. The aMbiguity

involves the relationship between the notion of a sequence of actions or a

performance and the notion of a procedure. Suppose that some beer has been

made at home bre novice beermaker. When asked to describe the procedure he

used, he says that he took out the old tub, put some htps and malt in it, and

so forth. In effect, he provides a description of what he did. Now suppose

that the beer has been made by a brewimey. When asked to describe the proce-

dure used, the brewmaster may reply that it was the same careful procedure as

he uses in making all beer, and that all the steps are written out and locked

in his office. In this case the procedure used is not just a description of

-220-
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the actions-performed when a particular vat of beer is brewed; it is a

statement of an abstract method that is being followed in a particular. case.

The point is that sometimes by "procedure" is meant nothing more

than the sequence of actions that took place or will be taking place. The

term "performance" will be used to convey this sense. On the other hand,

"procedure" is often used to refer to an abstract structure, or set of ideas,

which determines the sequence of actions to be performed on a particular

occasion. It is to this abstract conception that we refer by the term

"procedure." Thus a procedure is an abstraction that pay be described inde-

pendently of a particular sequence of actions utilized in achieving a desired

outcome in a certain situation, and when we talk of procedural ventures it
is a procedure in this sense that we take to be the objective.

Of course, not all sequences of action are guided by a procedure,

although they may conform to it. But where a performance is given in a

procedural venture it is hell that the objective of the venture is the pro-

cedure which can be abstracted from the particular performance.

At this point a further complication arises. Procedures may be

either ad hoc or established. Ad hoc procedures are those that come into

existence only when a unique problem is attacked, and many examples spring

readily to mind. Established procedures are pre--existent and formulated

independently of the particular problem in hand. For example, the procedure

for identifying blood types is well established, as are many recipes for

cooking, techniques for locating troubles in electronic equipment or methods

for establishing the validity of an inference.
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Of special interest in this,discussion is the fact that most of

our ventures involve ad hoc procedures. An examination of the transcripts

indicates that the method of solving most of the problems was developed as

the venture proceeded. Only two ventures clearly involved established

procedures: one dealt with the standard technique for dissecting a frog,

the other referred to an established test for the identification of a

sulfate.

Procedural ventures differ, therefore, in terms of the origination

of the procedure e the procedure is ad hoc it makes sense to

talk of the development or creation of the procedure in the venture, but it

does not make sense to talk of the procedure being followed or applied. On

the other hand, where the procedure is established or pre-existent it makes

sense to talk of following or applying the procedure to the problem at hand.

To avoid mere pedantry we have not: tried to be rigorous in our terminology

at all points in the discussion. But the distinction is significant for it

gives rise to this question: to what extent are we justified in grouping

ventures that deal with ad hoc procedures together with ventures that deal

with established procedures?

It was stated above that:not all sequences of action. are guided

by a procedure. Normally one would nat ask a question suCh as "What procedure

did you follow when you sat down?" or."'What procedure did you f011ow whenyou

wrote out the letters of the alphabet?" This means, in part, that we would

not think of all sequences of action as procedure-creating. There would need

to be some naturally identifiable outcome and some interest in seeing the

structure of the performance before a sequence of actions would be classified
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as procedure-creating. But most of our sample of procedural ventures

contain solutions to problems that seem to be created in the particular

lesson and are probably not returned to later. Granted that a goal or

end is identifiable (to readh a certain solution), why ls it that we have

thought that the element of abstraction is present in these ventures?

The ammer to this question is that we have made an assumption.

We have assumed that when a teacher shows how to solve problems in class

or has the pupils develop a solution under his guidance, he is interested

in bringing about a generalization on the part of his pupils. He is not,

presumably, interested in their being able to reproduce the same sequence

of actions as was perfcmaed if ever the identical problem should be

encountered again. He is, it seems more reasonable to suppose, hmpeful

tint the students will be able to solve problems similar to that whose

solution has been demonstrated, when they meet them.

A criticism might occur to the reader. In the discussion of the

nature of a venture objective in Chapter III, it was pointed out that the

objective of the venture should sot be identified wit the intention of the

teacher. And yet the above assumption sews to involve just this idea.

But what we have rejected is the claim that what the reader understands as

the cognitive import of the venture in any particular venture is identical

with what the individual teacher sought to teach in the venture. The above

assumption, however, is based upon general considerations about the nature

of the school. School teachers are supposed to be interested in helping

their pupils abstract, and they are not supposed to be interested in mere

display of their ability to perform sequences of actions that lead to the
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solutions of problems. Our assumption, then, can be put this way: there

is a pedagogical interest in bringing students to a general and transferable

understanding through the study of particular problems.

The above discussion has attempted to show why an observer or

reader of the transcripts would classify ventures, employing what have been

called ad hoc procedures, as procedural ventures. But why should the students

take the observed performance to be indicative of the correct procedure? Our

answer is, of course, speculative, bat it seems plausible. The teadher is

the chief figure in the classroom; be is the expert and in most cases

determines what is right or wrong. The teacher is an authority for the

student. This is true in all sorts of ventures, not just in procedural

ventures. So even though there may be no procedure applied in the venture,

but rther a performance given, the authority of the teacher means that the

performance he gives or accepts has the quality of a public, established

procedure. By virtue of his authority, his performance or a performance that

he approves of is procedure-treating. The sanction of tile teacher means to

students that even if the procedure is appropriate only to a problem the

same as that solved, the performance indicates the way that the.problei'is

to be solved should it be encountered again.

When the teacher shows the class how to solve a problem he is

implying that this is the best way, or, at least, that it is ajood waY for

his students to solve this problem or one like it. When he accepts a 'per-

formance that a student offers, then he is putting'his seal of approial on

it. Even if there is no established procedure being applied to the problem

in quesiion, when the teacher accepts or gives a performance there is an'
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implicit direction and advice that this sort of performance should be

repeated when a similar problem is to be solved. The way that the teaCher

does something, or a way that he accepts, becomes a recommended way of

doing it for his students.

Before procedding to two general points, we can summarize. The

above discussion distinguishes a performance from the procedure being

performed or developed, and provides a rationale for the procedural venture

category in that it establishes that the objective of the venture is still

a procedure regardless of whether ad hoc or establighed procedures are

treated in a venture.

Of the two general points that will be considered, the first is

concerned with the venture system itself, and the second is concerned with

the teaching of procedures as revealed in the observed ventures.

TWo different types of procedures can be distinguished: symbolic

procedarss, and manipulative procedures. In symbolic procedures the

sequence of actions involves making statements, drawing diagrams and so

forth. The solution of prbblems in physics or geometry will usually

involve symbolic procedures. Manipulative procedures require the movement

of objects and the transformation of materials, and involve motor skills.

For example, the dissection of a frog or the cooking of a cake are

manipulative procedures.

When manipulative procedures occur in ventures, the performance

will be extra-verbal. But the venture system has been created to analyze

the discourse occurring in the classroom. This does not mean that no pro-

vision is made in the system for describing procedural ventures in which

manipulative procedures are involved. We have analyzed a venture dealing
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with the dissection of a frog in the same way as other ventures have been

analyzed. It does mean, however, that the system can only analyze these

procedures if they are described verbally. Consequently the analysis of

lessons in subject areas involving many manipulative procedural ventures

might not be appropriately carried out using the present system.

A technical point following from the same distinction should be

noted. The sequence of actions in a manipulative procedure is non-verbal

and may be described by words. The sequence of actions in a symbolic

procedure will consist of words or other symbols. However, no distinction

is made in the move analysis between the words which describe a manipulative

procedure and the words by means of which a symbolic procedure is performed.

Both are treated as descriptions of performance. In the main this is

because the best description of the sequence of actions comprising a

symbolic procedure is the discourse which the performers produced.

The second point concerns the process of abstraction from per-

formance to procedure. With both established and ad hoc procedures the

teacher can'explicitly discuss the procedure and thereby assist the student

in the process of abstraction, or he can avoid explicit discussion of the

procedure and thus place the burden fully on the shoulders of the student.

Examination of the ventures indicates that mainly the teachers do not

discuss the procedure directly. Even in the two ventures in which estab-

lished procedures are used there is no discussion of the procedure itself

independent of the probleui to which it is being applied. However, the

availability of sources in which the student can study the procedure

probably minimizes the amount of abstraction that he must perform in these
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cases. What seems to be a genuine difficulty with the observed ventures

is that in most of the ad hoc ventures there is little or no attention

paid to the ibstraction of the procedure from the peseformance. On occa-

sion the teacher summarizes the steps that have been carried out or indi-

cates the range of utility of the procedure developed. But, in the main,

the responsibility for abstraction of the procedure from the performance

is left to the student.

Types of Moves in Procedural Ventures

Three groups of moves have been distinguished: those concerned

with the problem or situation to which the procedure will be applied, those

concerned with the performance of the procedure, and those concerned with

the development of the procedure and its abstraction from the immediate

problem or situation dealt with in the venture.

Problem-centered moves provide information about, or analysis of,

the problem or situation. This information or analysis covers such things

as the identification of the problem of immediate interest, a statement of

the information that has been given, the elucidation of the problem and a

discussion of the constituent parts, and an indication of the outcome that

should be reached when the procedure has been completed.

Performance-centered moves describe the performance by which the

procedure is exercised in the situecion or problem. In many cases there is

no procedure that exists independent of the performance which leads to the

solution, which is to say that the procedure is ad hoc rather than pre-

existent, and the teacher makes no attempt to abstract the procedure from

the details and complexity of the performance with which the students have

been confronted.
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Even if there is no pre-existent procedure that is being applied to

the problem in hand, presumably the students will be able to abstract the pro-

cedure from the performance and develop a technique for answering the problem

or problems like it. Moves that are concerned cxplicitly wi+41 this abs*".ant4An

of the procedure from the individual performance are procedure-centered moves.

The sample of ventures revealed few instances of these moves, and in these the

steps that had been carried out in the performance were summarized or briefly

stated. Three other kinds of procedure-centered moves were identified in which

the information deals directly with the procedure rather than with it in appli-

cation to a particular problem. These moves indicate the range of utility or

application of the procedure, describe or nominate sone established procedure

mhich has been exemplified or referred to in the venture, and discuss concepts

that are instrumental to an understanding of the procedure.

The following list indicates the grouping of the moves.

I. Problem-Centered Moves

Identification of problems

Infornstion giving

Indication of end or outcome to be achieved

Problem analysis

II. Performance-Centered Moves

Introduction of recorded performance

Characterization of performance

III. Procedure-Centered Moves

Summary of steps

Range of utility of procedure

Instrumental concepts

Discussion of procedure
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Examples of Moves

Identification of problems. This move locates the problem or

situation which is to be dealt with in the venture. The identification may

be made in various ways. For example, the students may be referred to an

exercise in a book, and this reference may consist merely of giving the

number of the exercise. Or the students may be directed to a problem that

has been written on the board. Again, the problem may be identified by

same brief description, but only that part of the discourse needed for the

identification should be counted in this move. Discourse that conveys

information about the problem should be included in the information-giving

move. The identification moves are, then, quite brief in almost all cases.

Statements and questions such as the following serve to identify problems:

"Number eight, Harry?"; "Let's return to the problem we started yesterday.";

"Let's have number one on the board, Gerald."; "Letts do this for burning

hydrogen in air."

Information giving. The information whidh is given in these moves

is about the problem or problems to be dealt with in the venture, not about

the procedure. The information is about the problem to which the procedure

is to be applied or for whose solution a procedure is to be developed in the

venture. Discourse which falls into this move states the details of the

problem; it does not expand it or elucidate it. The move is concerned with

establishing what is given. However, a statement of the end to be achieved

is not included in this move, as a separate move covers this.
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Example 1

After the problem .has beenldentified the teacher continues:

T: Read us the givens, please.
S: You're given E as the mid-point of AB, and that BCDE

is a parallelogram.

The teadher asks the student to state the "givens" for the exer-

cise. In complying with this request the student has not stated all the

information that is available in the text, but seems to have selected that

which he feels to be especially pertinent to the solution. For example, he

makes no mention of the point F in lhis statement, but this point must be

introduced into the argument. This is probably typical of information-

giving: moves, and is certainly characteristic of the moves that this geometry

teacher employs.

Tbe-brevity of the above example is not nhrracteristic ofall infOr-

mation-giving moves as some found in physics ventures ars,: Tate long. The

following example, although not very long, gives mueh more detail.

EXampy 2

S: In this problem we had a block or weight of twenty
pounds, resting on a surface, and the coefficient of
friction between the surface and the blodk was 0.2,
and the block was being pulled along the surface at

a constant speed by a rope making an angle of thirty
degrees with the surface.

Indication of end or outcome to be adhieved. In this move the

result to be achieved is indicated. Especially in those problems %here the

teacher does mot want to gtve the student the answer, the end will be indi-

cated in a general rather than in a specific manner. However, as in some of

the exercises dealt with in the geometry lesson, there are ventures in which

the result to be aehieved is specified precisely. The following two examples

contrast in this way.
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Example 3

T: Now how would you identify an unknown solution if I
told you that I believed it was a chloride or a sulfate?

Example 4

After identifying the problem and stating the given, the

student proceeds to make the following statement:

S: We're trying to prove that triangle BDE is equal, to
triangle CED.

This difference in formulation of the move presumably reflects a

difference in the kind of process that the venture involves. In those cases

where the end is indicated in a general way, the taik involves the discovery

of some particular fact or value and the move serves to guide the student in

his discovery. In the other case the task involves the proof or justification

of some statement.

In classifying discourse care should be taken to differentiate this

move from the characterization-of-performance move in which the actual result

that the performance has produced is mentioned or described. To indicate the

end or result is to describe the desired end, not the actual end. In con-

junction with the information-giving move the end or outcome move can guide

the selection of the procedure to be applied, whereas the characterization-

of-performance move describes the final result of applying the procedure

that has been selected.

Problem analysis. When the basic information has been given it is

possible to describe its elements in such a way as to clarify them or to

bring out the inter-relationship among them. This is the function of the

problem-analysis move. It serves to explicate the problem or situation in
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a manner relevant to the aim of the venture. These moves therefore are

sometimes difficult to differentiate from characterization-of-performance

moves and from instrumentil-concept moves.

Example 5

In this example the problem.has been identified, some infor-

mation given has been mentioned, and a previous problem-analysis

moNie has been made, after which the teadher makes the following

problem-analysis move.

T: Now first, when you do that [put a fifty-gram weight
on the rod], the rod is still seventy-two centimeters
long. So, it travels. The end out here travels in
an arc like this [pointing to the drawing on the board].

We have a fifty-gram force out there. But it does not
act at the end of this horizontal rod, but acts in a
little bit towards the center. So the length has changed
from seventy-two centimeters to the length of the force
arm, where this force will be somewhat less than seventy-
two. Now bow do we get that length? That's what we
have to figure out. Then you also want to remember that
the weight of the rod is still acting downward hereif
you can figure out the weight of the rod--at around
720 grams. You'd better check -that, but the weight of
the rod is still acting downward at the center of gravity.

The teaCher, in this move, is attempting to bring out the signi-

ficance of the information that has been given in such a way that the pupils

can use it in their attempts at solution of the problem. He mentions various

bits of data, such as the length of the rod, and relates these to others,

such as the effect of the addition of the fifty-gram weight.

.§....of_stepa. In this move the steps in a procedure are

briefly described or summarized in a schematic way. In almost all of the

ventuYes in-our sample there was no pre-existent:procedure being applied in

the problem dealt with in the venture. This move, therefore, consists of
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an abstraction from the performance given or to be given in the venture.

If an established procedure were being applied in the venture, then a

brief summary of the steps in the procedure would fall into the same

category.

Example 6

T: Now when you write an ionization formula, class,

especially just for one compound, practically all
that you do is write the compound down and show
how it's loñizéd if you have steam for it . . .

The problent which had been previously identified required the

students to show the resmlt of ionization of a compound. The teacher, in

this move, is pointing out the essential steps that the students will have

to take in their answer. In this example, the summary is given in a some-

what general way, that-is, it is not framed in terms of the particular

compound that is to be treated ia the venture. Some summaries, however,

are formulated in terms of the particular problem that is being treated.

In both cases, this type of move helps to abstract from the details of the

performance and to focus attention on the procedural skeleton that is

needed for the solution of similar problems. It is this function of the

summary-of-steps move that leads to its classification as a procedure-

centered move.

Range and utility of procedure. In this move some indication is

given of the range of the technique or procedure that is exemplified in the

venture. The range or scope is given by indicating other prOblems or sit-

uations which can be dealt with in a similar manner as that treated in the

venture. This can be accomplished either by giving a general category into

which the problem dealt with falls or by indicating that other specific
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exercises can be handled with the same technique. Example 7 shows the

general method and Example 8 shows the specific method.

Example 7

S: Would it be possible to solve a weight problem like
this if we did not know what the weight of the block
was?

Example 8

T: Now, I would like someone to put on the left black-
board the solution for that special problem that has
been there for nearly .a week now. I want someone who
has used the same general technique as that which was
used in solving the illustrative problem yesterday.

Instrumental concepts. A concept involved in the application or

development of the procedure, and an understanding of which is needed for a

grasp of the procedure, is rientioned or discussed. As was previously indi-

cated, these moves shade into problem-analysis and characterization-of-

performance moves. However, whenever some term or idea used in the state-

ment of the problem, in the description of performance, or in the development

of a procedure is given particular attention and developed briefly in its

own right, this will normally be an instrumental-concept move. It should

be noted that instrumental-concept moves will normally not be very long; if

long examples are encountered it is likely that a venture boundary has been

overlooked.

Example 9

A student has described his solution of a geometry problem

and the answer has been given. The teacher than makes the

following comment:

4v,
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T: Who noticed something he would like to correct about
the way he gave the answer to his problem? I mean
didn't you notice that he failed to tell us that the
product of the sides is in square inches. If I heard
correctly, you said 'inches.' Tbe dimensions are
given in inches but you get square inches for the area
of the rectangle.

Introduction of recorded performance. The analysis of moves is

primarily concerned with the verbal aspects of classroom behavior, and

especially with the spoken discourse. However, it was felt that same move

was needed to cover the situation found in procedural ventures in which some

finished rerformance carried out in writing is introduced into the discussion

and is available for the class to see, even though it may not be completely

described orally. Utherwise,.the moves seem to lead to illogical outcomes,

for a characterization-of-performance move could be given that dealt with

the end or outcome although there had been no iadication that the perforuance

had been carried out.

The typical situation covered by this move is one in which the

teacher or a student writes on the board a solution to some problem. After

he has coupleted his performance the class my be referred to it. limy may

be especially directed to pay attention to the answer by such questions as

"Is that right?" There may be other situations in which, for purposes of

clarity in analysis, this umve should be used.

Characterization of performance. The main point of this move is

that in it the performance is described, discussed, carried out or evaluated.

It should be remembered that by "performance" attention is directed to what

was done in order to achieve the end or result desired in the particular

problem dealt with in the venture. Descriptions that attempt to abstract
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from this, as in the summary of steps, are procedure-centered moves.

Descriptions that describe the preblem or situation rather.than the develop-

ment of a Solution to it are problem-centered moves.

Three sub-classes of the characterization-of-performance move

have been distinguished. The first one is of moves that completely describe

the performance in such an integrated fadhion as to make a distinction

between parts of the performance arbitrary and difficult. The second is of

moves in which a part of the performance is described in such a.manner as to

permit the distinguidhing of it from adjacent parts. The third is ofooves

whidh directly refer to the result or outcome of the performance. This last

group was distinguished because teachers usually refer to the end or result

adhieved as a means of checking the ,performance and of drawing the attention

of others to the correctness of the performance. Example 10 exemplifies the

first type; Example 11, the second; and Examples 12 and 13 the third.

Example 10

The dtudent has written his answer on the board, and now,

referring to the diagram by gesture and symbols he gives an

integrated description of it.

S: I drew this x, y axis, which I figured by multiplying.
I figured out that this weight-412--times this moment
[points) should equal this distance times its weight,
plus this distance times its weight of-fifty grams .

[The student continues in this way for several more
minutes.]

Example 11

In this venture the teacher is dissecting a frog and is

concurrently describing his actions. The venture consists of an

identification move and a series of moves describing the performance

step by step.
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T: All right. Now that we have seen the top of the frog
we'll just skin him the rest of the way. IHe removes
the outer skin covering the rest of the frog's body
as he talks.) So you can see what he's like all
skinned, we'll take the Skin off his abdominal part
and off around his forelegs . . . .(does so].

Example 12

In a Physics venture used in Example 10, the student and

teacher conclude the description of performance by jointly

indicating the final result as fbllows:

S: And that [points to answer) is what I get.
T: Twenty-eight degrees and 34 minutes.

Example 13

In a geometry venture, after several problem-centered moves,

a number of descriptions of specific parts of the performance is

given, and an instrumental-concept move is followed by a move

which explicitly mentions the outcome.

T: We have just proved that the triangles AEB and DEC are
what?

S: Equal.
19: Equal. Do you note that that trapezoid does not have

or is not marked as an isosceles trapezoid? So
whether the triangles, AEB and DEC, are parts of an
isosceles trapezoid or not, you have just proved that
they will be equal anyway.

Discussion of procedure. In this move attention is directed to a

procedure itself rather than to its application to some specific problem.

Procedures, it has been argued, may be of two kinds, pre-existent and ad hoc.

The ad hoc procedure is the technique that is revealed by the specific per-

formance carried out in the venture. The pre-existent or established pro-

cedure is a procedure existing independent of the particular problem to

which it is being applied in the venture. Apart from the summary-of-steps
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move, very little attempt was made in the sample of ventures to charac.

terize ad hoc procedures. So, this discussion of procedure moves refers

only to established or pre-existent procedures. There is only one example

of this kind of move in the sample, but it is felt that more sophisticated

instruction or instruction in different areas would provide more examples.

In Example 14 the teacher refers to an established procedure for

determining whether some unknown substance is a sulfate. The procedure is

one used in various laboratories and written about in textbooks. All the

teacher does in the venture is refer to it and describe it briefly.

Lxample 14

CThe teacher asks what test is used to identify a sulfate.]

T: He just got through giving it to us in his report.
Barium . . . ?

S: Chloride.
T: Barium chloride. If you're given a white precipitate,

you may have sulfate. Of course, there are other
things that give you a white precipitate but that's
one way we test for sulfate.

The Distribution of Procedural Ventures

There are only twenty-five procedural ventures, so no definite

conclusions can be drawn as to their distribution in terms of subject

areas. However, as the following table reveals, the data do suggest that

these ventures occur with differential frequency in different subject areas.

Table 21. Distribution of Procedural Ventures by Subject Areas

Physiology Biology Ph sics Chemistry Total Mathematics Total

Procedural
Ventures 0 1 8 8 17 8 25

Total
Ventures 53 76 22 92 243 35 637

*
Total for all ventures in all subject areas.
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It can be seen from Ttble 21 that procedural ventures occur

mainly in physics, chemistry, and mathematics in the sample. They have a

very low frequency in the biological area. They were not found at all in

the lessons dealing with English, history, sociology, or core areas. It

seems to be the case that these ventures are used in theoretical or formal

sciences rather than in the more descriptive natural sciences, the human-

ities Orrthe social sciences.

Intuitively, this distribution seems to be reasonable for the

sdbjects includ-i in our sample. Investigation of lessons dealing with

technological subject areas, such as industrial arts, might be expected to

reveal a wide range of procedural ventures being employed therein. The data

available at this time, however, do not include instruction in these areas.

Kinds of Procedural Ventures

On the basis of the kinds of moves used in them three different

categories of procedural ventures can be distinguished. Type I utilizes

moves from the problem-centered group and from the performance-centered

group. Type II utilizes moves from the problem-centered group, Type III

utilizes moves from all three groups.

There were eighteen Type I ventures, of which eleven were in

physics, one ia biology, seven in chemistry, and six in geometry. The

single Type II venture was found in chemistry, Of the six Type III ventures

three came from physics, one from chemistry, and two from geometry.

In the Type I venture, the problem is identified and discussed and

a performance is given, but no attempt is made to draw out the procedure from

the performance. If there is to be any abstraction, then the student must do
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it himself. In the Type II venture, the problem is identified and dis-

cussed and the related procedure is indicated, but no performance is

given that applies the procedure to the problem in hand. In the Type III

venture, the problem is dealt with, a performance is given, and some attempt

is made to abstract the procedure from the performance or to refer to or

discuss an independent formulation of the procedure. Even in the observed

Type III ventures, however, teachers did very little in the way of develop-

ing or abstracting the procedure.

Patterns in Procedural Ventures

As the accompanying diagram indicates, twenty-three out of twenty-

five ventures begin with an A group play. Of these twenty-three, only one

does not begin with an identification-of-problem move. In the three ventures

that do not begin with this move, it is employed in the second play. That

is, the problem to be treated is identified as early as possible in the

venture, and the venture typically starts in this way.

It can be seen that of the twenty-five ventures, eighteen end with

a B group paay. All of these eighteen ventures end with a characterization-

of-performance move; none ends with an introduction-of-recorded-performance

move. Ten of these performance-characterization moves describe the outcome

or end of the performance, seven describe another part of the performance,

and one gives an undifferentiated description of the performance.

Most of the ventures--eighteen of the twenty-five--have a simple

structure. They axe Type I ventures, utilizing moves from the problem-

centered and the performance-centered move groups. The diagram indicates
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that eight of these ventures have the pattern, AB; two have the pattern

ABA; and eight have the pattern ABAB.

This draws attention to a further quality of the privedurial

ventures: the minimization of discussion of the procedure. An examina-

tion of the table showing the frequenty of occurrence of moves in procedural

ventures reveals that moves from the procedure-centered group account far

eight percent of the total of moves. However, procedure-centered moves

occur in seven ventures or twenty-eight percent of the total. The point

is that even when they occur, very few of them are used in a venture.

This quality of procedure ventures is very similar to the minimization

of the discussion of the rule in rule ventures; but the data suggest no

equivalent of the treturn-to-rulet tendency.

alinnollsommafttirminnatomMNIM01

(See Appendix II)
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Chapter XIII

ANALYSIS OF VENTURES DEALING WITH PARTICULARS

In some units of d±scourse a unique object, event, place or

person Is the primary films% Af +11P diamlaainna A largo lumher of tbooe

units is found in history classes. They contain discussions of au&

particulars as the election of 1896, the Teller Resolution, the Rtugh

Riders, the Treaty of Paris, Andrew Jackson, and the Philippines at the

time of the Spaniah-American War. Typically, this sort of unit contains

several kinds of information about the particular, including its character-

istics, its relations with other things, and its significance. Although

it is somewhat awkward, we shall use the expression "particular venture"

to refer to units of discourse of this kind.

Distinguidhing Particular Ventures

There is a strong resemblance between particular ventures and

conceptual. ventures. Conceptual ventures are concerned with the character-

istics of the referent of a class term. Particular ventures are also

concerned with the characteristics of some object. The major-difference

between the two is that conceptual ventures always discuss the character-

istics of a class of things whereas particular ventures always discuss an

individual object, event, person or place. The name of a concept is

always a common noun or phrase, but the name of a particular is always a

proper noun or phrase referring only to a uniqpe thing.

Of course, a particular may be considered to be a class of only one
member. In this sense, particular ventures may be treated as a sub-
class of conceptual ventures.
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A particular venture may contain information about the causes of

the particular, about the reasons for it, or about its worth. It is dis-

tinguished from causal, reason, and evaluative ventures by the fact that

it does not focus on any one of these types of information. Rather., it

focuses on the characteristics of the particular object. Other kinds of

information enter the discussion only incidentally.

Moves in Particular Ventures

A number of kinds of moves are used to give different sorts of

information about particulars. The kinds of moves found in particular

ventures are listed below and then discussed individually.

I. In the first group of moves are those items of information

directly concerned with the nature of the particular in itself.

1. Particular identifying.

2. Attribute noting.

3. Attribute substantiating.

4. Classifying.

II. Moves in this group relate the particular to other events,

objects or conditions.

5. Context describing.

6. Characteristic explaining.

7. Particular explaining.

8. Result citing.

III. This category contains a move dealing with the appraisal

of the particular.

9. Assessing.
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Particular identifying moves. Particulars are identified in

several different ways. For example, the Treaty of Paris may be identi-

fied by the following types of utterances.

a. Now let's talk about the Treaty of Paris.

b. State the provisions of the Treaty of Paris.

c. What was the Treaty of Paris?

Any one of these utterances constitutes an identifyiug move When discussion

in the venture as a whole focuses on the Treaty of Paris. An identifying

move, then, names or refers to an individual object which is the focal

point of discussion in the venture.

Example I contains a move in a venture concerned with the Little

Rock school integration incident of 1957.

Example 1

T: Well, I guess the first thing we'll do is start
out with Howard's report on Little Rock.

Discussion in the rest of the venture concerns the characteristics, con-

sequences and significance of the Little Rodk incident. Note the vagueness

of this move. It indieates that something about Little Rock is to be

discussed, but what that something is cannot be discerned from the move.

In Example 2 the particular is referred to rather than named.

MS example comes from a venture concerned with an engagement in the

Spanish-American War.

Example 2

T: . . so the first engagement (of the Spanish-
American War) concerned the Navy.

This move uses a descriptive phrase--the first engagement--to'identify

the particular.
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The particular identified in the move below is a person;

namely, Mark Hanna.

Example 3

S: Hanna?
T: That's Mark Hanna or Marcus Hanna.

Identification of the particular (Hanna) in this case follows the dis-

cussion of his characteristics and comes later than usual in the venture.

Attribute noting moves. Any information about characteristics,

features or qualities of the particular constitutes an attribute noting

move. Moves of this sort occur more frequently than any other kind of

move.

An example of this move is taken from a venture concerned with

the election of 1896.

Example 4

T: Well, how about William McKinley, the man picked
to be the Republican candidate? Who was he?
Have you ever heard the name McKinley before?

S: McKinley Tariff.

T: Yes, this was the same Mr. McKinley who had
sponsored the tariff. He had been defeated when
the Republicans had lost out in the congressional
election of 1890, just as Bryan had been defeated
when the Democrats lost out intim election of
1894. Now what position had Hanna been instrumental
in getting him?

S: Governor of Ohio.
T: He'd been the governor of Ohio and now he was the

candidate for the presidency.

Information about dharacteristics of the election of 1896 is provided here

in the form of information about one of the candidates in that election.

Attribute substantiating moves. Moves in this category give

evidence indicating that a particular does or does not have a given attri-

bute. Such moves are infrequent. Ordinarily they occur only when an

assumed characteristic is questioned.
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The move in the following example was part of a venture dealing

with the present government of Cuba. It supplies evidence against the

claim that the government of Cuba has a military quality.

Example 5

T: I don't know whether you'd call it exactly a
military government. In a sense, I suppose it
would be, but the man who is in control I don't
think bothers to keep himself in with the use
of troops that are friendly to him. He doesn't
consider himself really a military form of
government.

That the man in control of Cuba does not keep himself in power by the use

of troops is given as evidence against the claim that the character of

Cuba's government is military.

The next example is a move from a venture discussing the book,

The Spirit of St. Louis. It gives evidence supporting the claim that the

book was written by Lindbergh's wife.

Example 6

S: I don't know where I read it, but they said that
before Lindberghcame into fame by flying to Paris,
he lived in a small town in Minnesota and was
considered kind of an oddball and not very bright.

T: Perhaps so.
S: And they say that she or somebody behind her wrote

the book.
T: Well, I think we'd have to see that documented a

bit. Of course, Ann Morrow Lindbergh, his wife,
has written some very fine books of poetry and
other things.

Two sorts of evidente are given to support the contention that the book

had the attribute of being written by Lindbergh's wife.-4First, it is

indicated that Lindbergh may not have been capable of writing the book.

Second, it is noted that his wife is an author.
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Classifying moves. A move of this type notes that the particular

is a member of some larger class of things. The class may be designated by

a noun or by a noun phrase.

The first example to be considered occurred in a venture dealing

with the Whig Party.

Example 7

S: O.K. What was the Whig Party?
S
1°

Well, it was a political party.

Here it is ncted that the Whig Party is a member of the class of things we

call political parties.

The next example contains a classifying move from a venture in

which the book, My Cousin Rachel, was discussed.

Example 8

T: What else?
S: And it's not a girl's story. It looks like

it, but it isn't.

In this case the classifying move notes that the particular is not a

member of a certain class of things (girl's stories).

Context describing moves. When the particular being discussed

is an event, the discussion may contain information about the setting or

context in which the event occurred. Such information constitutes a

context describing move.

This example is from a venture which discussed the Little Rock

school incident of 1957.

Example 9

S: The second flare-up of this incident of racial
tension seemed out of place in the quiet, con-
tented city of Little Rock. Integration had
already taken place in the state colleges, in
the university, the medical school, in the hos-
pital, and on the busses. Negroes vote freely
and easily in the city where there are three
whites for every Negro person.
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The context of the Little Rock incident, as indicated in this move, was

a peaceful city which had already integrated in some respects.

fhe second example of context describing comes from a venture

which occurred in a history class. It contains a discussion of the

election of 1896.

Example 10

T: Now by this time we did have the Australian
ballot. We didn't have it in use everywhere,
but we did have the secret ballot in use in
many places.

This move describes the context of the election of 1896 as including

electoral laws that provided for a secret ballot.

Characteristic explaining moves. In some cases students are

not content to know what the attributes of a particular are, they want to

know why the particular has a certain characteristic or how it got the

characteristic. Attempts to answer questions of this sort result in

characteristic explaining moves.

The venture from which the example below is taken discusses the

election of 1896. Prior to the move in the example, the class has noted,

as one dharacteristic of the election, that Bryan was the nominee of the

Democratic Party.

Example 11

T: How did he (William Jennings Bryan) happen
to win the nomination in the Democratic Party?

S: Well, he was a real good speaker, and he gave
his famous speech. And after he gave that,
that cinched his nomination.

T: Do you remember what particular idea he tried
to present in that speech?

S: Well, he called it the cross of gold and what
he thought about the gold and silver problem.
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T: But he was speaking about pressing down upon
the brow of labor with a crown of thorns and
crucifying mankind with a cross of gold. The
play on words, his ability as a speaker, caught
the fancy of the convention and won the
nomination for him.

In this move, the fact that the Democrats nominated Bryan is explained as

being the result of Bryan's speaking ability. Bryan's nomination was one

attribute of the election of 1896.

Consider another example of a characteristic explaining move.

This one is part of a discussion of the formation of the Whig Party. An

attribute already mentioned in the discussion is that the Whig Party was

formed by persons of diverse backgrounds and interests.

Example 12

S
1°

And what were their reasons for joining
together into one party, since they differed
so much in their lives?

S To get Jadkson out of office-Aefeat him in
2'

the next election.
S
1'

Well, why did they want him out of office?
S
2'

They didn't like his way of doing things.

In this case, the common desire of diverse groups to defeat Jackson is

noted to explain the formation of the Whig Party by such groups.

Particular explaining moves. A move of this type attempts to

account for the occurrence of a particular as a whole, not just a character-

istic of it. It occurs only when the particular under discussion is an

event or an action.

An example contains a particular explaining move from the venture

mentioned earlier in which the Little Rock integration incident is discussed.
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Example 13

S: Probably only a small minority of colored people
are insisting upon integration, but the NAACP Is
at work ori it, however. They have been trying
to get people in rural life, and ,Negroes especially,
to fight for their rights.

In this move, agitation by the NAACP is cited to account for the occurrence

of the Little Rock incident.

The move in Example 14 accounts for the particularmoving the

Indians out of Georgia.

Example 14

S: Arable land east of the Mississippi was scarce.
The white man turned greedy eyes toward the fertile
lands of the Indians so they bought the land from
the Indians and moved them westward and gave them
pretty poor lands west.

Two conditions, scarcity of arable land and greed, are given to explain the

act of moving the Indians out of Georgia.

Result citing moves. Moves falling into this category describe

actions or events which followed from the occurrence of the particular or

were made possible by its occurrence.

Again the venture concerned with the Uttle Rock integration

incident provides us with a good example. This time it is an example of

a result citing move.

Example 15

S: Meanwhile, the troops are being trained for
similar disturbances now, and will be ready, I
think, next time something like this comes up,
to take part in something like this.

The result of the particular noted in this move is that troops are now

being prepared for similar incidents.
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Another example comes from a venture concerned with the Hague

Conference of 1899.

Example 16

T: Did anybody actually follow out this? (Court
of arbitration set up by the Conference]

S: The United States did,
T: We were the first to use it, were we not? And

they did go ahead with submitting cases to the
Hague Tribunal over quite a long period of time.

Here the action of the United States in submitting cases to the Hague

Tribunal is mentioned. Tbis action was made possible by the Hague

Conference.

Assessing moves. Some discussions of particulars go beyond

describing them and render a judgment as to their worth or significance.

To make such a judgment is to carry out an assessing mve.

The venture from which this example was taken concerns the book,

ttox.

Example 17

T: All right. This is a good book, and I'd be
glad to recommend it to all of you who are
interested at all in it.

In this straightforward assessing move the reacher states that the book

is good and recommends it.

The second assessing move to be considered comes from a ventuxu

in a history class. In this venture the so-called bargain between Clay

and Adams in the election of 1824 is discussed.

Example 18

T: Well, this bargain we talked about is going to
bother us in American politics for quite a
while. If we had a few more minutes it would
kind of fun to explore whether or not the bargain
was corrupt. Ria, you concluded, though, that
there was nothing corrupt in the bargain.

S: I don't think so.

The assessment of the bargain given here is that it was not corrupt.
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Characteristics of Particular Ventures

The sample used for this chapter contained 62 ventures; 46 from

history, 14 from core classes, and two from biology. A number of particular

veutures were not analyzed for this chapter, and if theRe unanalyzed ventures

are considered tLa distribution of particular ventures is wider. However,

particular ventures still occur mainly in history and core lessons, and

account for a large proportion of the ventures in these subjects.

Analysis of the '-erns of moves occurring in particular ventures

is still tentative but , laracteristics of these patterns axe apparent.

(a) Well ovec Jf all moves in particular ventures are attri-

bute noting moves. There is a marked tendency to return frequently to attri-

bute noting moves throughout a venture. Further, a large number of ventures

contain only attribute noting moves plus a particular identifying move.

(b) Relational moves, (those in group II) typically are preceded

by moves in group I, especially particular identifying and attribute noting

moves.

(c) Assessing moves are always preceded by attribute noting moves,

and in the majority of cases by relational moves as well.

There would seem to be a very good reason for (b) and (c) being

the case. It is probably easier and mare informative to relate an object

or event to other things when the studenta are clear about the nature of

the dbject or eveat itself. Further, since objects and events are assessed

on the basis of their characteristics, or their effects, it is reasonable to

expect assessment to follow attribute noting and relational moves. Whether

or not it is possible to teach particulars more effectively by breaking

these patterns must be determined by farther empirical research.



Chapter XIV

TEACHING AS RULE BEHAVIOR IN A SYSTEM

As we started this study, it was our intent to study both

strategies of teadhing and rule-guided behavior in teadhing, without

bPing very clear abnnt wha.t wp mpant by Pithpr nf thpRe., AR it turned

out, most of our effort was devoted to the strategies, as is evidenced

by the previous chapters in this report.

The purpose of this chapter will be to outline briefly the

results from the part of this study devoted to rule-guided behavior, or

as we shall call it, rule behavior.' The chapter will include the back-

ground and rationale of the study, a tentative conceptual framework, some

hypotheses about rule behav,,or, and brief comnents on testing these

hypotheses. In short, we will be developing and presenting a theory

about rule behavior, which we will call rule thecry.
2

Background and Rationale

A number of factors were important in our decision to conceptual-

ize teaching as behavior influenced to some extent by rules. 'No aspects

of the perspective in our first study (Smith, et al., 1962) were relevant.

(1) We conceived teaching as a form of action, consisting of an agent

called a teacher, a situation in which the act is initiated, an end toward

1
The term 'rule behavior,' to be abbreviated as RB, will be used to
refer to behavior which is in some way influenced by a rule. As will
te discussed below, the degree of influence might vary considerably
within this class of behavior, as reflected in such terms as 'rule-
governed,"rule-guided,' and 'rule-oriented.'

2
The term 'rule theory,' to be abbreviated to RT, will be used to refer
to the theory developed here, i.e., the set of related hypotheses,
some of which are given at the end of this chapter.
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%Mich the teaching act is directed and two sets of factors in the situa-

tion. The first set is one over which the agent has no control, such as

size of classroom. The agent can modify the second set of factors with

respect to the end to be attained, i.e., such factors as assigpments and

ways of teadhing. It seemed that at least some of these ways of teaching

could be formulated as rules which the teacher could follow. However, the

nature and kinds of rules are not at all clear in this conception. (2) We

bad already found examples of rules relevant to teaching in our first study,

in which it became clear that each logical operation was conceivable as

behavior strongly influenced by rules. We called these epistemic rules.

They referred to such things as the correctness of definitions, the accuracy

of facts, the adequacy of the breadth of descriptions, classification con-

sequences, the soundness of explanations, and the generalizibility of criteria.

A number of additional considerations attracted us to the view of

teaching as RB. (3) It was also quite clear that educational psychologists

have teen seeking rules for teachers, which are frequently stated in educa-

tional psychology texts. But these rules are different from epistimic rules.

They are instrumental rules. (See discussion of these below.) Thus we have

at least two kinds of rules relevant to teaching.

(4) To view teaching as guided by rules is somewhat appealing

on experiential grounds. We all know, or think we know, what it means to

follow a rule. At times it seems as though we almost live by rules, so

that a few examples of rule-following will suffice to make clear at least

initially what RB is. When we drive on the right side of the road, move
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the pawn forward one square in chess, or use a singular verb with a

-6ingular subject, we are engaging in RB.
3

/e% ^
koj Green seems t- ue LUC ease that teaching a person

to follo v. a rale or set of rules is a convenient training device.

This might also be the case with training teachers. Assuming we had

the appropriate rules, we could use these to help train the future

teacher.
4

(6) Teadhing apparently satisfies a number of provisional.

"criteriA" for RB, such as involving the concept of making a mistake,

awareness of another person violating a rule of teadhing, being able

to break the rule. (See section 1 B under Conceptual. Framework

for a discussion of these criteria.)

(7) Finally, and perhaps most important (assuming that teach-

ing fits the criteria for RB), we thought that the basic paradigm of

a person following a rule would provide a simple yet fruitful and

powerful means for describing, explaining, and prescribing teachiug

behavior. (Peters, 1958; Brown, 1963; Bruner, 1966.)

:ste the contrast of the examples of RB just given with the following,

wnich are clearly not examples of RB: forgetting; to turn out one's

car lights, striking out in anger, running from a frightening situation,
and all sorts of mannerisms and obsessions.

4
This should be the case more and more, as research provides the basis
for better instrumental rules and philosophic analysis provides the
basis for better epistemic rules.
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It was our hunch, then, and a rather strong one, that teadhing

could be thought of as some variety of RB, and that there were sufficient

reasons for developing a point of view along thinc= 14nes.
*

At any rate, with the factors set forth Aove providing us with

a rationale for developing a general view of teaching as a form of RB, we

delved into the examination of terminological differsnces (e.g., rule-

guided, rule-directed, rule-governed, rule-oriented, and rule-following),

kinds of rules, factors involved in failures of RB, fruitful concepts,

relevant theories, etc.

In general, we found the developaent of this view of teaching to

be considerably more involved and complex than we had anticipated. The

simple basic paradigm did nat seem to work so well. There seem to be

more kinds of rules involved in teaching than just epistemic and instru-

mental rules. Certain features or relations among rules seem to affect

RB such as the vagueness of a rule, the extent to which a rule is

unwarranted, conflicts among two or more rules (whether of the same or

of different kinds) appropriate for a given situation, and the structure

of rules (analogous to the hierarchical structure in the TOTE unit of

Miller, Galanter, and Pribram (1960)). Many variables seem to affect

various aspects of RB, but which ones, how much, and in which situations?

At this point we were aware, of course, of some general disadvantages
of such a viewpoint. For example, RB does not seem to fit well into
the prevalent behaviorist conceptual framework, an RB viewpoint does
not seem to handle all the influences operating in the classroom, it
is difficult to distinguish between RB and habitual behavior, etc.
We hope, however, that our conceptual framework and further conceptual
and theoretical developments will cope with these difficulties.
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It also became clear that we needed a refinement of the central

concepts or variables, especially in the statement of instrumental rules

(since greater clarity of the epistemic rules was adhieved in the first

nrniarfl Then_ 1-nn hannalla minnaran+ nona4alwrahlch avnnim4mdantalhinnr--0---,0 -- -

was required to determine the important variables affecting RB, and how

various aspects of RB affect discussion and student learning.

Further, we began to feel as we worked on strategies that the

logical operations in our earlier system of analysis would not be as fruit-

ful to examine experimentally as the teaching strategies. These seemed

more appropriate pedagogically, being closer to what the teacher has in

mind wheni he is teaching, at least in the way of developing topics. It

also became clear, as noted above, that other kinds of rules as well as

epistemic and instrumental were involved.

Thus, since we had anticipated some relations between the two

parts of the project, it seemed best to concentrate on the strategy part

of our project--the formulation of moves, the examination of patterns of

moves on our transcripts, and the experimental testing of the outcomes of

various patterns of moves and strategies. The results of these investi-

gations have been reported in Smith, et al. (1964), Coombs (1964), Nuthall

(1966), Mein, et al. (1967) and the preceding chapters of this report.5

But in spite of the difficulties we encountered, we felt that

the basic paradigm of RB might still have heuristic value and provide the

basis for an adequate conceptual framework for describing, explaining,

and eventually prescribing teadhing behavior.

5
This does not imply, however, that the move-patterns reported herein
provide the basis for optimum instrumental rules.
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If such a conceptual framework could be formulated, we could

examine three distinct but interrelated sets of questions: conceptual,

theoretical, and experimental.

Conceptual questions. What are the conditions for correctly

applying the term 'rule behavior?' What does 'to act on a rule' mean?

What does 'to act according to a rule' mean? What are the relations

among concepts relevant to rule behavior such as belief, reason, goal,

right, etc.? What are the relations between questions about behavior

and questions about action?

Theoretical What are the best perspectives in

present psychology for describing and explaining RB--psychoanalytic,

Gestalt, field, S-R, etc.? How adequate are these perspectives for the

purposes of describing and explaining RB?

Experimental ques' ls. How can we develop or facilitate RB?

What are the optimum conditions for maintaining or stabilising RB? What

conditions result in RB "breaking down," in deviations from RB?

Do conditions affect different phase: of RB differentially? What

psychological processes occur during RB?

Conceptual Framework

Turning now to a brief exposition of our conceptual framework

we will first present the two most important aspects of the basic

paradigm--nature of rules and rule behavior--and then turn to the

complications of tLe basic paradigm required to increase the adequacy

of the conceptual framework.
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I. The Basic Paradigm

A. Nature and Kinds offtles. The nature of rules wan dis-

cussed at some length in the earlier charter on rule ventures, it was

pointed out that rules are a guide to action;5and that rules can differ

in a number of ways, sudh as whether they are based on empirical

generalizations or convention, the range or scope of the rule, etc.

Rules vary also with respect: to the degree of influence the rule typically

has on behavior with respect to the logical relation between the rule and

the goal of the rule (this may be related to the degree of influence),

and the kind of "punishment" for bredking the rule. Black (1958) dis-

tinguishes a number of characteristics of four kimds of rules.

Two rules are of special iaterest in our development of RT

(rule theory)--epistemic and instrumental.

Epistemic Rules. Rules of this type were discussed and illus-

trated in our first study (Smith, et al., 1962). Each logical operation

is characterized by a set of these rules which specify adequate behavior

for that logical operation. In defining, for exasple, the definiens

must not be more complicated than the definie-.2um. In causal e4lc,..iaing,

the covering law must be highly confirmed.

Not only do epistemic rules sp-.:Icify adequate behavior for

logical operations, they specify adequate behavior in ventures.

6
Since a rule is intended tv guide or influence action (behavior),
we can ask for a justification, support, or werrant of this guide.
In this respect, justification of a rule is like justification of
a rating in evaluation. The support may be adequate --a well-
confirmed empirical generalization--or inadequate --as with authority,
analogy, implications, etc.
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We have not focused on epistemic rules in this study to the

extent that we did in our first study. In the present study, we have

foeused on the kind of information used in adhieving objectives. A

little reflection, however, indicates the relevance of epistenic rules

for accomplishing the objectives in ventures. For example, a clear and

correct concept cannot be developed without the appropriate criteria,

7
correct instances, etc., and an object cannot be evaluated properly

without the adequate support of a criterion plus the relevant deacription(s).

Our use of epistemic rules below will refer to the epistemic

rules relevant to a venture, rather than to a logical operation (unless

otherwise indicated).

.

Instrumental rules. An instrumental rule
8
Is stated in such a

way as to specify what course of action is required to attain a goal

successfully, and is based on an empirical generalization.

A network of concepts characterizes this kind of rule: concepts

logically, but not deductively, related to each other. The logical

relations among these concepts indicate that the concepts are not just

contingently related.

Some of.t4e logical relations among these concepts may be

expressed roughly as follows. A course of action is right if it follows

the rule, wrong if it does not. (Actually, for this kind of rule any

7
Perhaps this is a little strong. It is logically possible for a
student to arrive at a clear and correct concept in spite of
inappropriate criteria and bad instances inesented by the teacher.

8..
Ihis term is due to Bernard J. Diggs, as is the exposition. He is
not responsible, of course, for this particular rendering of the
nature of this kind c c rule.
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course of action is right in the sense relevant here if it achieves the

goal.) One can give as a good reason for following this rule that he

believes doing this will achieve his goal. Or a good reason would be

4ha4- this is the right thing to do. It would be logically odd for a

person to say that he wants a certain goal, that he believes the rule to

achieve this goal is a good one and then acts in a way contrary to the

rule. If he did so act, we would expect him to give sone reason that this

contrary behavior would achieve the goal "better" in some way.

In our development of RT, instrumental rules will be stated in

terms of or refer indirectly to sequtInces of moves. Thus an instrumental

rule is closely related to a :inching strategy. For example, an instru-

mental rule for concept development might be: "To attain maximum clarity

of a concept, use criterion moves, relational moves, and instancing moves."

An instrumental rule for evaluating an object might be: "To achieve a

clear understanding of the evaluation of an object, alternate rating and

description moves twice, followed by two criterian moves and an analogy

move. fi9

B. The Nature Qf Rule Behavior. What are the characteristics of

RB? Several examples of RB have already been given explicitly or alluded

to. If space permitted, RB could be clarified somewhat further by com-

paring it to various forms of rule-like behavior such as role behavior,

norm behavior, engaging in a ritual, conforming to expectations, following

a plan, Giving examples of RB and comparing it to similar forms of

9
Perhaps it is clear from these examples of epistemic and instrumental
rules for ventures that it is somewhat difficult to separate the goals
of these two kinds of rules. For this reason, the venture might FrE
especially fruitful "location" to investigate intensively some
relations between (informal) logic and psychology.
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behavior, however, are not adequate for our purposes. We need criteria

for identifying RB, so that we can be a little clearer on the extent to

WALLUIL ucaaming canbe viewed as RB.

We have not been particularly successful, however in arriving

at.a set of clear, independent criteria for identifying RB. Thus, there

is still considerable vagueness and overlap in our criteria. They may

be stated briefly as follows:

(a) The concept of RB is linked with the concept of making a

mistake, of being right or wrong. (Windh, 1958, p. 58)

(b) Rule behavior involves the awareness of rules as rules,

in the sense that a person who knows a rule would be

aware of another person's violation of this rule.

(Bennett, 1964, p. 18; Green, 1964, p. 511)

(c) In principle, if a person were follcwing a rule, someone

else could discover the rule. (Winch, op. cit., p. 30)

(d) Rule behavior involves understanding both the meaning

of "doing the same thing on the same occasion" and "going

on in the same way." (Winch, op. cit., pp. 59, 61;

Green, op cit., p. 521)

(e) If a person is engaged in rule behavior, then he should

be able to break the rule, that is, to have a choice in

or decide whether to follow the rule. (Bennett, op. cit.,

p. 17)

Further considerations which seem lesser candidates for criteria

are as follows:
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(f) If RB is involved, then someone else, after observing the

behavior, can go on as a matter of course. (Winch, op. cit.,

p. 3041)

(g) If one is engaged in RB, then it is intelligible to say that

knowing the right way Is based on what has been taught.

(Winch, op. cit., p. 62)

(b) In some sense it seems important that the description of

RB should include the term 'rule.' (Bennett, op. cit., p. 20)

Ftlr the purposes of this chapter, the detailed application of these

provisional criteria to teaching will not be spelled out. However, en

example of bow one of the criteria might be applied is as follows. The

criterion is (b) above, regarding the reaction of an observer who knows a

rule. Suppose he observes the teacher's behavior in a situation in which

an epistemic rule is in question. He is to decide whether a teacher is

following this rule. He notes that the teacher's behavior does not conform

to the rule. He questions the teacher and asks why he did not follow tte

rule on this karticular occasion. (The observer states the rule clearly so

that the teaeher can understand it, making reasonably sure that he does

understand the rule.) What would the teacher say? The following are a

few of the possible answers the teacher might give:

(a) I had no control over ryself. My behavior was msed.

had no choice.

(b) I didn't feel like it.

(c) That (particular) rule is irrelevant to teaching.

(d) I believe that logic is irrelevant to teaching.
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(e) I didn't know that rule (but I'd use it if I did know it).

(0 I intentionally ignore logical rules when teaching values.

(g) We've gone through that procedure a number of times, so

I didn't think it was important this time.

(14) I don't have the skill to handle (execute) that rule

competently in class, and I don't want to get embarrassed

in class and reduce my future effectiveness.

(i) I didn't realize that rule was appropriate here, but I do

know the rule.

(j) Experimental evidence shows it to be unwise to follow the

rule in that kind of situation.

(k) It is my judgment that it is unwise to follow that rule

in that kind of situation.

(1) There just isn't time to do that kind of thing at all.

(m) I wasn't taught to do that in teacher training.

Note that the observer reacts to what he thinks is the teacher's violation

of the rule by asking him for a justification. This indicates that he feels

a rule im involved.

Some of the answers above do not give good reasons, but merely

excuses, some poor (i, rn) and sone good perhaps (e).
10

Other responses

are reasons, some (j, h) better than others (f, 1). The fact that these

answers are treated differently indicates that there is a rule involved

and that it is felt to be of some importance. ,The observer may wish to

question the teacher further, and would do so differently for the various

10
Note the influence and relevance here of Austin's "A plea for
excuses." (1961)
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answers (e.g., contrast a and j). And he could go through the same

procedure for instrumental rules, getting somewhat different answers

and following up with somewhat different questions.

II. Complications

The discussion up to this point has considered only two kinds

of rules--epistemic and instrumental--in rather simple contexts. The

reader may well wonder how such a simple model or paradigm can serve as

the basis for a theory of teaching.

We shall now discuss some ways of complicating this simple

model in order to provide what seems to be a more adequate conceptual

framework within which to develop a theory for descriptive, predictive,

explanatory, and prescriptive purposes.

The complications involve aspects of the rules, qualifications

in the degree of influence of the rule in cases of RB, and the context

of RB, which contains many factors that can affect RB.

A. Aspects of Rules. Complications about the aspects of

rules involve the vagueness of the rule, the warrant for the rule, the

conflict of rules, different kinds of rules, and the structure of rules.

1. Vague or general rule. In the paradigm cases of RB the

rule was quite clear, and the agent was clear as to what course of

action to undertake to carry out the rule or to act on the rule. How-

ever, in the case of a vague or general rule the agent may not be sure

what to do to act on the rule. This can lead to various kinds of

deviation from the rule.
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2. Unwarranted rule. In the paradigm cases of RB, the rule

has clear support, i.e., a strong warrant.
11

However, epistemic and

instrumental rules can both vary in the degree of support or warrant

for the rule. In this case, assuming the agent knows about the lack

of support, doubt is introduced as to how the rule should influence

his behavior.

3. Conflicting rules. In the paradigm cases of RB, only

one rule is relevant in the situation. However, many situations arise

in which at least two conflicting and equally relevant rules confront

the agent with a choice. We may distinguish here between cases in

which all rules are clear and justified and cases in which all rules

are vague or general and unjustified.

4. Different kinds of rules. The paradigm cases involve

both epistemic and instrumental rules. However, there az* other kinds

of rules designated here as job rules, ethical rules, and context

rules.
12

The effect on the agent's RB of the kind of rule is not clear

at present. ftwever, there might be some differences in the RB,

depending upon which kind of rule is involved.

job rules. This sort of rule
13

concerns achieving some goal

on a job. A job rule is specified and enforced by an authority. On the

11 'Warrant' covers both empirical support for instrumental rules and
logica-analysis-(.nd-agreement support for epistemic rules.

12
Note the omission of grammatical and legal rules here.

13
The terminology and conception of instrumental and job rules
adumbrated here is based on analysis by B. J. Diggs in some of
his graduate seminars. He cannot be held responsible, of course,
for this version.
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other hand, an instrumental rule is not specified or enforced by an

authority, but by "nature" (an empirical generalization). In the case

of a job rule, of course, the authority nay decide on the rule after

examining some empirical generalization, and in that sense +ha jelb

is based on an empirical generalization, as is the instrumental rule.

In the case of the job rule, however, the right thing to do is basically

specified by the authority, so the authority is the source of rightness,

not the empirical generalization. But note that it is logically possible

for a person to viollte a job rule and still do the right thing in the

sense of executing some other action which achieves the goal of the job

rule.

The job rule is relevant to teadhing. At least some of the

rules specified by the principal or superintendent seem to be of this

kind. For example, file principal or superintendent may specify that

"When dealing with value questions, carry on the discussion in such a

way as to collect and organize opinions and to avoid taking a position

yourself." Such a rule would be one specified by an authority, with the

goal presumably to avoid dissension ani trouble with students and parents.

Note that it is logically possible for the teacher to handle value qmes-

tions in some way other than specified in the rule and still adhieve the

goal of avoiding dissension with students and parents on controversial

issues. The job rules may or may not involve content, i.e., subject

matter content.

Ethical Rules. In rules of this sort the teacher is involved

with questions of responsibility and justifiability. These %mations

involve a conception of teaching and human nature, and are particularly
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difficult. Ethical rules seem most relevant in evsluative ventures.

Some notion of an ethical rule relevant to teaching may be seen in the

following: "When dealing with value problems and controversial issues,

avoid the inculcation of attitudes by conditioning or other techniques."

Context Rules. A number of context rules are presented and

discussed by Belladk (1965). Although these rules are typically not

attended to continually by the teacher, violation of the rules usually

results in some upset of the classroom procedure. An example
14

of such

a rule is, "Discussion is to take place within the substantive framework

of the T's structuring." (Corollary: "A St is permitted an occasional

irrelevancy in a discussion structured by the T.") Although there may be

some advantage in combining these with instrumental rules, the advantage

of distinguishing between instrumental and context rules is that instru-

mental rules can be limited to intentional, goal-relevant teacher actions

(and for our purposes limited to subject-matter goals).

5. Structure of rules. In all the cases so far, only one rule

was being followed at any given point in time. In the case of the con-

flicting rules, a choice had to be made as to which rule was to be followed,

but once the choice is made only one rule is being followed. However, a

further complication arises in that in many cases of behavior, it seems

clear that the T's behavior may be influenced simultaneously by more than

ove rule, and by rules of various levels of generality, as in the case of

a hierarchy of generality found in ventures and moves or in ventures and

logical operations.

14
Suggested by Belladk 19661, pp. 176-181.

The symbols "T" and "Se stand for 'teacher' and 'student'
respectively, and will be so used henceforth.
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We have, as one example of a structure of rules, the conceptual

scheme developed by Miller, Galanter, and Pribram (op. cit.), in which

they designate their units of behavlor as TOTE units (abbreviation for

test-operate-test-exit). In this scheme a hierarchy of generality is

involved. Note, however, that the rules at the various levels of gener-

ality can be all of one kind, for example, instrumental rules.

When different kinds of rules are involved in the structure of

rules, the picture gets considerably complicated. This, however, seems

to be what is typically going on in teaching. The teacher might be

influenced simultaneously and closely by epistemic, instrumental, and

ethical rules in the ventures with much more general and pervasive

influence of job and context rules.

B. Aspects of Mile Behavior. Two aspects of RB which result

in greater complexity of the conceptual framework are degree of influence

of the rule and phases of RB.

1. Degree of influence of rule. The degree of influence of

a rule on behavior can vary considerably, as reflected in such terms as

'rule -governed,"rule-directed,"rult -guided,"rule-oriented.'

This can be seen easily by contrasting the rule-governed behavior in

spelling, where the spelling behavior is dictated strictly bi the rule

of spelling, with the rule-oriented behavior of a parent disciplining

his child, where the parent's behavior is oriented toward a general rule

such as, "Punish the child only when he cannot perceive the consequences

of what he has done."
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Two-kinds of deviation from the rule are possible, each

resulting in variation in degree of influence in the rule. One involves

adding to the behavior specified in the rule. The other involves

omissions of behavior specified in the rule.
15

We shall treat as equivalent the following expressions: "The

degree of influence of the rule," "The degree to which the teacher (agent)

adheres to the rule," and "The degree to which the behavior is rule-

describable." These expressions vary somewhat in the relations stressed,

for example, whether it is the relation of the rule to the typical or

expected behavior, or the relation of actual teacher (agent) behavior to

typical or expected behavior, or the relation of the rule to the typical

or expected rule behavior. Thus the relations are among the following

elements: teacher (agent), rule, the specified rule behavior, and the

actual behavior.

A number of considerations are important in characterizing

this rough continuum of degree of influence of the rule. (1) Goal-

relevancy. Behavior not specified by the rule and not relevant to the

goal is not considered in judging the degree of influence of the rule

on behavior. (2) The judgment or measure of deviation from the rule

has to be made within the context of some particular category-system

or theory, e.g., our venture-move system. For example, the number,

15
The reason for the addition or omission probably involves judgments

regarding goal relevancy, i.e., adding behavior that is judged to

increase the likelihood of achieving the goal, or omitting specified

behavior that is judged irrelevant or even detrimental to achieving

the goal.
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kinds, and distribution of moves actually made would be compared with

those specified in the rale (strategy). (3) Standards of acceptability.

The greater the influence of the rule, the higher the standards of

acceptability and the less tolerance of deviation, as in spelling and

grammar. Thus teaching strategies will have higher tolerance of devia-

tion and lower standards of acceptability. (4) Vagueness of rule. How

vague or general the rule is must be considered along with what must be

added or filled in by the teacher on his own, as opposed to a specifica-

tion or explication which already exists and is known, for example,

explicating 'inductive strategies' as 'instancing moves followed by

criterion moves.'

The kind of evidence involved in determining the degree to

which the teacher adheres to the rule includes tue use of such measures

as number of moves, kind of moves, and order of moves. The distribution

of deviations in the venture might be considered, including whether the

deviations ecre spaced periodically throughout the venture or are con-

centrated in one stretch, e.g., at the end of the venture. Whether the

moves in the venture are short or long might also be considered, since

somethinl may be going on in the long moves that is not handled by our

category system but might be relevant to the goal.

It is clear that behavior may deviate in various degrees from

that specified by the rule. What Wappens when behavior deviates from

this specification? Two distinctly different possibilities are of con-

siderable interest for a theory of teaching. One possibility is that the

teacher will fall back on the habitual behavior used before the rule is

learned--a lower level of behavior. Another possibility is that the
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teacher will engage in problem-solving behavior to achieve the goal,

combining various sub-rules and principles (Gagne, 1965). This is a

higher level of behavior (ibid.). Hypotheses about what conditions will

lead to these-distinct kinds of behavior are presented in the section on

hypotteses.

2. Phases of rule behavior. We have seen that behavior can

diverge from that specified by the rule, and may diverge in various

degrees.

Another kind of complexity is introduced when we view rule

behavior as involving phases
16

such as planning, deciding, and executing.

By examining the phases of RB we can pinpoint more accurately where and

perhaps why something went wrong. That is, the Imisfiring" of various

aspects of RB can often be traced to these phases, as indicated by Austin

in a discussion of the "machinery" of action. (op. cit.)
17

Austin points out that the various mistakes that people make

in actions are excused in many different ways, and that these many excuses

can be organized and classified in such a way as to help clarify the

"machinery" of action. He discusses several stages of action, which for

our purposes are called phases:

Receipt of intelligence. This phase involves the gathering and

collecting of facts relevant to the action (RB).

11~W
16

We use the term 'phases' rather than 'stages/ because the RB in a
venture is extended in time, thus permitting the overlap of phases.

17
For our present purposes, RB is considered a subclass of action.
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Appreciation of the situation. This phase includes getting

the proper perspective, looking at the situation in a certain way,

casting intelligente into various forms, etc. Thus:

4000 we can know the facts and yet look at them mistakenly

or perversely, or not fully realize or appreciate some

things, or even be under a total misconception. Many

expressions of excuse indicate failure at this particularly

tricky stage: even thoughtlessness, inconsiderateness,

lack of tuagination, are perhaps less matters of failure
in intelligence or planning than might be supposed, and

more matters of failure to appreciate the situation.

(ibid., P. 142)

Invocation of principles. This phase of RB would involve

examining the various available principles or sub-rules relevant to

accomplishing a goal. (See discussions by Gaga (op. cit.) and Miller,

Galanter, and Pribram (op. cit.).)

Planning. The ordinary sense of this term is all that is

involved here.

Decision. This simply involves the choice of what the T

considers as the best rule, plan, or course of action.

Execution. This phase involves actually carrying out some

action, with some bodily movements, speedh, etc. As Austin puts it,

In the course of actually doing these things (getting weaving)

we have to pay (some) attention to what we are doing and to

take (some) care to guard against (likely) dangers: we may

need to use judgment or tact: we must exercise sufficient

control over our bodily parts: and so on. Inattention,

carelessness, errors of *pent, tactlessness, clumsiness,
all these and others are ills (with attendant excuses)
which affect one specific stage in the machinery of action,
the executive stage, the stage where we muff it. (Austin,

op. cit., p. 141)

Viewing RB as being comprised of phases might be especially

helpful in two ways. First, the ways in which the more complicated

aspects of rules (see section II A) affect RB can be specified more
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exactly in terms of differential effects on phases. (This might be

quite helpful, e.g., is teacher training.) Second, as already indi-

cated, we might be able to classify breakdowns or "misfires" in RB

according to the phase(s) in which the breakdowns occurred. If this

can be done, we might then be able to sort out the causal factors or

elements in the system, according to which phases they affect. This

would enable us to specify optimal conditions for RB, i.e., those

values or states of the system which result in RB not breaking down.

C. Rule Behavior in a System. It seems reasonably easy to

identify a large number of variables which appear to affect some one

or more aspects of rule behavior. The following list includes a sample

of somewhat general classes of variables within which an indefinite-

number of specific variables could be identified: clarity, depth,

rigor, pace, kind of teacher-student interaction, distribution of effort

among cognitive objectives (frequency of each kind and patterning),

whether teachers and students are acting as agents or reagents (Chein,

1962), degree of encouragement of autonomous inquiry, provision for

equal opportunity, teacher and student roles (including prescriptions,

relations, conflict, role differentiation), leadership, cohesiveness,

group norms, student expectation communication structure, sociometric

relations, group decisions group problem-solving, phases or stages in

developm@nt of the group, shared attitudes, attraction relations, group

size coalitions and sub-groups, and equilibrium.

With such a wide variety of variables, one is immediately

faced with the problem of organizing or unifying the variables with

some scheme or theory in order to guide systematic researCh efforts.



What might be the most fruitful or optimum conceptualization or

perspective?

Various empiricist and theoretical approaches are possible.

These can be distributed roughly along a continuum representing the

kind of approach. Thus at the empiricist end of the continuum one

would approach the problem by attemr-ing to construct classes of

variables on the basis of criteria minimizing theory. McGrath and

Altman (1966), for example, have developed the following classes of

variables (each with two or three subdivisions): properties of group

members such as personality, ability, and attitudes; properties of

the group, such as group capabilities, interpersonal relations in the

group, and general structural properties in the group; conditions

imposed on the group, including social conditions and task and

operating conditions; interaction process, including content,

patterns, and outcomes; subjective measures of member and g,..up

performance, including perceptions of task; performance of groups.

Somewhat less empirically oriented is an approach which attempts to

develop independent dimensions of groups, along which any kind of group

could be placed. Borgatta, Cottrell, and Meyer (1960 discuss the

approaches of Cattell and Hemphill, proposing that factor analysis be

used as a complementary tool to help refine the dimensions. Since

factor analysis is to be used, this brings in certain theoretical

issues, and puts this approach slightly closer to the theoretical end

of the continuum than the McGrath.Altman approach.
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The theoretical end of the continuum
18

is exemplified in the

five theoretical orientations discussed by Deutsch and Krauss (1960:

Gestalt, field reinforcement, psychoanalytic, and role. More specific

to the classroom is the work of Lippitt (1960), who presents three kinds

of "models", one having to do with interaction-feedback processes between

T and Sts, the second with reference group-lifespace factors. He then

combines these two models into a "mutual adaptation" model.

A number of approaches, then, are possible to achieve some kind

of organization of the many variables which seem to affect aspects of

rule behavior.

Our approach is perhaps near the center of this continuum,

conceptualizing; the classroom as a system, and using the McGrath-

Altman scheme to classify the variables in the system.

Our theory of teaching, then, will involve conceptualizing

imaching as RB occurring in the context of a system, this system con-

sifting; of various conditions or variibles which influence eaeh other

and RB in a variety of ways. Our hypotheses will reflect the main

features of this conceptualization. First, however: we will indicate

briefly our conception of a system.

1. The Concept of System. The paradigm or root meaning of

system seems to be an interrelated set of elements or components, the

behavior of each being determined by the other elements or components

and some objective of this set of components. (The commonsense view

of system seems to include those aspects of behavior in which the

variables have some naturalness of association.)

18
The approach through mathematical models belongs toward this end
of the continuuml, and is exemplified in the graph theory approach
(Maccia, 1962; Harary, Norman, and Cartwright, 1965).
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Upon closer examination, the nation of system seems to have

a nuiber of distinguishable features:

(1) The intended effect or objective of the system.

(2) The actual and observed output or _effect.

(3) The boundaries of the system separating the

system from its environment.

(4) The parts or elements of the system, describable

in terms of number, constitution, constancy, and

the degree to which they are united and integrated.

(5) Functional relations among the parts, for example,

operating principles (such as recipkocating,

cooperating, and negative feedback mechanisms

which help maintain the cycle or output) and

channels of energy and information exchange.

(6) Steady states or values of the variables, including

constancy and homeostatic or boundary-maintaining

states.

(7) Functional relations between the system and its

environment.

2. The Classroom as a System. With this concept of system

it is not too difficult to conceptualize the classroom as a system.

Intended and actual effects. For present purposes intended

and actual effects can be treated as equivalent. Two distinct kinds

of effects are individual needs and goals as opposed to group needs and

goals. Each of these can further be divided into 'cognitive and affec-

tive. Individual Cognitive needs and goals include learning of subject
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matter content. Individual affective needs and goals includg estab-

lishing relations with others in the system. Group cognitive needs

and goals include group decisions and group problem solving. Group

affective needs and goals include establishing cohesivemess and

reducing conflict.

Boundaries of the system. For an initial approximation, the

boundaries of the system can be taken as the walls of the classroom.

This is nct conceptually precise, but for our purposes is pragmatically

acceptable. (For example, the students are this unique group only in

the classroom, and much experimentation on rule behavior in the context

of a system can be done inside the classroom.)

Elements of a system. The elements are, of course, the teacher

and the students. These are describable in terms of number, constitu-

tion, constancy, etc.
19

Teacher and student characteristics such as

age, sex, ability, and personality are included here.

Functional relations among elements. The relations involved

here have been investigated in a wide variety of experiments. Appar-

ently there is nothing clear-cut in the way of stable relations, partly

because so many interactions affect findiLgs. One interesting kind of

relation proposed to operate in the classroom is that which is often

19

70111111111104

We might postulate a system in which each element is basically
an agent. However, the agent does not always act like an agent,
part of the time acting as a reagent (Chein, op. cit.). We do
not know what percentage of the time the agent is active and
what percentage he is reactive, but 6bservations and experience
indicate some of both.
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designated as feedback. However, in spite of its apparent importance,

clear-cut findings are not available to indicate its role and importance

in RB.
20

Steady states. Teacher-student interaction patterns and

durable communication structures (e.g., sociometric structures) would

be included here.

Functional relations between system and environment. This

class of relations is discussed in the Gage Handbook in the chapter on

social background of teaching (Charters, 1963).

Hypotheses

We have now developed a rough conceptual framework, outlining

the nature and kinds of rules and RB, with three general kinds of compli-

cations whidh arise in attempting to describe teaching as RB: various

aspects of rules, two aspects of RB, and the influence on RB of the class-

room as a system.

We are now ready to state sone provisional hypotheses within

this conceptual franework. Because of the lack of relevant research,

these must, of course, be conjectures.

What factors influence T RB? Assuming there are some factors

which influence T RB, what kinds of relations are there between these

factors and T RB? Our conception of the classroom as a system classi-

fies the factors influencing T RB as well as aspects of rules and RB

itself. For example, sone of the factors are T characteristics, student

20
Lack of space prOhibits a discussion of the relevance of present
classroom observation systems (e.g., Medley and Mitzel, 1963) for
developing a more precise and adequate conception of the classroom
as a system.
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characteristics, and group variables (dynamics and structure). The

kinds of relations can be divided roughly into monotonically increas-

ing, monotonically decreasing, nonmonotonic, and no relation at all.

T. Rnm° Sinplop Hypotheses

Focussing on the aspects of rules, the system factors just

mentioned, and the kinds of relations just indicated, let us formulate

a number of simple hypotheses.

A number of aspects of the rules themselves could influence

a T's adherence to a rule, such as the vagueness of a rule, the degree

of warrant of the rule, the relevance of the rule, and conflict of rules.

Consider the following hypotheses:

(a) The T's adherence to a rule is a mamotonically increasing

function of the clarity (specificity) and relevance of the (instrumental)

rule.

(b) The "quality" cf the execution phase of RB is a monoton-

ically increasing function of the clarity of the (instrumental) rule.

A number of T characteristics could influence RB, such as

knowledge of content , knowledge of epistemic rules, skill in handling

epistemic rules in discussions, preference for abstract treatment of

topics. Consider the following hypotheses:

(c) The T's adherence to an epistemic rule is a monotonicaily

increasing function of the T's skill in handling student errors result-

ing from following the rule.

(d) The T's adherence to an epistemic rule is a monotonically

decreasing function of the abstractness of his belief (personality)

system (Harveyl.Hunt, and Schroder, 1961).
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(0) The Vs adhefence to ah instrumental rdle is a non-

monotonic function of his knowledge of the classroom as a system.

The rationale for this hypothesis is that with no knowledge

of the classroom as a system the teacher is at a loss to handle a wide

variety of circumstances. However, as his knowledge increases past a

certain optimum point it begins to confuse the teacher rather than help

him, since he is faced with a large number of items of information which

he cannot integrate fast enough to help him adhere to the rule.

A number of St characteristics could influence a T's HB, such

as adhievement motivation, knowledge of epistemic rules, persuasability,

and kind of belief or personality system (Harvey, Hunt, and Schroder,

op. cit.). Consider the following hypotheses:

(f), The T's adherence to an epistemic rule is a nonmonotonic

function of the Sts' knowledge of the epistemic rule.

(g) The T's adherence to an epistemic rule is a monotonically

increasing fdnction of the Sts' (average) abstractness of belief

(personality) system (ibid.).

A wide variety of .022 variibles could influence a T's

adherence to a rule or his performance in the various phases of RB.

Examples of such variables are communication networks, feedback

variables, role confliects, etc. Consider the following hypotheses:

(h) The T's adherence to an epistemic ruleis-a ;monotonically

increasing function of the curriculam requirements and approval of the

Tits colleagues.

(i) The iris adherence to an instrumental rule is a monoton-

ically decreasing function of the stress in the cissroom.
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(j) The "quality" of the planning and execution phases of

RB (for both epistemic and instrumental rules) is a monotonically

increasing fUnction of approval of colleagues. (There is no relation

between the intelligence and appreciation phases and appvoval of

colleagues.)

(k) The "quality" of the intelligence, appreciation, and

execution phases of RB (especially for instrumental rules) is. a mono-

tonically decreasing fUnction of the complexity of the system (including

fluctuation of crucial state variables and relations among units, nega-

tive or ambiguous feedback to the teacher).

A number of other variables could be listed which would have

monotonically increasing relations with the Vs adherence to a rule or

some of the phases of RB, probably including a large number of ability

factors both in T and St characteristics. A number of other variables

of the stress and anxiety kind could be listed which would probably

have monotonically decreasing relations with a Vs adherence to the rule,

although this number would undoubtedly be smaller than the number of

variables having monotonically increasing relations. And still other

variables having nonmonotonic relations with a Vs adherence to a rule

t:ould be listed which would probibly include a number of personality

and especially group variables (which tend to have maxima around the

center points of the ranges of the variables).

II. Systematization of Formulation of Hypotheses

The simple hypotheses already presented have included only a

few of the variables which should be included in RT. The conceptual

framewofk developed here permits us to be more exhaustive and systematic
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about the choice of which classes of variables are to be included

explicitly iiv:a hypothesis, and the number from each class. We will

now present briefly a framework and terminology with which all hypoth-

eses of interest can be formulated.

The main factors on which the classes of hypotheses differ can

be summarized briefly as follows:

(1) Kind of rule, whether epistemic or instrumental;

(2) The "role"21 of T RB, whether dependent or independent

variable;

(3) Number of variables in each of the "role" variables,

i.e., whether (a) the independent variable is univariate

or multivariate, and (b) whether the dependent variable

is univariate or multivariate;
22

(4) Temporal location of the variable(s) relative to.the

instructional period, whether before, during, or after

the instruction (initial conditions, strategy or

discussion, and outcomes, respectively);
23

(5) The number of elements of the system (topic, T characterp

istics, St characteristics, group, etc.) which are

specified.explicitly in the hypothesis;

21
Terminology of Tatsuoka and Tiedeman (1963).

22
For convenience the multivariate specification will be designated
a 22.2a, and its symbolic representation a vector;

23
Further refinements are possible in specifying time intervals within
any of the three temporal locations, thus including, e.g., retention
tests at various points after instruction - one minute, one hour,
one day, one week, one month, one year.
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(6) Kind of relation between the independent and dependent

variable, whether monotonically increasing, mono-

tonically decreasing, or nonmonotonic or no relation

at all.

Thus a hypothesis could be about (1) an epistemic rule (R
E
)

(2) T RB as the dependent variable, with (3) several aspects of T RB

specified and the independent variable multivariate, (4) the independent

variables being the initial conditions and the T RB during instruction

with (5) two variables from each of the elements in the instructional

system specified explicitly, and (6) all monotonically increasing

relations.

Further refinements can be made in the terminology used in

formulating hypotheses. For example, all the variables specified explic-

itly in a space may be in the class of T characteristics. If this were

the condition space, we could designate it the T condition space; if it

were the outcome space (and this is conceivable), we could designate it

the T outcome space. If all the explicitly specified variables were

St outcomes, this could be designated as the St outcome space. If all

thee explicitly specified variables were group variables during instruc-

tion, this could be designated as the group instruction space.

Of course, typically there will be more than one class of

variables explicitly specified in the hypothesis.24 The notation here

could be illustrated as follows:

24
Note, however, that much of past and present teaching research,

which can be described in terms of these spaces, involves only one
class of variables in 'each of the role variables, such as a T
condition space related to a St outcome space, or investigates
only the group instruction space. In addition, many of the
studies are only univariate in at least one space and often two.
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Ty St outcome space

Rule, Gp condition space

Rule, T, st, Gp instruction space

Testing Hypotheses

Clearly, with all these factors that might influence a T's

adherence to a rule or the various phases of RB, establishing either

the internal or external validity (Campbell and Stanley, 1963) poses

difficult problems. The question of internal validity, of course, is

one of research design or experimental control: how do we know that the

independent variable(s) in the hypothesis is (are) the one(s) actually

producing changes in the dependent variable(s)? The unspecified vari-

ables in the hypothesis must be controlled in sow way, whether by

manipulation, selection, measurement, or randomization.25 Variables

which are not controlled in one of these ways will remain as sources

of doalbt' in interpreting the results.

Even if the question of internal validity could be solved,

there would still remain the question of external validity, or general-

izability of the results. With the likelihood of so many variables

influencing T RB, the likelihood of interactions among subsets of the

variables is quite high.

The question of measures of adherence to a rule is basically

one of construct validity. Sone of the initial measures that could be

tried include number of extra moves (or number of moves left out),

61.111110MPOGra

25
The problem of which technique of control is used on which variable
is another matter the experimenter must settle.
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kinds of extra moves (or kinds of moves left out), the difference

'tetween the order of moves specified by the rUle and the order of

moves actually made, and the distribution of unplanned moves (whether

spaced evenly throughout instruction or lumped together). Other

measures might include a specially designed free-response test and

an interview based on listening to a tape of the instructional

period and discussing it with the 7', such as questioning the T

about the reasons for axtra moves or moves left out.
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APPENDIX I

Criteria for Identifying Ventures

I. Definitions relevant to the concept of a venture.

1. The verbal behavior occurring during a class period is called the
tOtal discourse.

2. An utterance is the complete verbal behavior of one person at one
poini in the total discourse.

3. An episode Is a unit of discourse involving a verbal exchange
tetween at least two persons and focusing on a single point or
item. It aaways contains more than one utterance.

4. A venture is a unit of discourse consisting of a set of utterances
dealing with a single topic and having one overarching objective.
It contains fewer utterances than the total discourse.

II. Criteria for Identifying a Venture.

1. The beginning of a venture is identified by one or mere of the
following:

1.1 An utterance or part of an utterance containing an explicit
indication (announcement or proposal), usually by the
teacher, that a particular topic is to be considered. Such
an announcement is usually followed by a question which
initiates discussion of the proposed topic or by an
invitation to speak on the topic.

1.2 An utterance not explicitly indicating that a 'Articular
topic is to be taken up, but containing a :question or
statenent that nakes a marked change in the course of the
discussion.

1.3 An utterance containing a question or statement that initiates
a discussion characterized by a new overarching: a:: .ctive.

Qualifications.

2.1 When a venture includes one Dr Ewe utterances containing a
story, poen, student report, etc., or parts of such works
OT reports, new ventures may be identified in the subsequent
discussion by criteria 1.1, 1.2, or 1.3 although the dis-
cussion continues to be about the particular story, poem, etc.

-290-
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2.2 When a set of utterances concerns a number of mathematical
problems, grammatical exercises or other examples and
instances illustrating a single general principle (a rule
of usage, a formula, a type of proof), these utterances
together with any discussion of the general principle or
further:discussiot:of the instances shall count as a single
venture.

213 When an utterance or set of utterances announces two or more
topics to be taken up, the discussion of each topic counts
as a venture, provided that each one is discussed Independ-
ently rather than concurrently, provided that the discussions
of the topics taken together do not form a topic unit having
a single overarching objective. Discussions of the "pro" and
"con," the "old" and "new," and other such bifUrcations of
the topic shall not count as separate ventures.

3. Exceptions.

3.1 If an utterance contains an explicit indication (announcement
or proposal) that a particular topic is to be considered but
another-topic is discussed instead of the one announced, the
utterance in which the topic is announced does not count as
the beginning of a new venture. Such utterances are to be
labeled 'misfires' and are not to count as part of any venture.

3.2 An utterance or set of utterances occurring within the dis-
cussion of a topic but wholly unrelated to the topic is not
to be counted as the beginning of a new venture. Rather it
is to be marked off from the venture and labeled 'disruption.'

3.3 An utterance or set of utterances containing a statement of
the general subject with which class discussion is to be con-
cerned for an entire period or longer,.or, statements of
assignments, school announcements, etc:, counts as an orient-
ing statement and is not to be considered as part of any
venture.

3.4 An utterance or set of utterances occurring within the dis-
cussion of a topic but only loosely related to the topic is
to be counted neither as the beginning of a new venture nor
as a disruption. It is to be counted rather as part of the
venture within which it occurs.
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4. The end of a venture is marked by no special cues. The
termination of a venture is signaled only by the beginning
of a new venture or by the occurrence of an orienting
statement.

5. The duration of a venture is limited by the following
considerations:

5.1 A venture always contains fewer utterances than
the total discourse.

5.2 Ventures generally contain more than one .episode.
A venture is only coextensive with an episode if it
is not possible to legitimately consider the episode
as part of the discussion of a more inclusive topic
having a single overardhing content objective.

III The procedural rules governing the use of these criteria are
as follows:

1. Read the entire transcript through without attempting to apply .

the criteria. Get a general idea of the sorts of topics the
lesson is divided into, the way in which the teadher groups
things for the sake of discussion.

2. Read the transcript through again. This time maik off ventures
using all the criteria except 1.3. If the transcript is
particularly difficult it may be advisable to mark the readily
identifiable ventures first and then return to the hard portions.

3. Use criterion 1.3 to correct the markings made in (2) above.
Remember, every venture must have a single overarching objective.

4. While length is not a criterion of a venture, length in excess
of three or four pages of transcript does serve as a warning
signal, indicating that the start of a new venture may have
been missed.
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Criteria for Classifying Ventures

I Definitions

venture'is a unit of discourse consisting of a set of utterances
dealing with a single topic and having a primary cognitive meaning.

2. cognitive meaning of a venture is tbe sense or import ofthe
venture taken as a whole. A venture typically contains one or more
sub-meanings or points which contribute to or make up the venture's
primary meaning, and in sone cases it contains irrelevant or peri-
pheral materials. These-sub-points and 'peripheral materials are to
be distinguished from the venture's primary cognitive import.

2.1 The cognitive meaning of a venture is not to be confused
with the purpose or objective of the teacher. Nor is it
to be mistaken for either the outcome of instruction or
student learning. The cognitive meaning of a venture is
derived from the discourse that makes up the venture, and
not from efforts to divine the intent or purpose of the
teacher or the effects of the venture upon students.

II Classes of Ventures

1. Causal Venture. The primary cognitive import of this kind of venture
TraricliiiMication, description, or discussion of events, agents,
or characteristics of events or agents which are said to cause,
generate, or facilitate the occurrence of a particular phenomenon or
class of phenomena. A causal venture is identified as one which
satisfies one, or more than one, of the following criteria:

1.1 A phenomenon is mentioned or discussed and the class engages
in a discussion of the events, changes, agents, forces, or
conditions which originate, lead to, or facilitate the
phenomenon's occurrence.

1.2 A'phenomenon is mentioned or discussed and the clais engages
in a discussion of the dispositions or qualities of an
agent or object that relates the phenomenon to some general
law.

1.3 A phenomenon, circumstance, or outcome is mentioned or dis-
cussed and the class discusses one or more means by which
the phenomenon, circumstance, or outcome may be brought about.
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2. Conceptual Venture. The primary cognitive import of this type of
venture is that of disclosing the conditions or criteria governing
the use of a term. A term may be a single word such as 'imperial-
ism,' or an expression of two or more words such as 'coefficient
of expansion.' A conceptual venture may be identified by one or
more of the following criteria:

2.1 An X is mentioned and the class discussion is primarily
directed to such que3tir2, as: What is X2 What does X
mean? What do we mean by N2 How can we tell when
something is an X2

2.2 Something is named or referred to, and the class dis-
cussion is main]y devoted to describing its Character-
istics, functions, uses, or parts.

2.3 Something is named or referred to, and the class dis-
cussion is primarily devoted to mentioning or consider-
ing examples of it.

3. Evaluative Venture. The primary cognitive import of this sort
olventure is to decide whether X is good or bad, right ar wrong,
fair or unfair, and the like. An evaluative venture maybe
identified by one or more of the following criteria:

3.1 One or more characteristics, actions, policies, and the
like are given and the class tries to decide the value
category in whidh they belong, although no decision may
be reached.

3.2 One or more value categories are given and the students
try to name or describe objects, events, characteristics,
actions, and the like, that belong in the categories.

3.3 A particular case of human conduct or live of reasoning
is examined and the class tries to decide the value
category to whidh it belongs, although no decision may
be reached.

4. Inter retative Venture. The primary cognitive import of this sort
of venture is t at if disclosing the meaning or significance of a
set of words or symbols or a bit of discourse. Usually the set of
words or bit of discourse with which a venture is conterned is
taken from a literary work. An interpretative venture is identified
by one or more of the following criteria:

4.1 A set of words orbit of discourse previously written or
spoken is either given or explicitly referred to, and the
class attempts to translate the meaning of the set of words
or passage into a different set of words.
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4.2 A set of words or bit of discourse previously written or
spoken and constituting a metaphor or an allegory is either
given or explicitly referred to, and the class attempts to
state the literal meaning of the words or passage.

4.3 A set of words or bit of discourse previously written or
spoken is either given or explicit1y referred to, and the
class attempts to draw inferences or conclusions about
persons, objects, or events mentioned or described by the

get of words or the passage.

4.4 Avexpression, object, event, or character is mentioned
and the class or teacher deals with the question of what
it symbolizes.

5. Particular Venture. The primary cognitive import of this type of
venture is the provision, of information or evidence to clarigy or
amplify a specified topic or group of related topics. The central

concern of the discussion is the answering of-questions such as,

"What: happened?" "When did it happen?" "What did it do?" "Who

or What did it?" or "What is it like?" This type of venture may

be identified by one or more of the following criteria:

.5.1 One or more objects, events, or actions are mentioned or
suggested and the class gives a description of it.

5.2 Some historical event or development is mentioned or
alluded to and the class discusses the events and actions
surrounding or comprising it.

5.3 A particular topic or event is mentioned or suggested and
the class gives instances of a specified set of functional
or descriptive characteristics, "What are the indus-

tries of Canada?" "What are the costs of crime?" 'Canada'

avid 'crime' are the topics, and 'industries' and 'costs'
are-the sets of characteristics for which instances are given.

5.4 Two or more objects or events are mentioned or suggested and
the elass describes each one by way of comparing them.

5.5:-Exdreises such as comOositions-are presented to .the
either by students or teachers as examples.
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6., Procedural Venture. The primary Cognitive import of the
paarangaiig is a step-by-step description of how to
perform an activity, reach a solution, carry through a plan,
or the Me. The procedural venture may be identified by
the following criteria:.

641 The class or teacher analyzes a course.of action,
-as in a recipe_or in the instructions for carrying
on an experiment, into cteps or phases designed to
reach a particular end.

6.2 The class or teacher analyzes a symbolic process,
as in an algebraic solution or the symbolic
representation of a chemical'reaction, into
steps or phases.

6.3 The class or teacher represents symbolically a:
chemical reaction or physical process so as to
indicate, at least in a very general way, a .

procedure for, or considerations required in,
making such representation.

7. Reason Venture. The primary logical import of this sort of
venture is the identification or discussion of the reasons
for an action, event, or conclusion. A reason is taken to
mean the considerations or conditions given to justify a
particular action, event, or,conclusion. A venture of this
type is identified as one for which one, or more, of the
following criteria hold:

7.1 A person's action or course of.action is given,
and the class discusses the desires, purposes, or

.beliefs used to justify it.

7.2 A course of action or particularjict is given,
- and the functions, ends, or outcomes used to

justify or account for the adoption or executioni
of the action (or which account for the failure
to adopt or execute the action) are discussed.

7.3, A judgment or conclusion is given and the evidence
needed to justify or defend it is discussed.

7.4 An action, course of action, or state of affairs
is given and the legal regulations or regulatory
rules used to justify or account for it (or which
account for the action or state of affairs not
occurring) are discussed.
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8. Rule Venture. The primary cognitive import of this kind of
venture is either the mdking of decisions based on rules or
identification and use of rules in the performance of an
exercise or activity. A rule is a conventional guide or
regulation for action, as in the rules of grammar or
mathematics. A rule venture is identified by one or more
of the following criteria:

8.1 The discourse gives one or more cases involving .

one or more rules and the class is aaked to make
decisions as to what is the correct way of deal.
ing with the case or cases. After a number of
cases have been dealt with, the rule is usually
stated by either the student or the tehdher.

8.2 The rule or rules are explicitly given in the
discourse and the student is asked to apply than
to one or more cases.

8.3 A rule or formula which is used or intended for
use in solving problems is discussed with respect
to its derivation or logical or mathematical basis.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR CLASSIFYING VENTURES

1. Each venture can be classified by its cognitive Objective into
one of the following categories: causal, conceptual, evaluative,
particular, interpretative, procedural, reason, and rule ventures.

2. Read the entire venture for the sense of it as a whole. Then read
it again and try to formulate the question with which the venture
deals. For example, does it deal with the cause of something?
Does it attempt to get at the reasons for an act, decision, or
whatever? By using the criteria given for each category, classify
the venture into the category which it fits best.

3. No venture may have more than one Objective.

4. If a venture is very difficult to classify, put it aside. When
the easier cases have been grouped, return to the more difficult
ones.

5. In some cases it is difficult to tell whether a venture belongs
in the reason or in the rule category. Where there are a number
of specific decisions or actions falling in a particular category
and all regulated by the same rule or justified by the same reason
(e.g., students are asked to decide which words in a number of
sentences are verbs), the venture is to be called a rule venture.
If the specific decision or action is justifiable by different
reasons (e.g., students are asked why Mr. X went into the house),
the venture is to be classified as a reason venture.

6. It is sometimes difficult to decide whether or not to put a venture
in the evaluative category, although it contains a number of value
judgments about different objects, ideas, etc. As a rule, when a
venture centers in the evaluation of a single object, event, and
the like, it is to be classed in the evaluative category. If the
venture contains a number of evaluations about a number of different
objects, events, reasons, and so forth, along with other materials,
it does not belong among the evaluative ventures.

7. Particular ventures are sometimes difficult to distinguish from
other sorts of ventures because all ventures are informative, and
many provide information about particular objects or persons or
entities. However, when information is given concerning the
classificatory characteristics of an object or entity, and when
information is given in response to some dominant logical enterprise
such as evaluation, explanation, etc., the venture dhould not be
classified as a particular venture.



APPENDIX II

Moves in Concept Ventures

I. Descriptive Moves.

1. Characteristic. A single Characteristic of a referent is
explicitly noted or discussed.

Sufficient 'Condition:, la statement of properties or-set of

ERIIETEE-fi-iiieFas-being sufficient to, identify something
as an instance of the referent.

3. Classification. A group of which the referent is a sub-group
is noted or discussed.

Classificatory descrlytion. The referent is-mentioned and:
described as a particular sub-class of a given.class:

-' Relations among characteristics. Two or more-CharactOristics
are functionally related.so that when one characteriitic is
varied (usually called an independent variable) the effect._
of the change upon other-Characteristics (usually called the
dependent variable) can be noted and discussed.

6. Analysis. A set of parts which together make up a referent
is noted or discussed.

II. Comparative Moves.

7. Analogy. The referent is said to be like something else.
How the referent is like something else may be noted or
discussed, or the referent may be said to be like something
else, but there is no discussion of how the referent is
like it.

0.1111041111.1111.0110111M.M74111.111

There has been no opportunity to check all the final tabulations used
in this report because of time factors and the distance between
project members. Some itconsiateneiescmight thg's arise. However,
such as do occur should be minor and will be amended subsequently.
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8. Differentiation.

8.1 The difference between the referent and something else
is noted or discussed, or the relationships betweenlhe
referents of two primary concepts are noted or discussed.

8.2 What the referent is not, or that it is.not the same as
something else, is noted; but there is no discussion of
how che referent is not the sane as the other thing.

8.3 The opposite of the referent is mentioned or discussed.

9. Instance comparison. The similarities ar differences between
two or more instances or sub-classes of the referent class are
noted or discussed.

III. Instantial Moves.

10e. Positive instance. An instance or sub-class of the referent
is noted o;7 discussed.

U. Instance enumeration. All instances ar sub-classes of the
referent are noted or discussed.

12. Negative instance. Something that is not an instance OT
iii-E)ft----thereferent but is shmilar enough to be
mistaken for one; is noted or discussed.

13. Instance production. How an instance CT sub-class of the
re erent is produced, or how it develops, is noted or
discussed.

14. Instance substantiation. The reason or evidence for concluding
that a designated instance is an instance of the referent class
is given or discussed.

IV. Usage Moves.

15. Meta distinctions. The different uses of a term, the different
meanings of a term, or the different conditions associated with
a term are noted or discussed.
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Moves in Causal Ventures

I Cause Describing

1. Cause Identifying. A condition or set of conditions is either
(a) identified as a cause, or (b) identified as something whidh
produces, or contributes to the production of a given effect.

2. Cause Explicating. The nature of a causal condition (such as
the class of things to which it belongs, the context within
which it occurs, what it is like, etc.) is noted or discussed.

3. Cause Evidencing. Evidence is given to support, or to refute,
the claim ttat a condition given as a cause did occur, exist,
was present, etc. ALI discussion or argument concerning the
evidence for the existence of a causal condition is included
in this move.

4. Cause Explaining. A condition, or set of conditions, which
produces or explains the condition which has been cited as
a cause, is noted or discussed.

II Effect Describing

5, Effect Identifying. A condition or set of conditions is either
(a) identified as something which is to be azcounted for, or
(b) identified as that eihich follows from a given cause.

6. Effect Explicating. The nature of a condition given as an effect
(such as *e dass of things to which it belongs, the context
within which it occurs, what it is like, etc.) is noted or
discussed.

7, Effect Evidencing. Evidence is given to support, or refute, the
claim that a condition which has been noted as an effect did
occur, exist, was present, etc. An discussion or argument
concerning the evidence for the existence or occurrence of an
effect is included in this category.

LXI Relational Moves

8. Causation Instaastrig. When either the cause or the effect, or
both, is a claii-a-things, reference may be made to an instance,
or particular case of these classes. There are three different
kinds of causation instancitumoves:

8.1 An instance of a class of things which has been cited as
a cause is shown to occur in conjunction with an instance
of a class of things which has been cited as an effect.
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8.2 An instance of the class of things which has been cited

as a cause is shown to produce or lead to soue particular
:

or general effect.

8.3 An instance of the class of things which has been cited

as an effect is shown to be the result of some particular

or general causal condition.

9. Generalization

9.1 A generalization, which includes the cause or effect being

discussed as a particular case, is discussed or referred

to as an explanatory principle or general law.

9.2 Evidence to support, or to refute, a generalization which

covers the cause or effect being discussed as a particular

case, is noted or discussed.

10. Chaining. Intermediate effects of the cause are described in

link the cause to the effect being discussed.

11. Concomitant Variation, It is noted that, when-different causal
conditions occur, or when the context surrounding the causal

conditions is changed, the effect is different, or does not occur.

12. Refuting Alternatives. Possible causes or effects other than

those being discussed are eliminated.

13. Causation Argument. The proposed causal relationship is supported

or attacked t/ means of evidence which lacks strict logical

relevance to the causal relationship. The evidence may be of such

diverse kinds as the following: (a) the opinion of an authority

or expert is cited, (b) an analogy is drawn between a cause, an

effect, or a causal relationship and some other cause, effect or

causal relatianship.

IV Meta Moves

14. Meta-cause. The nature of causal relationships in general, or the

iiSirtirevidence relevant to supporting such relationihips is
noted or discussed.
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Moves in Reason Ventures

I Action Elaboration Moves

1. Action identifying. The action, practice; decision or attitude

accounted for in the venture is noted or described, or an action

previously.identified is described in.nore detail.

2. Action substantiating. The claim that the aetion actually did

occur is affirmed or denied, or arguments are advanced to support

or refute the claim.

II Puriose Elaboration Moves

3. Purpose identifying. The goal ar purpose for whidh tbt action was

undertaken is noted or described, or the value orientation under-

lying the action is noted or discussed.

4. Purpose evidencing. EVidence"or argumentation jg. adduced to

support or refute the-claim that the actor had the purpose

attributed to him.

5. Purpose explaining. Information which accounts for the actor's

having a given purpose is noted or discussed.

6. Purpose justifying. An argument is given to support or refute

the claim that the actor is justified in having the purpose he has.
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III Rule Centered Moves

7. Rule citing. A rule or definition governing actions or practices

of the sort being accounted for is noted or discussed.

8. Rule 4AS-dug. Evidence is given to support or refute the claim

that a given rule applies to the aczion being-accounted for.

IV Factual Consideration Moves 4

9. Context describing. CharaCteristics of the action, the context

in which it takes pdace, or the persons, or objects toward

Which it is directed are noted or discussed.

10. Consequence identifying. Consequences or results of the action

are noted or discussed.
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Table 24

Reason Ventures: Frequency of Moves by Subject Area and by Teacher

Subject Area History Science English Sociol. Core

Teacher 10 21 40 T 33 20 32 T 31 13 T

1. Action
Identifying 17 6 3 26 1 2 3 5 3 4 39

2. Action
Substantiating 4 4 1 5

3. Purpose
Identifying 17 5 3 25 4 3 3 I 4 37

4. Purpose
Evidencing 2 2 4 2 2 6

5. Purpose
Explaining 1 1 1

6. Purpose
Justifying 2 2 4 1 1 1 6

7. Rule
Citing 1 1 2

8. Rule
Applying 2 2

9. Context
Describing 36 7 2 45 2 6 8 2 5 60

D. Consequence
Identifying 12 1 13 1 3 17

Total 90 21 10 121 6 4 16 20 9 19 175
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Moves in Evaluative Ventures

1, Identification Moves

1.1 Identification of Value Ob'ect and/or Value Term. Either the
TialraRct, or e value term7671aVare named or
identified. In the case of the value object being a report
or action, it may be given or performed.

2. Description Moves

2.1 EalicatofValue,Object

2.11 2922E122.2n. A description of the attributes,
properties, etc., of the value object. When the
value object is an argument or proposition, this
may include discussion ef the premises, assump-
tions, or evidence ou whidh the argument is based.

2.12 Classification. The value object is identified
as a meMber of some more general descriptive..-
(not normative) clash -xf things.

2.18 Subsidiary Rating. The value object is given some
rating whiCh is different from (i.e., involves a
different value term) from the rating which forms
the main point of the discussion.

2.14 instance Comparison.. Instances of the value object
iiTTOETiRa in order to illustrate or demonstrate
some characteristic of the value object.

2.2 Identification of Relational Properties

2.21 Conse uences. A description of the consequences,
pro ucts, actions, outcomes, etc., of the value
object.

2.22 grigiss. A description or discussion of the
antecedents, origins, causes or reasons for the
value object.

2.3 Instance Descri tion. An instance, or subclass of the value
object is named or described. Characteristics, originti,
consequences, etc., may be mentioned.
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3. Rating Moves

3.1 Ratinj of the Value Object. The value object which forme
tha Ps:Int:Pr nO tIe disenssion in ratad as tn ita wages.

3.2 Rating of Characteristics. Some characteristic or relational
property consequence or origin) of the value object is rated
as to its value.

3.3 Instance Evaluation. Some instance, or subclass of the value
aliCris rated as to its value. The instance may be either
,real or hypothetical.

Criteria Moves

4.1 Explication of Value Term. A description 'or escussion of
e 'evi1iTative force, or meaning of the value term.

4.2 Citing...Criteria. A standard or rule, or some set of alter-
native standiRS or rules, by which a rating of the value
object can be made, are stated or discussed. There may, or
may not be discussion ofthe. relative importance of

, alternative standards or rules.

4.3 Substantiation of Criteria. Evidence or reasons for or
iiirnsmerure-Orgran-aard for rating the value object,
are given or discussed.

4.4 Irrelevance of Value Term. The irrelevance of the value term,
orsom. T-tS-----loecriteria for the value term, is asserted
or discussed. Or it is asserted that the value term cannot
be applied because of the lack of appropriate evidence.

5. Relational Moves

5.1 Exjianation of Discordant Characteristics. Evidence or
exp anation is given to indicate why some characteristic
of the value object: which is apparently discordant with
a previous rating, should be discounted or ignored.

5.2 Citin anAlternative Value Ob'ect. An object, practice,
reason, etc., havia VA ue rating different from the value
object under consideration is cited or discussed. This
alternative value object may be real or hypothetical.
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5.3 Citin( an Authority. The opinion or conclusions of some
authority such as a public figure or textbook writer are
cited as evidence for or against a rating of the value
object. Any discussion of the credibility, or expertness
of such an authority, is also inCluded in this move.

5.4 Im lication. A rating is supported on the ground's that it
oes n1ive the same characteristics or effects as other
objects which have an opposite rating.

5.5 Maim. The value dbject is likened to another object
customarily believed to be either good or bad) or widely
practiced. Evidence may or may not'be'given to support
the analogy.

6. Tangential Evidence

6.1 Facts, beliefs, etc.) which are relevant to the value
object, but not directly relevant to the rating of the,
object, are cited or discussed. (Also included in this
category are moves in which a value object, other than
the one. which is central to the discussion, is rated,
apparently because of misunderstanding, miisinterpretatice,
etc.).
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Moves in Interpretative-Ventures

1. Texture meanin . The meaning of specified expressionswords, phrases,
sentences, an paragraphs--appearing in the text or reference material
is given.

1.1 The meaning of an expression regarded literally.

1.2 The meaning of an expression regarded as metaphor.

1.3 Paraphrasing a passage, not merely an expression, from a
reftrence work.

2. InstrumentaliTtaning. Expressionswords, phrases, ett.,--not appearing
in the reference material are defined to facilitate further study.

3. ambolispeaning. An object, event, person, or action mentioned in the
text material is dealt with in terms of what it is used to stand for.

4. Structure meaning. The meanings that arise from, or are a function of,
the reference work as a whole, as in the meaning of a story or a poem
taken as a whole or at least in large part.

5. Extrapolation.

5.1 Judgments made about persons, events, actions, etc. for which
same, but not all the evidence needed for certainty, is given
in the reference work.

5.2 judgments as to the cause of, or reason for, an event, action,
fieling, etc., for which some but not all of the evidence
needed for certainty is given in the refirence work.

5.3 Jadgments made about persons, events, actions, etc., for
wilich there is no evidence given in the reference work.

5.4 Judgments concerning the effects of a literary, workl or a
pert of it, upon the reader or listener.

6. Factual elucidation. Citing the facts as to what tool: place, etc.,
in the passage.

7. Citation.

7.1 Passage is quoted essentially as it appears in a reference work.

7.2 Passage or work to be interpreted is explicitly indicated either
by name or by location in some larger work.

7.3 A person, event, or action to be interpreted is mentioned or
alluded to.

8. Re resentation. Citing a person as speaking or acting for a group or
point o view.



9. Evidence. Evidence for or against a judgment, a particular meaning
claimed for an expression or passage, etc., is given.

10. Identification of forms and devices.

10.1 Noting devices, e.g., vignettes, used in a literary work
to produce certain effects on the reader or listener.

10.2 Noting the form of the literary wofk.

Table 26

Interpretative Ventures: Frequency of Moves by Subject Area and by Teacher

Crehgelf.+ ta
.... ww..,.. ..........

(Frequency of move:

Teacher # 15 20 32 Total 31 13
in each category.;

1. Texture Meaning 15 3 15 33 3 36

2. Instrumental Meaning 2 2 2

3. Symbolic Meaning 3 1 5 9 9

4. Structure Meaning 3 2 4 9 2 11

5. Extrapolation 23 10 108 :141 1 8 150

6. Factual Elucidation 15 3 28 . 46 3 49

7. Citation 13 21 34 4 38

8. Representation 9 : 9 9

9. Evidence 5 1 13 19 19

.0. Forms & Devices 6 2 8 4 12

Total (for teachers) 92 20 198 310 1 24 335

Total (for subject areas; 310 1 24 335
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Moves in Rule Ventures

1. Rule Formulation

A rule governing actions or decisions about alternative actinna
of a given type is stated or described.

1.1 The rule is the first rule stated or is compatible with
the first rule.

1.2 The rule is contrary to a rule already given and covers
the same range.

2. Range of ApRlication

The range of a rule is explicitly noted or discussed independently
of the rule formulation.

3. Combined Case Explication and Use

Activity which is guided by the rule and case explication are
carried out in an intermixed, nondistinguishable way.

4. Case Explication

A particular situation or a type of situation is presented and
explicated-in terms which indicate how the rule is to be applied.
This explication may serve to justify the use of the rule in the
particular case.

5. Rule Verification

A rule (whether acceptdble or unacceptable) is applied in some
specific situation, and the resultant action or decision is tested
against some explicit or inplicit standard appropriate to such an
action in these situations.

6. Term Explication

The meaning of one of the terms in the rule formulation is noted
or discussed.
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7. Use

Activity which is guided by the rule is carried out or described
in a way distinguishable from case explication.

8. Rule Derivation

The way in Which the rule may be derived from other rules is noted
or discussed, or a demonstration is given that the rule is
equivalent to or incompatible with some other rule. Where the rule

concerns a theorem or formula appropriate to guiding actions in
certain situations, this move may involve proving the theorem or
formula, but does not include the theorem or formula thereby proved.
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Table 27

Frequency of Moves in Rule Ventures

Physics English Sociology Geometry Total

Move # T. 11 T. 20 T. 31 T. 42 r %

1 6 55 5 52 118 20.2

2 1 25 1 13 40 6.9

3 1 8 - 20 29 5.0

4 4 81 - 47 132 22.6

5 . 2 - 2 4 0.7

6 2 15 - - 17 2.9

7

17

186

1

373

1

-

7

47

5

186

235

8

583

40.3

1.4

100.0
F moves
per T
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Moves in .Procedural Ventures

1. Identification of Problems

The problem(s) or situation(s) to which a procedure will be applied is
(are) mentioned or referred to, either concretely or in general.

2. Information Giviq

Information about the specific problem or situation to be dealt with
in the venture is Mentioned or discussed.

3. Indication of End or Outcome to be Achieved

The end, result, or product to which the performance dhould lead is
mentioned or discussed, usually in a general rather than a specific way.

4. Problem Analysis

The factors or elements involved in a problem or situation are noted
and their interrelations are pointed out or discussed.

S. &Weary of Steps

The steps in a procedure are summarized in a schematic or point-like
fashion, either generally or in terms of the particular problem dealt
with in the venture.

6. Range of Utility of Procedure

An attempt is made to indicate, in some way, the Tange of problems,
other than those dealt with in the venture, to' which the procedure
is also applicable. -,

6.1 Spetific cases, situations or problems other than those dealt
with in the venture are indicated, or referred to, or their
location is given (as in a text).

6.2 The type of problem to which the specific problem dealt with
in the venture belongs is indicated.

Instrumental Concepts

A concept involved ini or instrumental to the understanding of a
procedure is mentioned or discussed.
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8. Introduction of Recorded Performance

A record or completed description of a performance whidh has been
carried out is introduced into the discourse.

9. Characterization of Performance

A performance is described, discussed, explained, carried out

or evaluated.

9.1 An undifferentiated description of a performance is given
rather than a description of the performance as a series

of steps.

9.2 A specific part of the performance is described, discussed,
explained, carried out or evaluated, either briefly or in
some detail.

9.3 The end, result, or final outcome of a performance is
explicitly mentioned, discussed, or indicated in a
distinctive manner.

10. Discussion of Procedure

Descziption, explanation, discussion, or evaluation of the procedure
itself is given, rather than of the procedure in its application to
a particular problem situation.

10.1 An established procedure is referred to by name or other
uniquely designating expression.

10.2 An established procedure or step thereof is developed or
discussed in some detail, independent of application to
the problem in hand.
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Table 28

Frequency of Moves in Procedural Ventures

1111111111

Physics Biology Chemistry Geometry Total

Move # T. 11 T. 22 T. 41 T. 42 F Z

1 12 1 10 8 31 17.7

2 11 . 3 8 22 12.6

3 1 - 1 2 4 7 4.0

4 6 . 1 . 7 4.0

5 1 . 2 . 3 1.7

6 5 . . . 5 2.9

7 3 - - 2 5 2.9

8 4 - 9 2 15 8.5

9 30 6 11 32 79 45.1

10 - . 1 - 1 0.6

73 7 39 56 175 100.0

_
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Moves in Particular Ventures

Group I Moves directly concerned with the particular itself.

1. Particular identifying. The particular thing being discussed

in the venture is named or referred to by a descriptive phrase.

The particular may be an object, event, person, or place.

2. Attribute noting. An aspect, characteristic or quality of the

particular is noted or described. When the particular is a

person, place, or object, noting the history of the

particular is included in this move.

3. Attribute substantiating. Evidence is given to support or

refute the claim that the particular has a given characteristic.

4. Classifying. A class of things is named or mentioned and it

is noted that the particular is a member of the class.

Group II Moves relating the particular to other events, objects, or

conditions.

5. Context describing. The setting of events, objects* actions,

feelings, etc., in which the particular occurred is described

or discussed.

6. Characteristic explaining. The cause or reason for the

particular's having a given characteristic is noted or

discussed.

7. Particular explainin$. The cause or reason for the occurrence

of the particular is noted or discussed.
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8. Result citing. Events following from the occurrence of the

particular are noted or discussed. These may be caused by

the particular or made possible by it.

Group III Appraisal of the particular.

9. Aiinst..11.1.n. The particular is judged as having a given value

or significance.

Move

Table 29. Frequency of Moves in Particular Ventures

Name of Move Fre9uencyNUmber

1. Particular identifying 60

2. Attribute noting 290

3. Attribute substantiating 10

4. Classifying 10

5. Context describing 23

6. Characteristic explaining 29

7. Particular explaining 14

8. Result citing 20

9. Assessing 9

Total 465


